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ABSTRACT
The Form and Function of Mark 1:1-15
This dissertation is a study of the formal and functional features ofMark 1:1-15. Two primary
arguments are advanced: 1) that the unit reflects a formal integrity that is supported by a number
of syntactic and literary features; and 2) that the unit serves to legitimize Jesus as the Anointed
Son of God primarily by means of inartificial proofs. The first argument, that the unit is a formal
unit, is built on principles of inductive study. The second argument, deriving from the first, is
established on the basis of rhetorical practices in place during the first century and typical
patterns of literary introductions common to ancient Greco-Roman biographies. The conclusion
of the study is that Mark, as the compiler of Peter's memoirs, has written his prologue for the
purpose of substantiating claims that Jesus appeared as the Anointed Son ofGod, a claim made
and demonstrated throughout Mark's Gospel.
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INTRODUCTION: BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE^
One ofthe ongoing interpretive tasks ofNT exegesis is discovering and heeding the initial,
heurisdc literary devices at the beginning of documents. Whether those devices are called
prescripts, superscripts, introductions, titles, incipits, prologues, forwards, prolegomena, or any
of a number of other terms, the initial cues ofwritten works serve not only to provide
anticipatory cues as to what might be encountered, but also to prescribe a course along which the
reader ought to travel. The Gospel ofMark is no exception to this rule, and most contemporary
scholarship acknowledges that somewhere in the first chapter ofMark an introduction can be
found. The problem lies in deciding what defines that introduction.
One might (perhaps rightly) ask why such concern should be given to Mark's opening
unit. It is a dictum among navigators that the fijrther one deviates from a prescribed heading, the
wider the margin of error with regard to the intended mark. Over great distances, even
seemingly minor deviations in heading can compound over time to lead to unintended
destinations. In a similar way, readers who fail to recognize authors' directional cues fi-om the
^ Unless indicated otherwise, all Scriptural citations of the Greek NT are taken from Eberhard Nesde and
Kurt Aland, Novum Testamentum Graece, 27th ed. (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelstiftung, 1993); citations of the English
NT are taken from Herbert Gordon May and Bruce Manning Metzger, eds., The New Oxford Annotated Bible with
the Apocrypha: Revised Standard Version, Containing the Second Edition of the New Testament and an Expanded
Edition of the Apocrypha (New York: Oxford University Press, 1977); and citations from the Septuagint are taken
from Alfred Rahlfs, ed., Septuaginta; Id Est, Vetus Testamentum Graece luxta LXX Interpretes (Stuttgart:
Privilegierte Wurttembergische Bibelanstalt, 1935).
^ The reader will surely pardon the pun.
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2onset are subject to arrival at conclusions that those same authors may never have envisioned�
or intended. In light of this reality, it is imperative that readers give careful consideration to the
opening materials of any discourse, mining for and heeding their directional cues. However, one
must recognize those cues in order to heed them. I surmise that some Markan problems may in
fact be resolved, in whole or in part, if one is able to accurately discern Mark's initial clues and
directives contained in his prologue.
Some of the issues related to Mark's Gospel have daunted interpreters for centuries. For
instance, what explains the issue of the Markan citation of Isaiah in 1 :2, and does Mark represent
the memoirs ofPeter? Other issues have emerged with the advent ofmore recent developments
in NT research. For example, what relationship does Mark share with the Synoptic Gospels, and
does Mark contain a secrecy motif? Although this project will not attempt to answer all of these
questions, it is my hope that the results generated here may provide a way forward in regard to
some of them. Of special interest to this present study are issues related to the fimction ofMark's
opening verse, the Isaian citadon in 1 :2-3, and the extent of the "beginning" of the Gospel.
The impetus for this project actually dates back to about fifteen years prior to the present
moment. As a student ofDr. Joel Green in a NT introduction class at Asbury Theological
Seminary, I was tasked with my classmates to examine the first twenty verses ofthe Gospel of
Mark and determine where, if at all, Mark's opening "scene" closed. The exercise was to
demonstrate the role of literary boundary demarcation in NT interpretation, and in light ofmy
work on that assignment, I initially determined that the opening unit closed with 1:15.
In the years since, I have taught extensively as a NT Greek instructor, regularly using the
passage ofMark 1 : 1-15 as a proving ground for demonstrating various grammatical features. In
3that time, I have become increasingly convinced of the internal coherence of the passage. This
present study is aimed at first determining the legitimacy of that conclusion with regard to the
closing boundary ofMark's opening unit, and second, to determine for what purpose that unit
functions.
I suggest that there is not only good cause to continue the quest for the ending to Mark's
opening unit, but also grounds for confidence in such a quest. In Chapter 1, 1 will conduct a
survey of recent and relevant research pertaining to Markan studies in general and its opening
materials in particular. There exists no shortage ofwork (both recent and ancient) regarding the
conventions and roles of introductory materials in biblical discourse. Despite the wealth of
scholarly work on Mark in recent years, contemporary research has failed to reach a consensus
not only about the relationship ofMark's opening unit to the rest of his book, but also about the
precise limits of the opening unit itself What specifically seems missing from an initial survey of
literature in this regard is the integration of 1) a more comprehensive examination ofMark's
opening materials, including the constellation of features serving to knit the unit into a cohesive
whole; 2) the fimction of prologues, especially within the genre of ancient biography; and 3) the
rhetoric in Mark. Although numerous studies have done admirable work in one or perhaps two
regards, no single study to date has (to my knowledge) sought to explore the integration of form,
prologue, and rhetoric into a holisfic enterprise. This study proposes to fill that gap.
Prior to the last century or so, Mark was typically obscured by the shadow ofMatthew
and received comparatively litde attention. Most interpreters, following Augustine's now
4(in)famous dictum that Mark was the "attendant and epitomizer" ofMatthew, seemed to
suppose that Matthew was a better "value" insofar as most ofMark was found in Matthew.
Matters changed significantly in the nineteenth century, however, when questions arose
conceming the sources behind the Gospels as we now have them and the role ofthe author in
giving shape to those sources. Specifically, it was observed that Mark appeared to be the basis of
both Matthew and Luke, and as a result, Mark gained new significance not only as a source for
those Gospels, but also as a theological work in its own right.
As the focus on Mark shifted from issues behind the text to issues within it,
commentators began to ask questions about Mark's arrangement of his materials, his primary
themes, and his intended audience. Recent years have thus seen a burgeoning interest in Mark,
and the range of interpretive proposals and methods with regard to Mark's structure and aim has
exploded.
There is little dispute about the beginning ofMark's Gospel�1:1 provides a fairly
transparent opening bracket."^ The extent ofMark's introduction, however, is highly disputed. It
is not uncommon for exegetes to identify the closure of the opening material at v. 13, v. 15, or
(in some cases) v. 8.^ I thus wish to propose two things here: first, that Mark 1:1-15 is a
definable literary unit; and second, that as a literary unit the passage performs a rhetorical
^ Augusdne, Harmony of the Gospels, 1 .2.4, Philip Schaff, ed., Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, 14 vols.,
First Series 1 (Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson Publishers, 1994), 78.
Suggestions that Mark's opening materials are redactional emendations by industrious scribes at a later
date are almost entirely groundless. This issue will be addressed later in the study.
^ Robert A. Guelich, Mark 1-8:26, WBC 34a (Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1989), 3^, offers a concise
survey of scholarship related to the delineation ofMark's opening material.
5function. The basis for the first assertion will derive from an inductive, within the text
examination of the particular features ofMark 1:1-15. This will constitute Chapter 2 where I will
do a detailed analysis of the textual, syntactic, and literary features that contribute to the unit's
integrity. At this stage, I will maintain a methodological commitment that privileges the text over
against efforts to get behind or in front of it. In this second chapter I will address formal
considerations, specifically noting how Mark 1:1-15 demonstrates a constellation of features that
contribute to the overall coherence of the passage. I will rely largely on the principles of
Inductive Bible Study as prescribed by David Bauer and Robert Traina.^
Chapter 3 will be a foray into the art of ancient rhetoric. Working on the assumption that
form dictates function, I will survey the essential components ofGreco-Roman rhetoric using
deductive principles that grant access to the text ofMark from behind it. Recognizing the aural
nature ofMark's first-century context, attention will be given both to rhetorical structures that
shape the whole of a work (macro-rhetoric) and to the smaller units that comprise the particulars
(m/cro-rhetoric). We will explore education in the Hellenized world of the first century, and
Mark's location within that world. Before leaving this chapter, we will examine instances of
Mark's use of rhetoric in the Gospel as a whole and in the prologue itself
Once the essential form ofMark's opening and the rhetorical environment from which it
likely originated have been established, Chapter 4 will address the nature of prologues in
antiquity. As my starting point, I will use the work of Richard Burridge and his identification of
^ David R. Bauer and Robert A. Traina, Inductive Bible Study: A Comprehensive Guide to the Practice of
Hermeneutics (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Academic, 201 1).
6the Gospels as typical of ancient Greco-Roman biography. Specifically, I will draw upon his
selection and analysis of ten representative samplings of ancient ptoL, inferring from those works
the basic framework and guiding principles of prologues. This study will begin inductively by
focusing on the primary sources themselves, but will then shift to a comparative analysis in
which I assess Mark's prologue in light of those principles. I will give specific attention to the
forms and ftmctions of the preface, prologue, incipit, and ''virtual preface" In conclusion, we
will make some observations about the degree to which Mark does or does not comport with
Greco-Roman practices.
Chapter 5 will then be a re-examination of 1 : 1-15 in light of rhetoric as it was practiced
and taught in the NT world. Specifically, I will re-visit some unanswered questions arising from
my earlier work on the form ofMark's prologue. The culmination of this chapter will be a re
reading ofMark in view of the reladonship between Mark's form and fiincdon.^
In my Conclusions and Implications chapter, I will offer a brief summary ofmy
conclusions and pose some possible directions for further research. Such directions include (but
are far from limited to) Mark's role as the hermeneut of Peter, John's bapdsm in historical and
theological context, and Mark's use of Isaiah. At the conclusion of this study, I will hope to have
confirmed my thesis: first, that Mark 1 : 1-15 is a coherent unit; and second, that�as a
^ Richard A. Burridge, What Are the Gospels? A Comparison with Graeco-Roman Biography, Biblical
Resource Series (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 2004).
^ Because Mark's opening unit is coherently woven, and because his employment of form fully conveys his
rhetorical function, it will be impossible for me to deal with individual issues as systematically as this outline
suggests. I offer a word to my readers that, at numerous points along the way, they will encounter references and be
re-directed to other parts of this study. Such cannot be avoided, and to those for whom this is trying, I offer my most
sincere apologies.
7prologue�it fiinctions to legitimate Jesus as the Anointed Son of God through the rhetoric of
inartificial proofs.
CHAPTER 1 : A SURVEY OF RECENT SCHOLARSHIP
With regard to the extent ofMark's opening remarks, scholars are divided.^ The main contenders
are that the section concludes at v. 13 or v. 15. Those who propose v. 13 as the terminus typically
point to Mark's apparent change of setting in terms of geography (from the wilderness to
Galilee) and time (from John the Baptizer to the period after his arrest). Such a conclusion is
defensible. Since 2000, a number of articles, monographs,
^ ^ and full-length coimnentaries^^
have assumed or advanced this view. Alternatively, a number of studies since 2000 advocate that
v. 1 5 is the terminus for the Markan prologue. These studies often cite the parallelism between
^ For a comprehensive listing of various attempts to outline Mark's Gospel, see the excellent (though now
dated) survey by John Granger Cook, The Structure and Persuasive Power ofMark: A Linguistic Approach, The
Society ofBiblical Literature Semeia Studies (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1995), 1 1-86.
'� Danelle Nightingale, '"Don't Be Late!' Assessing the Cost ofMissing the Prologue in the Gospel of
Mark," Evangelical Quarterly 84, no. 2 (2012): 107-18; A. Nouis, "Proposition de Plan de L'evangile de Marc,"
Hokhma 87 (2005): 32-60.
"
Cook, Structure; Ole Davidsen, The Narrative Jesus: A Semiotic Reading ofMark's Gospel (Aarhus,
Denmark: Aarhus University Press, 1993); Robert L. Humphrey, Narrative Structure and Message in Mark: A
RhetoricalAnalysis (Edwin Mellen Press, 2003); Francis J. Moloney, Mark: Storyteller, Interpreter, Evangelist
(Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson, 2004); Beginning the GoodNews: A Narrative Approach (Eugene, Oreg.: Wipf&
Stock, 2006).
Mary Ann Beavis, Mark, Paideia (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Academic, 201 1); R. Alan Culpepper,
Mark (Collegeville, Minn.: Smyth & Helwys, 2007); John R. Donahue and Daniel J Harrington, The Gospel of
Mark, Sacra Pagina 2 (Collegeville, Minn: Liturgical Press, 2002); R. T. France, The Gospel ofMark: A
Commentary on the Greek Text, NIGTC (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 2002); Mary Healy, The Gospel ofMark
(Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Academic, 2008); Robert H. Stein, Mark (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Academic,
2008).
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9John in 1 :2-8 and Jesus in 1 :9-15, and vv. 14-15 are often viewed as transitional with respect to
the narrative continuing with v. 16. This position is likewise well-grounded and (not
surprisingly) also appears in a number ofpublications, including articles and essays,
monographs, commentaries,^^ and at least one dissertation.^^ In addition, recent decades have
witnessed a number of studies dedicated to the proposition that Mark 1 : 1-15 is a definable unit.
Taken together, works arguing that Mark's opening concludes either at v. 13 or v. 15
predominate.
Sandago Guijarro, "Why Does the Gospel ofMark Begin as It Does?," Biblical Theology Bulletin 33, no.
1 (2003): 28-38; Tom Shepherd, "The Narrative Role of John and Jesus in Mark 1.1-15," m Biblical Interpretation
in Early Christian Gospels: The Gospel ofMark, ed. Thomas R. Hatina, vol. 1, 5 vols., Library ofNew Testament
Studies (formerly JSNTSup) 304 (London: T & T Clark, 2006), 151-68.
Paul L Danove, The Rhetoric of the Characterization ofGod, Jesus, and Jesus
'
Disciples in the Gospel of
Mark, JSNT 290 (New York: T & T Clark, 2005); Jens Dechow, Gottessohn und Herrschaft Gottes: Der
Theozentrismus des Markusevangeliums, vol. 86, Wissenschaftliche Monographien zum Alten und Neuen
Testament (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 2000); Brian J. Incigneri, The Gospel to the Romans: The
Setting and Rhetoric ofMark's Gospel, Biblical Interpretation Series 65 (Leiden: Brill, 2003).
M. Eugene Boring, Mark: A Commentary, The New Testament Library (Louisville, KY: Westminster
John Knox, 2006); James R. Edwards, The Gospel According to Mark, The Pillar New Testament Commentary
(Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 2002).
Donald Stephen Black, "John, Elijah, or One of the Prophets: How the Markan Reader Understands Jesus
Through John/Elijah" (Ph.D., Univ. of St. Michael's College Faculty ofTheology and Univ. ofToronto (Canada),
2012).
M. Eugene Boring, "Mark 1:1-15 and the Beginning ofthe Gospel," Semeia, no. 52 (1990): 43-81;
Gerhard Dautzenberg, "Die Zeit des Evangeliums: Mk 1:1-15 und die Konzeption des Markusevangeliums,"
Biblische Zeitschrift 2\, no. 2 (1977): 219-34; D. Dormeyer, "Mk 1,1-15 als Prolog des ersten Idealbiographischen
Evangeliums von Jesus Christus," Biblical Interpretation 5, no. 2 (1997): 181-211; John Drury, "Mark 1:1-15: An
Interpretation," in Alternative Approaches to New Testament Study, ed. A. E. Harvey (London: SPCK, 1985), 25-
36; J. M. Gibbs, "Mk 1,1-15, Mt 1,1-4,16, Lk 1,1-4,30, Jn 1,1-51: The Gospel Prologues and Their Function," in
Studia Evangelica Vol 6, Papers Presented to the 4th International Congress on New Testament Studies Held at
Oxford, 1969 (Beriin: Akademie Verlag, 1973), 154-88; Robert A. Guelich, "The Beginning ofthe Gospel: Mark
1:1-15," Biblical Research 27 (1982): 5-15; J. Lambrecht, "John the Bapdst and Jesus in Mark 1.1-15: Markan
Redaction ofQ?," NTS 38, no. 3 (1992): 357-84; P. J. Sankey, "Promise and Fulfilment: Reader-Response to Mark
l.l-15,"yW58 (1995): 3-18.
10
Such is not to suggest that other views are unattested. In fact, the view that 1 : 1-8 is the
extent ofMark's opening was presumed for generations, largely reflected in the fact that the
Westcott-Hort text featured a conspicuous typesetting break between w. 8 and 9, clearly
reflecting the idea that 1:1-8 was Mark's opening. In a 1949 lecture, R. H. Lightfoot was the
first to seriously challenge this position, yet a few proponents of this view remain. Others
suggest that the ending concludes with v. 11.^^
Some would extend Mark's closure beyond v. 15. Whitney Shiner, for instance, places
the conclusion to Mark's prologue (which is to be taken fimctionally as an exordium) at v. 16."
Nor is it uncommon for scholars to include the double call narrative of 1 : 16-20 with Mark's
opening. What is less common is the proposal that Mark's opening ends as far as v. 28.
Christopher Bryan, A Preface to Mark: Notes on the Gospel in Its Literary and Cultural Settings (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1993); Burton L. Mack, A Myth ofInnocence: Mark and Christian Origins
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988); Gregory P. Sapaugh, "An Appraisal of the Intrinsic Probability of the Longer
Endings ofthe Gospel ofMark" (Ph.D., Dallas Theological Seminary, 2013); Walter Schmithals, Das Evangelium
nach Markus, Okumenischer Taschenbuchkommentar zum Neuen Testament 2 (Giitersloh: Mohn, 1979); M. P.
Scott, "Chiastic Structure: A Key to the Interpretation ofMark's Gospel," Biblical Theology Bulletin 15, no. 1
(1985): 17-26; E. E. Wallis, "Mark's Goal-Oriented Plot Structure," Journal ofTranslation and Textlinguistics 10
(1998): 30-46; Heinrich Zimmermann, Jesus Christus: Geschichte und Verkundigung (Stuttgart: Katholisches
Bibelwerk, 1973); JosefZmijewski, "Markinischer 'Prolog' und Taufertradition: Eine Untersuchung zu Mk 1,1-8,"
Studien zum Neuen Testament und seiner Umwelt 18 (1993): 41-62.
Raymond C. Barber, "Mark as Narrative: A Case for Chapter One" (Dissertation, Graduate Theological
Union, 1988); Wolfgang Feneberg, DerMarkusprolog: Studien zur Formbestimmung des Evangeliums, vol. 36,
Studien zum Alten und Neuen Testament (Munchen: Kosel-Verlag, 1974); although it should be noted here that
Feneberg's selection of v. 1 1 as the terminal point of his study is somewhat arbitrary by his own admission, his
presentation comes down more firmly on this suggestion than any other.
^�
Whitney Taylor Shiner, Proclaiming the Gospel: First-Century Performance ofMark (Harrisburg, Penn.:
Trinity Press International, 2003), 183; however, this is a change ofposition with respect to his earlier work where
he defines Mark's opening unit as 1 : 13 without comment. See FollowMe! Disciples in Markan Rhetoric, SBLDS
145 (Adanta: Scholars Press, 1995), 171.
William M. Abbott, "What Happened to Mark's 'Infancy' Story?," Landas 14 (2000): 202-16; Ched
Myers, Binding the StrongMan: A Political Reading ofMark's Story ofJesus (Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books,
11
What follows is a survey of scholarship related in small measure to recent Markan studies
in general and in larger measure to Mark's opening materials in particular. It is not in any way
meant to be exhaustive. Such surveys on Mark as a whole are plentiful, and I do not intend here
to retread ground that has already been thoroughly worked. One need only consult such
comprehensive studies as Sean Kealy's two-volume history of the interpretation ofMark, or
William Telford's compilation of various works on Mark.^"^ Concise summaries are also
available in abundance.
I will primarily recount the treatment ofMark over the past forty years or so, with a
particular emphasis on works dealing with Mark's opening materials. Choosing a point forty
years prior to the present moment is helpful because a number of salient studies emerged within
1988); David G. Palmer, "The Markan Matrix: A Literary-Structural Analysis of the Gospel ofMark" (Thesis,
University ofGlasgow, 1998); Adam Winn, Mark and the Elijah-Elisha Narrative: Considering the Practice of
Greco-Roman Imitation in the Search forMarkan Source Material (Eugene, Oreg.: Pickwick Publications, 2010).
A. Radaelli, "I Racconti dell' Infanzia nel Contesto del Prologo all' Evangelo," Ricerche Bibliche e
Religiose 14, no. 1 (1980).
Sean P. Kealy, A History of the Interpretation of the Gospel ofMark: Through the Nineteenth Century,
vol. 1, 2 vols. (Lewiston, N.Y.: Edwin Mellen Press, 2008); A History of the Interpretation of the Gospel ofMark:
The Twentieth Century, vol. 2, 2 vols. (Lewiston, N.Y.: Edwin Mellen Press, 2008).
William Telford, Writing on the Gospel ofMark, Guides to Advanced Biblical Research 1 (Dorset, UK:
Deo Publishing, 2009).
See Janice Capel Anderson and Stephen D. Moore, eds., Mark & Method: New Approaches in Biblical
Studies, 2nd ed. (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2008), 1-22; Moloney, Beginning the GoodNews, 19-42; Adela
Yarbro Collins, Mark: A Commentary, Hermeneia (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2007), 103-1 19; Bas M. F. van
lersel, "Een 'Evangelist' Kijkt Terug: Veertig Jaar Bezig Met Marcus (An 'Evangelist' Looks Back: Forty Years of
Reading Mark)," Tijdschrift Voor Theologie 39, no. 3 (1999): 228^3; and David Michael Young, "Whoever Has
Ears to Hear: The Discourses of Jesus in Mark as Primary Rhetoric of the Greco-Roman Period" (Ph.D., Vanderbilt
University, 1994), 385-496.
12
a relatively narrow timeframe. These studies laid the basis for the proliferation of those studies
that followed in subsequent decades and are reflective of a growing number and diversity of
methods and interpretive conclusions. Of course, it is simply not possible to list every source.
However, I hope that what I provide here will serve the reader in terms ofproviding works that
are both representative and normative of various approaches and methodological commitments.
Because methods are not always clearly distinguishable, and fiirther, because scholars sometimes
employ multiple methods in their work, my schematization will not be without fault. What I
offer will (I trust) sketch in broad strokes the canvas of scholarly research into Mark as a whole,
with particular attention on those works that in some way address Mark's opening materials.
My aim in establishing this survey is to demonstrate two things: first, that the number of
interpretive methods in approaching Mark has burgeoned in recent decades; and second, the
proliferation of these methods has only widened the range of suggestions about where Mark's
opening unit concludes and with what effect. Thus, the movement toward consensus with regard
to Mark's opening unit has stalled. This chapter will therefore serve to provide a warrant for my
study.
The Present Shape ofMark's Gospel
Before addressing higher critical questions, a preliminary task is to address the present shape of
Mark. Because my focus lies with Mark's beginning, I will avoid the complex web of issues
13
related to the uncertainty ofMark's ending, where such issues are legion. This is not to
27
suggest, though, that the stability of the Markan beginning is unchallenged. Clayton Croy and
J. K. Elliott,^^ for example, have argued that the opening ofMark is defective. While it must
certainly be noted that Mark 1:1-15 is not without its textual difficulties, views of a lost or
damaged begirming ofMark have not been widely embraced largely because of their highly
conjectured assumptions. In light ofmore convincing text-critical evidence, we will assume
on
that Mark's opening unit is generally as we find it in 1:1-3.
For a current discussion related to the Markan ending, see the recent dissertation done under the
supervision ofDan Wallace by Sapaugh, "The Longer Endings ofMark."
N. Clayton Croy, "Where the Gospel Text Begins: A Non-Theological Interpretation ofMark 1:1," NovT
43, no. 2(2001): 105-27.
J. K. Elliott, "Mark 1.1-3: A Later Addition to the Gospel?" NTSA6, no. 4 (2000): 584-88; in a previous
study, however, Elliott notes with respect to Mark 1 :2 that the NT never uses KaGcog at the beginning of a clause to
introduce an OT citadon, therefore 1:2 must be understood to relate to 1:1. See "Mark and the Teaching of Jesus: An
Examination of Logos and Euangelion," in Sayings ofJesus (Leiden: E J Brill, 1997), 37^5; Dan Wallace points
this out in his RBL review ofEUiott's most recent compilation, New Testament Textual Criticism: The Application
ofThoroughgoing Principles: Essays on Manuscripts and Textual Variation, Supplements to Novum Testamentum
(Leiden: Brill, 2010). I will say more about this later in our discussion.
The minority status of this view is perhaps nowhere more evident than in a private conversation reported
by Eugene Boring with C. F. D. Moule, in which Moule claimed in 1988 that, "My secret heresy is that BOTH the
beginning and the ending ofMark have been lost, and just as it has been given a secondary ending, it has been given
a secondary beginning (emphasis original)." Boring, "Mark 1:1-15," 72, n. 30.
^'^ Closely related to issues of the stability ofMark's opening material is the matter of the text ofthe entire
Gospel itself Larry Hurtado has demonstrated compellingly that our present form ofMark is more reliable than
many have eariier been believed. L. W. Hurtado, "P45 and the Textual History of the Gospel ofMark," ed. C.
Horton, JSNTSup, no. 258 (2004): 132-48; most recendy, Didier LaFluer has produced a monograph on the textual
basis ofMark and it relationship to the minuscule family, fl3. Didier Lafleur, La Famille 13 dans L evangile de
Marc, New Testament Tools, Studies and Documents 41 (Leiden: Brill, 2013).
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Mark's Editorial Activity
Well into the twentieth century, the dominant questions in biblical studies related to matters of
source materials. The advent of form criticism created a temporary detour from the logical
progression of questions of source to questions of arrangement. The redaction-critical era
corrected that course deviation, yet any discussion ofMark's handling of sources raises a series
of questions. How has Mark arranged his sources? Where has he emended those sources? At
what points can "Markan seams" be detected? Is Mark a conservative redactor in handling his
traditions or is he more of a creative theologian?
Responding primarily to the tendencies and excesses of form criticism, Willi Marxsen
challenged the early twentieth-century preoccupation with form critical studies by undertaking
instead an earnest investigation of the theological aims and compositional strategies ofthe
evangelist himself In so doing, Marxsen broke the hegemony of the form cridcs (who largely
minimized the role of the author in Gospel construction) by shifting attention from the isolated
units of tradition contained in the Gospels to the redactional activity of the author. Said
differently, Marxsen moved from the particulars to the whole, especially with regard to Mark's
contribution to the shaping and "consolidating" of the material. Although Marxsen's work may
not pay immediate dividends for my study, it does provide the basis for redactional and
(consequently) narrative studies that move from issues behind the text to issues within the text.
^' Willi Marxsen, Der EvangelistMarkus: Studien zur Redaktionsgeschichte des Evangeliums
(Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1956).
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Leander Keck followed Marxsen's lead, likewise affirming the creative role of
Mark as redactor. Keek's more specific task was to challenge the dominant view that
Mark's opening unit ends at v. 13. He acknowledged not only that no consensus had as of
that time been reached regarding the purpose ofMark's opening, but even worse that
"almost never does the introduction figure in discussions ofMark's purpose." He
attributes this inattention largely to form criticism's singular concern to isolate the
various pre-Markan traditions in the Second Gospel and the attempts of various Jesus
Questers to extract data from Mark for purposes of historical reconstruction.^"* Keek's
study is foundational to my thesis insofar as he sets about asking the precise questions I
am posing, namely with respect to "the extent of the introduction and the intent ofthe
author (emphasis his)."^^ I am less apt, however, to accept Keek's appraisal of
discipleship as the organizing theme to Mark. This conclusion seems to be forced onto
the text rather than inferred from it.
IfKeck (and Marxsen to an even larger extent) represents a perspective on the
Second Gospel that views the author as exercising creative control over the redactional
^2 Leander E. Keck, "The Introduction to Mark's Gospel," NTS 12 (1966): 352-70.
" Ibid., 352.
Ibid., 356.
Ibid., 352; see also Elizabeth Struthers Malbon, "Ending at the Beginning: A Response," Semeia, no. 52
(1990): 175, who raises the same two questions.
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process, Rudolf Pesch might be said to represent the opposite extreme, although it must
be noted that the distinction here is one of degree and not of category. For Pesch, any
claims purporting Mark to have been creative in his redaction are largely overstated.
Methodologically, he is chiefly concerned to separate Mark's redactional effort from the
traditions available to him. Noting his location as only one of a number of recent redactional
critics taking Mark under consideration, Pesch follows Keck in suggesting "at least the
possibility" that the terminus ofMark's prologue might be v. 15. Mark, according to Pesch, is
very selective in his emendation of the traditions, the only evidence being his original
contribution of the superscription of 1 : 1 (which serves a programmatic interest for the Gospel)'^^
and his slight expansion of v. 15."^^ Aside from minor "interferences" at vv. 2-3 (which bear the
stamp of redactional activity through expansion and emendation to bring the tradition ofthe
Baptizer into alignment with the early Christian tradition),"*^ the addition of xf\c, TakilcLiaQ in v.
Rudolf Pesch, "Anfang des Evangeliums Jesu Chrisd: Eine Studie zum Prolog des Markusevangeliums
(Mk 1,1-15)," in Die Zeit Jesu: Festschriftfur Heinrich Schlier, ed. G. Bomkamm and K. Rahner (Freiburg: Herder,
1970), 108^4.
" Ibid., 31 1; see also Das Markusevangelium, vol. 1, 2 vols., Herders theologischer Kommentar zum
Neuen Testament (Freiburg: Herder, 1977), 15.
Pesch, "Anfang des Evangeliums," 343 n. 3.
Ibid., 313.
^� Ibid., 336.
Ibid., 337.
Ibid., 318-320, 323-324.
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9, and the possible insertion of euGug for editorial purposes in v. 10, Mark is content to leave
the traditional materials alone. Thus, we see the contribution of original material "only at the
edges."^^ The value of Pesch's findings formy own inquiry lies in his careftil demonstration of
the plausibility ofMark 1 : 1-15 as a coherent unit of tradition.
Ernest Best likewise pursues a conservative tack with regard to Mark's editorial activity.
Mark is "neither author, nor editor" but rather "an artist putting together a collage, creating a new
unity out of existing material.""*^ From his hand come only linking verses and minor editorial
changes�he has written no pericope. Evidence of his redactional work can be found in his
connecting seams, his insertion of explanatory clauses, and his ordering of events.'*^ But this
poses a dilermna for Best: ifMatthew and Luke had Mark available as a source, then the issue of
their redaction ofMark is relevant. However, ifwe do not know for certain what Mark's sources
were, is it appropriate to speak ofMark as a "redactor"? Best prefers, for this reason, to think of
Mark's work as perhaps "compositional" rather than "redacdonal." This is a subde but
Ibid., 335.
Ibid., 317, 335.
Ibid., 315.
Ernest Best, Mark: The Gospel as Story, Studies of the New Testament and Its World (Edinburgh: T. &
T. Clark, 1983), 121.
47 Ibid., 11.
Ibid., 14.
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important point and lends itself to my inquiry insofar as I am interested in the "compositional"
unity ofMark's opening unit.
It becomes readily apparent that a tension exists within redactional approaches between
the creative theologian views ofMarxsen and Keck, and those of the conservative editor views
of Pesch and Best. Robert Stein has attempted to establish guidelines for discerning the
differences between Mark's editorial activity and his source material. Some of his criteria
include seams, insertions, suimnaries, creation of pericopes, modification ofmaterial,
comparison with Matthew and Luke, investigation of "misformed" pericopes, investigation of
inconsistency between Mark's account and what actually happened, Markan selection, omission,
and/or arrangement ofmaterial (including arrangement of individual pericopes, placing of one
pericope within another, and geographical scheme), the Markan introduction and conclusion,
vocabulary, and Christological titles. His methodology leads him to conclude that the Markan
prologue is defined by Mark 1:1-15 and serves two emphases: 1) to convey Jesus as the
fulfillment ofOT prophecy; and 2) to highlight the advent of Jesus as ushering in a new era of
salvation history. Others have followed suit in various ways.^^ Although some commentators
^'^ Robert H. Stein, "Proper Methodology for Ascertaining a Markan Redaction History," NovT 13, no. 3
(1971): 48^9.
See, for example, Johannes Schreiber, "Die Christologie des Markusevangeliums: Beobachtungen zur
Theologie und Komposition des zweiten Evangeliums," Zeitschriftfiir Theologie und Kirche 58, no. 2 (1961): 154-
55; Theologie des Vertrauens: Eine redaktionsgeschichtliche Untersuchung des Markusevangeliums (Hamburg:
Furche, 1967), 1-21; Frans Neirynck, Duality in Mark: Contributions to the Study of the Markan Redaction,
Revised., Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium 31 (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1988), 13;
or Best, Mark, 1 1 .
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strive for a centrist position by maintaining a more balanced view,^^ the trend has been decidedly
in the direction of viewing Mark as an author in his own right, as the following instances will
illustrate.
By combining exegesis with redactional analysis, Ramon Trevijano Etcheverria feels
confident that the historical context ofMark's composition (in terms of source materials and
textual tradition) and his theological thrust (in response to doctrinal questions in the early
Christian era) can be inferred, each ofwhich is readily apparent throughout Mark's Gospel and
with special emphasis in 1 : 1-15. He sees Mark's redactional activity largely aimed at
highlighting the salvific dimension of the gospel as initiated by the activity of the Baptizer.
Whereas Matthew and Luke tend to emphasize the eschatological dimensions with regard to the
coming judgment, Mark offers the ministry of the Baptizer as a means of reconciling Israel to
God in an effort to avoid the coming wrath. Thus, baptism is primarily understood as a
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reconciling, salvific act.
For example, JosefErnst, Das Evangelium nach Markus (Regensburg: Friedrich Pustet, 1981), who,
although exercising caution in attempting to separate tradition from Markan redaction, moves away from a purely
historical approach toward one that is more engaged with theological concerns and usefulness for the church.
Ramon M. Trevijano Etcheverria, Comienzo del Evangelo: Estudio sobre el Prologo de San Marcos
(Burgos, Spain: Aldecoa, 1971), xxii-xxiii. "La preparacion de un comentario breve al evangelio entero de Marcos
nos ha permitido constatar que los versiculos que delimitamos como prologo constituyen la seccion de mas honda
riqueza tematica y ofrecen de entrada las perspectivas mas amplias. El estudio que ofrecemos queda centrado en el
analisis exegetico de Mc. 1, 1-15, para discemir sus implicaciones historicas y su alcance teologico."
Ibid., 68.
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The point of departure between Trevijano Etcheverria and Pesch Hes in each
commentator's views of the manner in which Markan redaction has occurred. ^"^ Arguing from a
very conservative stance, Pesch sees the tradition largely intact with only minor interference by
the redactor�primarily at the "edges." Trevijano Etcheverria, on the other hand, sees evidence
of a more creative theologian in Mark. An example of the evangelist's willingness to "re-touch"
inherited, written sources is evident in Mark's use of the haggadic pesher underlying the
conflation ofEx 23:20, Isa 40:3, and Mai 3:1 in Mark 1:2-3:
La conciencia profetica del cristianismo primitivo reforzaba el derecho a la adaptacion
targiimica. La reproduccion exacta de las frases se subordinaba a su significado esencial y
aplicacion iirmediata. Esta alteracion de los textos, para apoyar la perspectiva teologica
del escritor, se encuentra. en todo el N. T., sobre todo en Jn. En Mc. las resonancias del
A. T. colorean la narracion evangelica; pero tambien asume el lenguaje del A. T. a partir
de los hechos evangelicos.^^
While agreeing with Pesch at multiple points with regard to theology and methodology
(especially with regard to the overall trajectory of the prologue as defined and its terminus in the
climactic sentence in vv. 14-15^^), Trevijano Etcheverria does break with him in terms of the
degree to which Mark has exercised creative control over his sources. ''Disentimos de la
interpretadon de R. Pesch [. . .] en cuanto que en 1, 2-8 vemos mas en obra al evangelista
^'^ Even in the arrangement ofwell-preserved source materials the creativity of a redactor can in some way
be sensed.
" Trevijano Etcheverria, Comienzo del Evangelo, 240.
Ibid., 244.
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Marcos. Es cierto que sigue su tradicion, pero con omisiones y retoques de gran alcance."
Once again, the differences here are of a degree rather than a category.
Hugh Anderson likewise ascribes to Mark more credit for his authorial contribution.
Arguably the first English commentary written from a decidedly redaction-critical perspective,
Anderson's volume on Mark highlights the value of form criticism's healthy skepticism and
pursuit of scientific study by means of the various criteria of authenticity. However, it likewise
CO
. ,
lodges some significant critiques of form criticism. Ralph Martin follows Anderson in seeing
Mark's contribution as more kerygmatic than historical, but is unwilling to completely jettison
the latter. His principal aim is to "detach Mark from the apron-strings ofPeter and set him on his
own two feet,"^^ since Mark is "an independent theologian and creative Christian writer and not
simply [. . .] a stenographic reporter or scissor-and-paste compiler ofPetrine traditions.
"^^ As
will be argued later, evidence ofMark's role as Peter's hermeneut should not be too quickly
dismissed.
Theodore Weeden also presents Mark as "a much more deliberate theologian than had
earlier been assumed."^ ^ He suggests that Mark was wridng to correct a presumed push toward a
Ibid., 242, n. 6.
Hugh Anderson, The Gospel ofMark, New Century Bible (London: Oliphants, 1976), 15.
Ralph P. Martin, Mark, Evangelist and Theologian (Exeter: Paternoster Press, 1972), 15.
Ibid., 14.
Theodore J. Weeden, Mark: Traditions in Conflict (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1971), 3.
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Geoc; avr\p Christology by interlopers into the Christian community. Jack Kingsbury provides a
decisive critique ofWeeden' s defense of a corrective Christology.^^ Proceeding from a literary
analysis, Kingsbury demonstrates how titles ofmajesty in Mark are in no way defective and in
no need of reinterpretation (as a corrective theological approach would suggest). Rather, such
titles as Son ofGod and Messiah should be read within their literary context (i.e., within the plot
ofthe story). And since the issue with regard to the variant reading of uloO 0�oO in 1 : 1 cannot
be decided on the basis of external textual evidence, Kingsbury's study will perhaps be helpful to
us as we seek to establish the text at this point.
From Redaction to Oral Performance and Written Composition
The advent of redactional analysis launched a new era in Synoptic studies. Attention began to
shift from the historical processes operating behind the text to evidence of the author's activity
within the text. As more attention was directed toward the role of the author, scholars began to
infer structuring principles controlling the shape of the text itself. These inferences generally
arise from observations at both the macro- and micro-textual levels. On one hand, macro-textual
structures can be observed with regard to the overall shape ofMark as a whole. These structures
provide an overall pattern, trajectory, or outline to the Gospel. On the other hand, micro-textual
Ibid., 164.
Jack Dean Kingsbury, The Christology ofMark's Gospel (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1983).
Ibid., xii.
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structures and devices can be observed operating within individual units of text�even within the
very grammar itself.
One such example is the work of Frans Neirynck, who observes a tendency to
communicate by means of duality. Dualities for Mark create "a sort of homogeneity in Mark,
from the wording of sentences to the composition of the gospel. After the study of these data one
has a strong impression of the unity of the gospel ofMark [. . .] no pericope in Mark can be
treated in isolation."^^ Further, Mark's two-step progression is a distinctive characteristic of
Mark. A view of the whole of the gospel reflects Mark's own manner ofwriting.
Joanna Dewey notes even more sophisticated structures in Mark. She proceeds in light of
the following presuppositions: 1) that Mark is a compiler; 2) that, contrary to Bultmaim, Mark
"is in fact master of his material;" and 3) that the Second Gospel, despite its relative austerity, is
fi7 68
nevertheless a literary work. She points to a number of literary devices evident in Mark,
highlighting (among others) Mark's arrangement of 1:1-8 on the basis of a concentric structure.
Dewey champions James Muilenburg's call for rhetorical analysis (to be discussed below) and
Neirynck, Duality in Mark, 37.
Ibid., 72.
Joanna Dewey, Markan Public Debate: Literary Technique, Concentric Structure, and Theology in Mark
2:1-36, SBLDS 48 (Chico, Calif: Scholars Press, 1980), 18-19.
Ibid., 31-34.
Ibid., 144-47; see also her emphasis on the centrality of these concentric structuring devices, 1.
However, her tendency to see concentric structures where they may or may not exist is perhaps nowhere more
apparent than her failure to recognize the strong literary parallelism between the narratives of John in 1 :2-8 and
Jesus in 1:9-15.
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argues that the structured Hterary units (the forms) comprise the basis of rhetorical force. At a
number ofpoints she exercises caution with regard to the precise pre-history of these literary
devices. For example, are they grounded in oral or written literature? Are the techniques Greek
or Semitic? Are they conscious or subconscious products? Such questions become grist for the
mill of scholarly inquiry. One line of inquiry seeks to recover the socio-historical basis for the
written forms as they exist and necessarily raises questions related to genre. Another line of
inquiry aims to investigate the oral and aural contexts ofMark's Gospel. We will treat each in
turn, acknowledging the blurred lines that enter the discussion at this point.
ORAL AND PERFORMANCE CRITICISM
Some of the recent efforts to highlight the oral dimension of the text ofMark demonstrate, in
various ways, the effect ofMark when read aloud in a single sitting. Christopher Bryan poses
two primary questions. First, what is the literary genre ofMark? Second, was it meant to be read
aloud? For him, the answer to the second quesdon is a resounding "Yes." Bryan grounds his
argument for the aural nature ofMark on the work ofWalter Ong in support of his idendficadon
of various oral features ofMark and Mark's aural context. Elizabeth Struthers Malbon also
argues for the aural texture ofMark and the fact that it could and should be read aloud in one
Ibid., 29-30.
Bryan, A Preface to Mark, 3.
Walter J. Ong, Orality and Literacy: Technologizing of the Word (London: Roudedge, 1991).
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sitting. Likewise, P. Mourlon Beemaert argues for a single sitting. He laments that Mark is
read piecemeal through a typical lectionary cycle�a move that compromises the dramatic
integrity of the Gospel. He proposes instead that Mark should be intonated with a strong voice by
speaking slowly and reading Mark in its entirety. In this way the listening audience will discern
the scene demarcations, which he argues consist of a prologue (1:1-13), six scenes depicting
various attributes of the kingdom (e.g., its approach, mystery, and expansion), and an epilogue
(16: 1-8). Alec McCowan has brought just such a reading to the stage through his dramatic
presentation ofMark.
Whitney Shiner further develops the case for the orality ofMark. He concludes that: 1)
the oral performance of an ancient work in the NT world was ofprimary importance; 2) the
performance of that narrative would have been semi-dramatic in style; 3) the recitation would
have routinely emphasized emotional impact; 4) the accepted and expected style of delivery
would have been more bombastic than today; and 5) the audiences themselves would have been
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equally bombastic in their responses and actually would have played a role in the performance.
Others have undertaken to compare the dramatic dimensions ofMark to Greek drama.
Gilbert Bilezikian seeks to enlarge upon Stein's criteria for identifying redactional elements by
Elizabeth Struthers Malbon, HearingMark: A Listener's Guide (Harrisburg, Penn.: Trinity Press
International, 2002), 5.
P. Mourion Beemaert, SaintMarc, Le Temps de Lire 2 (Brussels: Lumen Vitae, 1985).
Alec McCowen, PersonalMark (London: H. Hamilton, 1984).
Shiner, Proclaiming the Gospel, 4-5.
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suggesting that Mark's orchestration of various features reflects a strong affinity for Greek
tragedy. "Once recognized, the dramatic structure of the Gospel provides that integrating,
comprehensive perspective that makes possible the delineation of both the distinctive redactional
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features of each part and the interdependence of the components." The genre of Greek tragedy
naturally lends itself to the intrinsic tragedy ofMark's story as that story recounts the painfiil
no
tearing away of Gentile Christianity from its Jewish roots. In a similar way but for a different
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purpose, Friedrich Lang identifies Mark's gospel with Greek drama. He observes a five-part
structure prefaced by a prologue of 1 : 1-13. The aim of the drama is to answer two primary
questions: who is Jesus and why was he crucified?
Stephen Smith compares Mark specifically to Sophocles' Oedipus Rex. He notes both a
general arrangement consisting of a seven-part scheme bracketed by a prologue and epilogue,
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and the binding of the parts by transitional passages that stand in for choral odes. Several
elements serve to cormect Mark with Sophocles, the most notable ofwhich is foreshadowing
(clearly evident in the Markan prologue). For example, Smith observes that the ayyeA-og of 1:2
appears at the close in 16:5-7; oSog in 1:2-3 appears central to 8:27-10:52; John qua Elijah in
"^^ Gilbert G. Bilezikian, The Liberated Gospel: A Comparison of the Gospel ofMark and Greek Tragedy,
Baker Biblical Monograph (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Book House, 1977), 139.
Ibid., 141, 145.
Friedrich Gustav Lang, "Kompositionsanalyse des Markusevangeliums," Zeitschriftfiir Theologie und
Kirche 74, no. 1 (1977): 1-24.
^� Stephen H. Smith, "A Divine Tragedy: Some Observations on the Dramatic Structure ofMark's Gospel,"
NovT, no. 3 (1995): 246^7.
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1:6-8 appears again in 9: 1 1-13; the divine voice of 1 : 1 1 appears again in 9:7; and the temptadon
narrative of 1 : 12-13 appears in multiple accounts between Jesus and the adversary/demons,
especially in Peter's rebuke of 8:3 1-33.^^ He defends the terminus for the prologue as 1 : 13 on the
ground that the protagonist (Jesus) is introduced in the following verse.
COMPOSITIONAL CRITICISM
On the heels of redaction criticism and its interest in the role of the editor in giving shape to his
materials (and in light of the emergence of investigations of orality in Mark), several studies
have emerged seeking to identify a macro-structure to Mark. One of the more dominant
"findings" for such studies is Mark's purported use of literary chiasm. A. Nouis, for instance,
notes a number of inclusions (begirming and ending elements that are parallel) that define
individual sections of the Gospel. The central feature of a chiasm in this sense is the structuring
of nested inclusions�often with a feature at the center. Whatever is at the center, argues Nouis,
is the most important matter: "le centre du chiasme correspond a I'idee principale au coeur du
passage."^"* One ofthe key fimctional elements is its ability to help readers memorize passages as
oral units. Mark stitches together his individual materials as an aural means of improving
retention and recall.
'
Ibid., 241-42.
Mbid.,240, n. 19.
^ Nouis, "Proposition de Plan de L'evangile de Marc," 33.
^ Ibid., 34.
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Benoit Standaert typifies this commitment to concentric structuring. He believes that
the oral Sitz im Leben ofMark was most likely a Christian Easter vigil based on a Passover
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Haggadah in which initiates prepared for early morning baptism followed by Eucharist. He
specifically highlights the numerous references to night evident throughout the Gospel. Mark's
structure follows widely used conventions in the Greco-Roman world and consists of three parts:
a prologue (1 : 1-13), a narratio (1:14-6:13, itself comprised of two major sections sandwiched
between three diptych summaries), an argumentatio (6: 14-10:52), a denouement (1 1 : 1-15:47),
and an epilogue (16:1-8).
Bas van lersel, Standaert' s adviser, pressed his student's method into service and refined
it. It seems intuitive to van lersel that longer works (such as Mark's Gospel) would take longer to
read aloud and would have a greater need for structuring elements. He sees these structunng
elements at work both at the macro- and the micro-levels of the Gospel. Appealing to concentric
structuring principles, he observes an ABCBA structure with hinges between A and B elements at
1:14-15 and 15:40-41 .^^ The transition from blindness to sight frames the internal C element.
Benoit Standaert, Evangile selon Marc: Commentaire, Etudes Bibliques: Nouv. Ser. 61 (Pende, France:
J. Gabalda, 2010).
Martin Hengel, Studies in the Gospel ofMark (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1985), also suspects that
Mark was used for liturgical purposes, 52.
Standaert, Evangile selon Marc: Commentaire, 4 1 .
Bas M. F. van lersel, ReadingMark, trans. W. H. Bisscheroux (Edinburgh: T. �& T. Clark, 1989), 18.
The challenge confronting such observations is to demonstrate how an aural reader would keep pace with
these unfolding structures, especially over such large stretches of text. Admittedly, a "reader" might successfully
navigate these on the basis of access to and careful study of a physical manuscript, but the burden on that reader to
effectively communicate such nuance to an aural audience would be extraordinary.
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The overarching chiasm is clearly evident to him, especially in view of the parallelism of the two
major sections organized topographically with respect to the locales of Galilee and Jerusalem.
Augustine Stock shares Standaert' s conclusions at multiple points. First, he sees Mark
heavily informed by the Passover event. Second, he sees a baptismal context as the most likely
Sitz for Mark, especially in view of the preponderance of baptism language in the Gospel. The
prologue and the epilogue frame the catechetical material within. The center of that material is
Jesus' threefold mention of baptism in 10:38-39.^^ Third, Stock gives chiasm a prominent
location in his analysis by claiming that the device was the functional equivalent ofparagraph
breaks, punctuation, and capitalization (among others),^"* and that the central element served a
climactic ftmction in view of the structuring principles ofbalance and inversion. "A literary
work should begin and end in the same way [. . .] with the most important material in the
middle."^^ (Of course, one might rightly ask how likely an aural reader would be to identify a
central element in a work as large as Mark's.)
lersel, ReadingMark, 20-26.
Augustine Stock, The Method andMessage ofMark (Wilmington, Del.: Glazier, 1989).
^^Ibid., 16-17.
Ibid., 18-19. Scott, "Chiasdc Structure", goes one step further by pointing out that Mark 9:7 is the exact
center ofthe Gospel ("This is my son; listen to him."), with 5,375 words on one side and 5,376 words on the other,
18-19.
Stock, The Method andMessage ofMark, 20.
Ibid., 19.
Ibid., 23.
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Robert Humphrey's analysis challenges the conclusions of both Standaert and Stock. He
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argues that Mark is not primarily following Greco-Roman conventions. He does hold that Mark
is carefully structured around chiasms, even more so than Standaert and Stock presume.
Humphrey has attempted to isolate three major sections in Mark, each organized by an
ABCXCBA principle, each of approximately equal length, and each framed by three episodes at
the begirming and three parallel episodes at the end (with a central element that interprets the
whole section). The outline consists of a superscription (1:1), first major section (1:2-6:29),
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second major section (6:30-1 1:19), and third major section (1 1:20-16:8).
In a self-published work, David Palmer applies what he calls a literary-structural analysis
to Mark.^^ Drawing on his background as an architect, Palmer is comfortable working with
structures. The ordering principle for his analysis is a series of twenty-eight days arranged in four
series of seven days each. Each day is understood as the period from dawn of one day to the
dawn ofthe next.^^^ This structuring excludes the prologue, which he defines as 1:1-20 (a period
minimally consisting of fifty days).
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Humphrey, Narrative Structure, 10.
Ibid., 13.
Palmer, "Markan Matrix.
Ibid., 36.
101 Ibid., 75.
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Vernon Robbins observes a three-step progression intrinsic to Mark's organization. At
a micro-level, the first step of the progression involves Jesus in motion with his disciples (usually
employing either e^epxo|i(XL or eKTropeuoiiai) from one venue to another. The second step recounts
the interaction between Jesus and his disciples. The third step culminates in a narrational
summons (TrpooK(xA.eo|i(XL), call (KocXeo), (j)a)yea)), or sending (dcTT00TeA,A,a)). The first instance of a
three-step progression is 1:14-20 (thus ascribing to 1:1-13 introductory status). Subsequent
progressions include 3:7-19; 6:1-13; 8:27-9:1; 10:46-11:11; 13:1-37.^'^'*
hi his commentary on Mark, Robbins fijrther explains that the three-step progression
describes the natural life-cycle of a story insofar as stories have beginnings, middles, and ends.
This pattern can also be applied to the natural life-cycle of a teacher-student relationship. At a
macro-level, we see in the beginning ofMark the willingness ofboth the teacher (Jesus) and his
potential students (the disciples) to assume their respective roles (1 : 14-3:6). The middle ofMark
features a "rhetorical give-and-take" between the teacher and his students (3:7-12:44). Finally, at
the end, the teacher encourages his students to trek forth on their own (13: 1-16:8). In this way,
"the Markan story concerns the natural, socio-biological life cycle of a male human being."
Vernon K. Robbins, "Summons and Oudine in Mark: The Three-Step Progression," NovT 23, no. 2
(1981): 97-1 14; in his development of this three-step model, Robbins is building on the two-step progression
pioneered by Neirynck, Duality in Mark.
Vernon K. Robbins, New Boundaries in Old Territory: Form and Social Rhetoric in Mark, ed. David B.
Gowler, Emory Studies in Early Christianity 3 (New York: Peter Lang, 1994), 133.
'"�^ Vernon K. Robbins, Jesus the Teacher: A Socio-Rhetorical Interpretation ofMark (Minneapolis:
Fortress Press, 1992), 25.
Ibid., xx-xxi.
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The abrupt ending ofMark achieves the desired resuk of inviting the reader into the role of
discipleship. It can be easily noted, he maintains, how the three-step progressions at the micro-
level combine to create the larger matrix for a three-step progression at the macro-level. At this
macro-level, Jesus' identity changes incrementally in correspondence to the three-step units.
Perhaps the most elaborate assessment ofMark's ordering principles is that of Ethel
1 07Wallis.^"' Viewing 1:1-8 as a prologue, she observes four discrete units in the plot ofMark's
narrative. On the base side of her configuration lie the core and amplification. Mirroring the base
is the goal side featuring complication and resolution. The conflict episodes constitute the central
backbone ofMark's unified plot structure. The balance and symmetry of the plot structure
suggest Greek poetic influence, the purpose ofwhich is to highlight the deity of Jesus.
Though compositional critics have shed light on the need for heeding Mark's structuring
principles, it seems to me that appeals to concentric circles, inclusions, and step-progressions are
largely overplayed. The sheer breadth and diversity of recent formulations about the "key" to
Mark's structure are indicative of the tendentious nature of these formulations. Further, it is not
at all clear how, in an aural context, the readership would recognize the central element of the
chiasm as a text was delivered orally. In my mind, the closing bracket is far more likely to serve
a climactic or paramount ftmction once the repeating element is brought back to mind.
Ibid., 192-93.
"^^ Wallis, "Mark's Goal-Oriented Plot Structure."
Ibid., 32.
'^^ Ibid., 43^4.
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Nevertheless, compositional critics have raised important and legitimate questions about the
shape ofMark's Gospel, and two structuring devices in particular will be central to my own
analysis: the literary prologue and the summary statement.
PROLOGUES
hi a seminal issue of Semeia,^^^ contributors share thoughts about the opening materials of the
Gospels. Dennis Smith offers an overview of the types and functions of narrative beginnings in
antiquity as a way of contextualizing the discussion. One common type of beginning is the
preface (irpooLiiLoy or (|)pOL|iLoy; exordium)}^^ Another type is the dramaticprologue}^'^
Through these means, authors could address hearers in the first person, defend themselves
against attacks of cridcs, and appeal to audiences for favor. By contrast, a third type (known as
an incipit) is a less formal, brief phrase that simply introduces a document or selection from a
document (e.g., the Gospel ofThomas begins with, "These are the secret sayings which the living
Jesus spoke and which Didymus Judas Thomas wrote down."). An incipit could even fimcdon as
a dde or scroll tag (oiXXupoc;; titulos)}^"^ Smith also notes, almost as an afterthought, the
1990, no. 52, Dennis Smith, guest editor.
D. E. Smith, "Narradve Beginnings in Ancient Literature and Theory," Semeia 52 (1990): 1-9.
"2 Ibid., 1-3.
"Mbid., 3-4.
Smith, "Narrative Beginnings"; for a discussion ofMark's "title", see Hengel, Studies in Mark, 64-84.
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existence of a virtualpreface Citing Xenophon as an example, Smith highlights the fact that
Xenophon can undertake his narrative account in media res because there was no apparent need
to elaborate upon the specific background or context.
J. Kudasiewicz argues that each of the Synopdcs begins with a prologue (Matt 1:1; Mark
1:1; Luke 1:1-14), identifying that work's respective function and genre (for Matthew, a pipAog
yeyeoecog; for Mark, a ^ha.yyk'kvov; for Luke, a StriyriOLg).^^^ hi Mark's case, diOiyykXiov fulfdls a
literary function by integrating the entire work, specifically by establishing 1 : 1 in its relationship
to 1:14-15; 8:35; 10:29; and 14:9. hi this way, claims Kudasiewicz, Mark has effectively created
a new literary genre.
117
J. Gibbs provides an inventive way of understanding the Gospel prologues. Although
he maintains an eye on redaction-critical concerns (and positions his efforts as such), the main
thrust of his analysis is literary. His thesis is that each canonical Gospel begins with a prologue
that: 1) offers a guide to the structure of the whole; 2) creates a context for the whole; and 3)
118
functions as a table of contents with regard to the themes and modfs ofthe whole. He
presumes that the extent of each prologue can be determined in this way: "We only need to look
at the end of each gospel and then to see how far we have to go from the beginning of that gospel
Smith, "Narrative Beginnings," 6-7.
J. Kudasiewicz, "Toczatek Ewangelii Jezusa Chrystusa, Syna Boga' (Mk 1,1) ('Anfang des
Evangeliums von Jesus Christus, dem Sohn Gottes')," Roczniki Teologiczne 43, no. 1 (1996): 89-109.
Gibbs, "Mk 1,1-15, et al."
�'^Ibid., 154.
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in order to reach something which corresponds to its end."^^^ hi his estimation, each of the
Gospels contains in its conclusion references to a mission to all persons, the locales of Galilee
(Matthew, Mark, and John) or Rome (Luke), and the presence of Jesus. Because Mark 1:14-15
1 20features all three elements, the prologue ofMark must end at this point.
In a more contemporary treatment, Danelle Nightingale posits an interesting scenario
for an evangelical lay audience: Mr. and Mrs. Long attend a dramatic performance of the Gospel
ofMark. Mr. Long is delayed parking the car and subsequently misses the opening ofthe
performance. The question is this: Would Mr. and Mrs. Long ultimately experience the scope of
1 22
the performance in the same way given the variability of their access to the prologue? She
presumes that they would not. For Mark, the prologue stitches together both the volatility ofthe
"road ofuncertain faith" and the "solid assurance" of the divine hand behind the curtain; thus,
"the dual reality of a life of discipleship" is intimated as early as the prologue. Mark is therefore
to be understood as serving a pastoral function by presenting "a picture of discipleship, in which
123
the affirmations of the prologue balance the turbulence of the remainder of the gospel."
Although Nightingale offers a helpful and contemporary analogy for understanding the
�'^Ibid., 156-57.
Ibid., 157-159.
Nightingale, "Don't Be Late!"
Ibid., 115; Nightingale sets the boundaries ofthe prologue at 1:1-13, but acknowledges the possibility of
a 1:1-15 delineation.
123 Ibid., 117-18.
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importance of a prologue, she fails to recognize the centrality of other moments of "divine
assurance" that stand apart from the prologue�namely, the divine affirmadon at the
transfiguration in Mark 9.
SUMMARYSTATEMENTS
Just as a prologue serves a particular function within a work, so also does a Sammelbericht, or
"summary statement." Because the focus of this present study relates to the definition and role of
Mark's opening material, the issues ofprologue (as an opening unit) and summaries (as a
possible means ofmarking the transition or separation between units) will be central to the
discussion. Karl Schmidt has arguably set the initial agenda for any exploration of summary
statements in the Gospels.
^^"^ He argues that summarizing reports in the Gospel apparently
coincide with geographical references and thus yield clues with regard to natural divisions within
the structure of the work. As such, they function essentially as narrative "pegs" within the
Gospel structure. C. H. Dodd^^^ and Norman Perrin^^^ subsequendy followed suit. Charles
Hedrick^^^ has issued a slight challenge to this trend, however, with his suggestion that the
Karl Ludwig Schmidt, Der Rahmen der Geschichte Jesu: Literarkritische Untersuchungen zur altesten
Jesustiberlieferung (Berlin: Trowitzsch, 1919).
C. H. Dodd, "The Framework ofthe Gospel Narrative," Expository Times 43 (1931): 396^00.
Norman Perrin, Dennis C. Duling, and Robert L. Ferm, The New Testament, an Introduction:
Proclamation and Parenesis, Myth andHistory (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1982).
C. W. Hedrick, "The Role of 'Summary Statements' in the Composition of the Gospel ofMark: A
Dialog with Kari Schmidt and Norman Perrin," NovT 26, no. 4 (1984): 289-31 1.
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summary reports stand alone as individual units independent of their surrounding pericopae.
Their function is to introduce new information in a generalizing manner.
One ofthe possible Markan Sammelberichte is 1:14-15. Whereas Pesch has been noted to
see 1:14-15 as original to Mark's source material with only minimal interference by Mark, others
suggest that the summaries (such as 1:14-15) are editorial emendations sitting in the seams
between larger units. G. van Oyen maintains that the Markan summaries perform a transitional
IOC
function between various sections of the narrative. For him, all ofMark's surmnaries are
redactional and that list consists of 1:14-15, 21-22, 32-34, 39, 45; 2:1-2, 13; 3:7, 12; 4:1-2; 6:6b,
30-34, 53-56; 10:1. Whereas Pesch argues that the summaries already existed in the tradition,
1 29Joachim Gnilka joins van Oyen in viewing them as the products ofMarkan creativity.
Wilhelm Egger finds a middle position. Of such summaries, three (1 :22; 2: 13; 6:30) tend to
be the least disputed with regard to editorial activity. As will be argued in this work, w. 14- 15 do
represent a Sammelbericht, the specific outcome ofwhich is a climactic moment at the end of
Mark's opening.
G. van Oyen, De Summaria in Marcus en de Compositie van Mc 1,14-8,26, Studiorum Novi Testamenti
Auxilia 12 (Leuven: Leuven University Press-Peeters, 1987). Access to van Oyen's work was made possible by the
following English review: John Gillman, "De Summaria in Marcus en de Compositie van Mc 1:14-8:26," Catholic
Biblical Quarterly 5\, no. 4 (1989): 760-62.
Joachim Gnilka, Das Evangelium nach Markus, vol. 1, Evangelisch-katholischer Kommentar zum
Neuen Testament 2 (Zurich: Neukirchener Verlag, 1994).
Wilhelm Egger, Frohbotschaft und Lehre: Die Sammelberichte des Wirkens Jesu im Markusevangelium,
vol. 19, Frankfurter theologische Studien (Frankfurt am Main: Knecht, 1976).
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Narrative Criticism
The discussions above conceming the nature and function ofHterary devices such as prologues
and summary statements provide a natural segue into literary analysis specifically as found
among practitioners ofnarrative criticism. Mary Arm Tolbert applies her narrative approach to
Mark, noting a general beginning, middle, and end ordering ofMark's overall work in ways that
comport with typical Hellenistic practices. However, Boring's critique of her tendency to force
131
1:1-13 into a chiastic stmcture based on word repetition is probably well-founded. Further, her
tendency to subsume nearly any written work under the category of "fiction" renders the term
1
essentially meaningless.
A related attempt to employ narrative-critical methods with less-than-satisfying results is
that of Robert Funk. For Funk, one aspect of narrative analysis involves the identification of
participants in the narrative, and Funk asserts that Jesus is not depicted as "the 'subject' (viz.,
the agent)" until v. 14, thus serving to justify his identification of 1 : 13 as the closing scene to
Mark's opening unit. This argument fails on multiple counts, only two ofwhich will be
highlighted here. First, Funk claims that "Jesus does not appear in 1:4-8, and in 1:9-1 1 he is the
patient (something happens to him)."^" Setting aside for the moment the fact that Jesus is
identified direcdy and indirectly in 1:1-8, Funk fails to note that Jesus is introduced in v. 9 as an
Boring, "Mark 1:1-15," 59.
Mary Ann Tolbert, Sowing the Gospel: Mark's World in Literary-Historical Perspective (Minneapolis:
Fortress Press, 1989), 30.
R. W. Funk, "The Poetics ofBiblical Narrative," in The Poetics ofBiblical Narrative, Foundations &
Facets: Literary Facets (Sonoma, CaHf : Polebridge, 1988), 223.
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agent (i.e., a non-patient) in its purest form with the statement eyeveio kv kKdvaiQ lalg fipepaic;
r\XQev 'Inoouc diro NaCapei ific; TaXilaiac,. Here, it can clearly be seen that Mark introduces
Jesus in 1:9 as a principal agent.
Second, Funk suggests that Jesus remains in the shadows of John's ministry throughout
V. 13 as evidenced by the passive voice of epocTTiLoGri in v. 9. However, that Jesus is listed here as
the grammatical subject despite the fact that "something happens to him"^^"* clearly indicates that
Mark's interest lies in the placement of Jesus on center stage. Thus, Funk's attempt to make John
the unifying participant focus of 1:1-13 fails.
On the other hand, Frank Matera deploys his narrative-cridcal method to discern the way
Mark utilizes his prologue to present the reader with information and background knowledge that
is both essential for the reader and yet unknown to the actors in the narrative. As such, Matera
constructively posits Mark's prologue (defined as 1 : 1-13) as the hermeneudcal key to Mark's
Gospel. D. Dormeyer likewise considers the fimcdon of a narradve prologue, specifically
comparing Mark's opening to that of the Hellenisdc ideal biography. P. Sankey views Mark's
prologue (albeit from a more reader-oriented perspective) as demonstrating a series of fulfilled
promises, thus giving literary coherence to 1:1-15: "There is always a gap between promise and
fulfillment. Not only is fulfillment always partial, but its nature is never quite what was expected
Ibid.
F. J. Matera, "The Prologue as the Interpretadve Key to Mark's Gospel," JSNT 34 (1988): 15.
'^^
Dormeyer, "Idealbiographischen."
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[...]. The effect of this misfit is to increase the reader's creative role in finding coherence."
(Sankey's argument will be given more attention in my final chapter.)
Other narrative treatments offer further promise. Tom Shepherd employs standard
narradve categories in demonstrating the literary coherence of 1:1-15. These include settings,
characters, actions and plot, time relationships, and narrator/implied reader. In his monograph
on the nature and role of 1 : 1-15, Hans-Josef Klauck broadens his employment of narrative-
critical methods to interface with other disciplines, especially that of historical criticism. For
him, ""ahistorisch, wie oft befiirchtet, mufi Erzdhlforschung also nicht sein" Like Shepherd,
Klauck's analysis leads him to confirm the unity of 1 : 1-15, where the appearance of John and the
appearance of Jesus fund a parallelism conveyed via a diptych of 1 :4-8 and 9-15, with 1:1-3
fimctioning as a ''Prolog im Prolog
"^"^^ At the other end of the unit, 1:14-15 serves as the
propositio. After addressing the literary unity ofMark's prologue, Klauck goes on to argue
that the Markan prologue serves a distinct purpose in introducing the reader to Mark's Gospel.
That purpose is to provide a leserpsychologischen Effekt that initiates the reader.
^"^^ The value of
Sankey, "Promise and Fulfillment," 16.
Shepherd, "Narrative Role of John and Jesus," 1 :152.
Hans-JosefKlauck, Vorspiel im Himmel? Erzdhltechnik und Theologie im Markusprolog, Biblisch-
theologische Studien 32 (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener, 1997), 67.
Ibid., 33; this follows the conclusions of Feneberg, DerMarkusprolog, 36:195, and Klauck argues that
this mimics the pattern of the introit to John's Gospel.
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Klauck, Vorspiel im Himmel, 34-35.
Ibid., 112-15.
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Klauck's work for my own study is great insofar as he not only asks the same questions I am
asking (What is Mark's opening unit, and to what effect?), but also because he provides a multi-
disciplinary approach that resists the temptation of allowing one approach to silence others.
^"^^
Perhaps no other narrative analysis is as comprehensive and judicious as that of
Ohajuobodo Oko.
^'^'^ Oko sets out to examine the various passages in Mark that address the
identity of Jesus. This, for Oko, is the central concern ofMark. For each passage, he conducts an
analysis at the three levels of story, discourse, and historical/theological mediation. His analysis
leads him to conclude that 1:1-15 does indeed represent a unit and, as a prologue, serves to
introduce the whole of the Gospel.
^"^^ With Klauck, Oko seeks to preserve the historical context
of the narradve. For him, John the Baptizer functions as an historical nexus to Elijah's expected
retum in Mai 3:1. That retum, contra Q, is not apocalyptic, but preparatory for the way of
Jesus. ^"^^ Oko follows the narrative categories of Funk with regard to such matters as participants
'''^ Where my own study diverges from Klauck's is threefold. First, I intend to demonstrate that Mark 1 : 1 is
an incipit standing over the prologue, and that 1:2-3 should be read as substantiation of John's appearance in 1:4.
Klauck, on the other hand, argues that 1 : 1-3 is a "prologue within a prologue." Second, I will emphasize the
rhetorical devices at play within the prologue, specifically as they provide legitimation of Jesus' identity as the
Anointed Son ofGod. Third, I will emphasize the narrative trajectory of the prologue within a Heilsgeschichte
framework.
Ohajuobodo I. Oko, "Who Then Is This? ": A Narrative Study of the Role ofthe Question ofthe Identity
ofJesus in the Plot ofMark's Gospel, Bonner Biblische Beitrage 148 (Beriin: Philo, 2004).
Ibid., 60.
Ibid., 75-76.
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and temporal/geographical indicators as markers of segments, but does so with a consistency
that renders his outcomes more defensible. ^'^^
GENRE CRITICISM
As the literary and compositional features of Mark come into view, questions emerge about the
type ofwriting Mark best represents. Richard Burridge 's landmark study shifted the balance of
the debate decidedly in favor of reading Mark within the literary geme ofGreco-Roman
biography.
^'^^ While some early trends in Gospel studies sought to recover the historical Jesus
(and by extension represented biographical works in some measure), others sought to read the
Gospels in light of their parallels with popular Greco-Roman biography. The advent of form
and redaction criticisms derailed this initial trajectory toward biographical analysis. Charles
Talbert's pioneering work, however, called into question the mythical claims of form criticism
by classifying ancient Greco-Roman biography into five types. He assigns the Gospels to the
'^^
Funk, "The Poedcs ofBiblical Narrative," 63-67.
Oko, Who Then Is This?, 60.
'"^^
Burridge, What Are the Gospels.
For example, Emest Renan, The Life ofJesus (A. L. Burt Company, 1863).
Clyde Weber Votaw, The Gospels and Contemporary Biographies in the Graeco-Roman World
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1970).
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category ofbiography on this basis insofar as they satisfy such criteria, namely by attempting
to "dispel a false image of the teacher and to provide a true model to follow."
Burridge advanced and modified Talbert's position by comparing the canonical Gospels
to ten examples of approximately contemporaneous Hellenistic lives .^^"^ He analyzes these ten
works on the basis of their opening features (including titles and prologues), subjects (noting the
allocation of space to subjects and their frequency as controlling subjects of verbs), various
external features (including mode of representation, size, structure, scale, literary units, use of
sources, methods of characterizadon), and various internal features (setting, topics, style,
atmosphere, quality of characterization, social setting and occasion, authorial intention and
purpose). After noting close affinities between the Synoptics and Greco-Roman pioi, he
concludes that "the next question, therefore, concerns how many shared features are necessary to
make a genre." His conclusion is that the Gospels meet that standard. "If genre is the key to a
work's interpretation, and the geme of the gospels is piog, then the key to their interpretation
must be the person of their subject, Jesus ofNazareth. "^^^ Burridge's work will be central to my
'^^ Charles H. Talbert, What Is a Gospel? The Genre of the Canonical Gospels (Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1977), 92-98.
Ibid., 94.
Burridge, What Are the Gospels, 150-56.
'^^ Ibid., 211.
156 Ibid., 248.
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study as I set out in part to compare Mark's opening with the various openings ofthe works
Burridge used in his own study.
Bryan follows Burridge by suggesting that the genre ofMark can be inferred not from
explicit markers, but rather from the dominance of a cluster of elements. This is an important
observation. One ofBryan's arguments for the biographical nature ofMark is Mark's use of a
158 � ' '
prologue among his opening features. Bryan defines this prologue as 1:1-8. Santiago Guijarro
likewise builds on Burridge's findings, using Mark's biographical prologue to indicate Mark's
means of ascribing honor to Jesus. Although he concedes that Mark does not completely
follow traditional patterns ofHellenistic lives (notably due to the absence of Jesus' ancestry and
upbringing in the opening of the Gospel), its beginning (Mark 1:1-15) frmctions as the normal
introduction to a piog by ascribing honor to the subject's character. According to Guijarro, Mark
had a dilemma: how to present Jesus with honor despite his humble origins and dishonorable
death. "He did not praise Jesus' descent and education, but pointed to his virtues [...]. To
understand adequately how Mark accomplished this and the coimotations of his presentation of
Jesus at the beginning ofthe Gospel, we must read these verses in light of the social values
shared by him and his readers." These values are drawn from Bruce Malina's anthropological
Bryan, A Preface to Mark, 13.
Ibid., 33-35.
'^^
Guijarro, "Why Does the Gospel."
Ibid., 31.
Ibid., 32.
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assessment of the honor and shame culture of the first-century Greco-Roman world. Guijarro
suggests that the specific type of honor associated with Jesus is ascribed honor, revealed
specifically at the climax of the second diptych of the prologue; the three episodes of 1 :9-l 1, 12-
13, 14-15, thus constitute a "status transformadon ritual." Ben Witherington follows suit in
terms of viewing Mark as a Hellenisdc life,^^"^ but also nodces a strong Christological
undercurrent funded by a series of identity questions conceming Jesus, such as those found at
1:27; 2:7; 2:16; 2:24; 4:41; 6:2; 7:5.^^^
Some of the work related to the Christological aspects ofMark has already been
discussed, specifically that ofWeeden and Kingsbury's critique ofWeeden. Eugene Boring
further accentuates Mark's Christology by challenging the notion that Mark is an example of
Hellenistic biography. Although Mark demonstrates multiple points of contact with ancient
pLOL, it is nevertheless a "quantum leap" from that genre, falling just short of sui generis. He
highlights several principle departures from ancient biography. "These features," he asserts, "are
Bruce J. Malina, The New Testament World: Insightsfrom Cultural Anthropology, Revised. (Louisville,
Ky.: John Knox Press, 1993); see also David Arthur DeSilva, Honor, Patronage, Kinship & Purity: Unlocking New
Testament Culture (Downers Grove, 111.: InterVarsity Press, 2000).
Guijarro, "Why Does the Gospel," 34.
Ben Witherington III, The Gospel ofMark: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary (Grand Rapids, Mich.:
Eerdmans, 2001), 1-9.
Ibid., 37.
'^^ Boring, Mark, 6-9.
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all Christological. The Gospel ofMark is narrative Christology." He fiirther claims that "the
orientation of a biography is toward the principal subject, to magnify his or her greatness. The
orientation ofChristology is away from the subject to the hidden actor, away from the Christ-
figure as a character in the story to God the author of the story." This aspect is especially
evident in the way Boring highlights the passive sense and implied divine agency of xpLoioq.^^^
For Boring, the Christological narrative is structured in two major units: 1:16-8:21 and
1 1 : 1-16:8. The prologue, as the introduction to the bi-partite structure, functions in four
"literary-theological" ways by: 1) introducing the main characters; 2) introducing the five main
themes of power, story, weakness, secrecy and disciples; 3) focalizing the narrative that
follows the prologue; and 4) relating the time of the Gospel to the time of its readers.
Although I largely concur with Boring's conclusions, I question some of the avenues by which
he arrives at those conclusions. For example, are the five main themes really "main themes" of
Mark, and if so, are they indicated within the prologue in ways that would be transparent to his
readers? I am not convinced that they are. Another question raised by his work pertains to the
Ibid., 8; see also "The Christology ofMark: Hermeneutical Issues for Systematic Theology," Semeia 30
(1984): 125-53; and Robert C. Tannehill, "The Gospel ofMark as Narrative Christology," Semeia, no. 16 (1979):
57-96.
'^^
Boring, "Mark 1:1-15," 70, n. 9.
'^^
Boring, Mark, 249-50.
"�
Boring, "Mark 1:1-15," 46.
Here, Boring relies on the work ofFunk, "The Poetics ofBiblical Narrative."
'^^
Boring, "Mark 1:1-15," 61-69.
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historical underpinnings of the narrative itself By refracting Mark through a narrative-
Christological lens, it seems to me that the historicity of the essential narrative is compromised.
U. Mell also sees a trans-temporal dimension to Mark. He bases his observations on
the assumption that Mark 1:9-15 represents the earliest baptism tradition of Jesus. In the
tradition, two primary features support the notion that Mark is primarily apocalyptic fulfdlment-
Christology: 1) Jesus is the suffering Son ofGod; and 2) Jesus is the re-created Adam�the ideal
ofGod's creation. ^^"^ Robert Guelich's defense ofMark 1:1-15 is likewise firmly grounded in a
trans-temporal reading ofMark that finds in the prologue the satisfaction of Isaian expectations
for salvation.
Rhetorical Criticism
Thus far in this survey, I have explored questions related to the form ofMark's opening unit
primarily through methods aimed at treating the text itself As our view ofMark's opening
material shifts fi*om the particulars to the whole, we begin to get a sense of the basic framework
of his introduction and can likewise begin to get a sense ofwhat his purposes might be. This
speaks to questions related to the ftmction ofMark 1:1-15.
Assuming that Mark wrote with purpose in mind, what specific aim(s) can be inferred
from his opening unit? Said differently, how does his prologue attempt to establish his reader
U. Mell, "Jesu Taufe durch Johannes (Markus 1,9-15): Zur narrativen Christologie vom neuen Adam,"
Biblische Zeitschrift AO, no. 2 (1996): 161-78.
�^^Ibid., 177.
Guelich, "Beginning of the Gospel."
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upon the proper course for engaging the material that follows? I intend to demonstrate how
rhetorical criticism in particular will be usefiil in providing an answer to this quesdon.
In his 1968 Presidential Address to the annual meeting of the Society ofBiblical
Literature, James Muilenburg issued a call to move beyond form criticism's primary occupation
1 7A
with the observable and repeatable patterns of texts. Without jettisoning the enterprise of form
criticism, Muilenburg sought to establish a new trajectory in biblical studies that would give
attention to the unique features and particularities of a text.
What I am interested in, above all, is in understanding the nature of Hebrew literary
composition, in exhibiting the structural patterns that are employed for the fashioning of a
literary unit, whether in poetry or in prose, and in discerning the many and various
devices by which the predications are formulated and ordered into a unified whole. Such
an enterprise I should describe as rhetoric and the methodology as rhetorical criticism.
In this summons, Muilenburg opened the conversation to matters ofpurpose and effect. He
specifically oudined his method as principally involving two stages. The first stage consists of
determining the scope of the literary unit�where the unit begins and ends. Indicators of
demarcation can appear as "climactic or ballast lines." hidicators can also appear via
repetition, especially where a word, phrase, or concept appears at the beginning and is repeated
at the end with emphasis. This creates what is known as a ring composition, or inclusio
James Muilenburg, "Form Criticism and Beyond," 88, no. 1 (1969): 1-18.
Ibid., 8.
Ibid., 9.
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(discussed above). The second stage consists of recognizing the various structures of
composition, such as paralleUsm, refrains, strophes, turning points or breaks or shifts, particles,
vocatives, rhetorical questions, and repetition (among others). The task of the exegete at this
stage,
is to recognize the structure of a composition and to discern the configuration of its
component parts, to delineate the warp and woof out ofwhich the literary fabric is
woven, and to note the various rhetorical devices that are employed for marking, on the
one hand, the sequence and movement of the pericope, and on the other, the shifts or
breaks in the development of the writer's thought.
Responding to Muilenburg's call for a rhetorical approach to the study of the Bible, George
Kennedy proposed a reading that would follow that of an early Christian situated in a Greek-
101
speaking world where rhetorical instruction was at the heart of education. For him, all
1 R9
religious systems are rhetorical insofar as they attempt to communicate religious truth.
Rhetoric for Keimedy is "that quality in discourse by which a speaker or writer seeks to
accomplish his purposes." This involves not merely delivery techniques, but invention� "the
treatment of the subject matter, the use of evidence, the argumentation, and the control of
183 ' � �emotion" especially as understood by Greeks and Romans. The NT is thus positioned at the
Ibid.
'^�^
Ibid., 10.
George A. Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation through Rhetorical Criticism (Chapel Hill, N.C.
University ofNorth Carolina Press, 1984), 5.
Ibid., 158.
Ibid., 3.
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nexus ofGreek and Jewish cultural currents. As such, the reader must accept that rhetoric is a
universal, trans-cultural phenomenon�Aristotle's formulations are applicable in large measure
anywhere and anytime.'^"*
Central to such formulations is the idea that rhetoric is built on enthymemes, or
statements with supporting reasons. What distinguishes Mark and much of the NT is its Jewish
character that tends to rely upon non-enthymatic rhetoric. For Keimedy, this is "radical Christian
rhetoric," and it appears not only in a variety of individual NT pericopae, but also largely
characterizes Mark as a whole. Because speech is linear in its deployment, it is cumulative.
What follows can therefore only be understood in light ofwhat precedes it. Precisely because
Mark sits at the junction ofGreek and Jewish influences, we should expect to fmd that his
rhetorical characteristics, like those of the other Gospel writers, are established in the opening
chapters.
Despite Keimedy 's minimization of the role of geme in his methodological approach,
his commitment to reading within a first-century Hellenistic context will be fruitfiil for my own
purposes. Likewise, the work of Ben Witherington seeks to recover the basic mindset of a first-
century readership. Following Kennedy, Witherington notes the Greco-Roman aspects of the NT
Ibid., 7, 104.
Ibid., 5.
Ibid., 101.
Ibid., 37, 97.
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writings (and the corresponding commitment to rhetoric intrinsic to that world), as well as the
importance of the "opening signals" in a work. Mark, he suggests, is largely shaped by the
aims of deliberative rhetoric in narrative form. Although the rhetoric at play is elementary, it is
apparent that Mark is competent with basic rhetorical practices. His narrative has the distinctive
form and feel of the ancient pLOc genre and provides hortatory overtones suggesting the
emulation of Jesus as an exemplar. The persuasive force can be seen largely in the way the
smaller units (often consisting of chreiai, enthymemes, and short parabolic discourses) are
stitched together seamlessly to give the narrative a sense of forward motion.
Mark's use of chreiai is distinctive, and shows clear evidence of condensation (distilling
the ample amount ofmaterial available to Mark) rather than amplification (conflating from an
insufficient amount ofmaterial). Elaborations (ergasiae) do occur, but this is a result ofMark's
linking of chreiai together (often by means of euGug, which should simply be understood as a
marker of sequence, like next, rather than the overdrawn use of immediately). Ifwe are to take
seriously the fact that Mark's beginning has a particular shape that was written for a particular
effect, then the work of rhetorical critics like Kennedy and Witherington will be indispensable
for this present study.
Witherington III, The Gospel ofMark, 3-4.
Ibid., 24-28.
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Summary
It should be evident by now that there is clearly no consensus as to what constitutes the extent of
Mark's opening unit. As a result, there can be no clear consensus as to what Mark's purpose�if
any�may have been in drafting his opening material. Moving forward, I intend to not only
demonstrate that 1:1-15 is the scope ofMark's prologue, but also that, as such, it serves to
legitimate Jesus as the Anointed Son of God.
CHAPTER 2: FORMAL CONSIDERATIONS
As already indicated in the preceding material, my aim in this study is two-fold. The second aim
is to address what purpose Mark's opening unit might possibly serve. The first is to establish the
formal integrity of 1 : 1-15 as that opening unit, and the thrust of this chapter is to demonstrate
that integrity. Such a demonstration will take place in three steps. First, I will briefly address
textual issues related to the passage. Second, I will conduct a syntactic analysis that idendfies the
main clause structures in use, as well as those subordinating clause structures that animate the
main clauses. Third, I will survey the constellation of features that give the passage its literary
unity.
Textual Analysis
"Son ofGod" (1:1)
My first task is to establish 1 : 1-15 on textual grounds. Broadly speaking, the passage reflects a
fairly stable text. Ofpotential concern, though, is the ulou OeoO variant in 1 : 1, which cannot be
resolved on the basis of external evidence. The debate largely centers on whether or not the
Although it is customary for the writer of a work such as this to provide his or her own translation ofthe
text in question early in that study, I will instead provide mine as part ofmy conclusion in hopes of demonstrating
how the passage would read in view ofthe forgoing work.
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phrase was Hkely to have been added by creative scribes�or omitted by careless ones. Those
who suggest that ulou Oeou is a scribal emendation include Adela Yarbro Collins/^^ Bart
Ehrman'^^ and Peter Head.^^"* Tommy Wasserman (among others) has launched a more
compelling case that argues for the originality of the phrase, and I am inclined to follow him.^^^
My approach will be to illustrate how the matter can be resolved by looking at the prologue as a
whole. My inclination is that the phrase is original, although I concur with Craig Evans, who
maintains that Mark's Christology is in no way compromised if the words are omitted. Much
more will be said about this matter toward the conclusion of this study.
"In the Prophets" (1:2)
A second textual matter relates to the ascription of the citation in 1:2-3 to Isaiah. In the KJV we
note, instead ofwritten in Isaiah the prophet, simply written in the prophets. This version
reflects an alternate reading consistent with the Western text type�a reading presumably created
'^^ Yarbro Collins, Mark, 130; "Establishing the Text: Mark 1:1," in Texts and Contexts: Biblical Texts in
Their Textual and Situational Contexts: Essays in Honor ofLars Hartman, ed. Tord Fomberg and David Hellholm
(Oslo: Scandinavian University Press, 1995), 111-27.
Bart D. Ehrman, "The Text ofMark in the Hands of the Orthodox," Lutheran Quarterly 5, no. 2 (1991):
143-56.
Peter M. Head, "A Text-Cridcal Study ofMark 1:1, 'The Beginning ofthe Gospel of Jesus Christ,'"
NTS 31, no. 4 (1991): 621-29.
'^^
Tommy Wasserman, "The 'Son ofGod' Was in the Beginning (Mark 1:1)," JTS 62 (201 1): 20-50; see
also Boring, Mark, 30; Guelich, Mark 1-8, 6; Pesch, Das Markusevangelium, 1:77; Anderson, Mark, 67.
'^^
Craig A. Evans, "Mark's Incipit and the Priene Calendar Inscription," Journal ofGreco-Roman
Christianity and Judaism, no. 1 (2000): 68.
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to eliminate the embarrassing matter. So high is their confidence in the received text (which
reads, in the prophets) that Rendel Harris and Vacher Burch suggest it is actually "right, and the
earliest codices ofthe New Testament [with the reading in Isaiah the prophet] are wrong."
While some MSS (A L W)^^^ read tolq -iTpo(|)r|TaL(; in place of icp 'Hoaia ico 7Tpo4)r|Tri,
support for the move is slim. The variant is most likely accounted for by the seeming difficulty
of associating 1:2 directly with Isaiah. This makes ico 'Hoata ico Trpo(j)r|Tr) the more difficult
reading, and the one to be preferred.
John "the Baptizer" (1:4)
Two other matters present themselves. One is the variance of the definite article before paiTTLCcov
in 1 :4. Whereas the inclusion of the article is consistent with a titular reference to John, that
decision likely reflects a later, more developed sense of John's role and purpose within the
tradition of the early church. The decision to include it also tends to accompany an additional
emendation, namely the removal of kocI immediately before Kripuoocoy in the same verse. In
order to make grammatical sense of the passage, the Kal must be removed to create a smooth
J. Rendel Harris and Vacher Burch, Testimonies (Cambridge [Eng.]: University Press, 1916), 22. They
further declare that "[ejvery student knows that the second verse of the Gospel has been replaced by modem editors
in the form. As it is written in the prophet Isaiah,' in place of the conventional, As it is written in the prophets," 21.
'^^ Guelich, Mark 1-8, 6.
Although France, The Gospel ofMark, 60-61, explains the circumstance in constructive ways, his
conclusions are, in my estimation, problematic for intemal reasons, as I will show later in this study.
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sense if the variant article is accepted. As with the ulou 9eou phrase, the variant 6 can only be
resolved by an appeal to intemal evidence, and that will also be addressed in light ofmy view of
the prologue as a whole.
The "Kingdom" of God ( 1 : 14)
The other issue relates to the insertion of ifjg ^aoildac, between to euayY^^i-oy and lou Geoi) in
1: 14. France is likely correct in maintaining that the insertion is an "improvement" meant to
smooth out the presumed oddity of "the gospel ofGod." The fact that "the kingdom ofGod"
appears in the immediately following verse confirms, for France, the likelihood of scribal
emendation. "^^^
hi sum, the textual issues that present themselves in Mark's opening unit will most likely
be resolved only by careful consideration of the intemal evidence, and one of the possible
outcomes of this present study is a better sense of how the whole of the Markan prologue might
address such matters. Regardless of one's commitments, none of the variants is likely to directly
impact the results of this study related to the overall form ofMark's opening unit.
Syntactic Analysis
The second task in exploring the formal features of 1 : 1-15 is to survey the passage, specifically
making note of the high level assertions and attendant modifiers that populate the unit. Drawing
Compare "John appeared baptizing in the wilderness and proclaiming a baptism" to "John [add the]
Bapdzer appeared in the wildemess [delete and] proclaiming a bapdsm."
201 France, The Gospel ofMark, 89.
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on the work ofConstantine Campbell, I will provide an outline of the essential contours of the
passage by noting the aorist indicative verbs at work. The aim of this move is to isolate the
primary subject-verb relationships that provide the backbone of the narrative so as to establish its
main foci.
It must be said with all clarity that Mark's original audience would have most likely
encountered Mark's Gospel aurally rather than visually. That said, we must pay careftil
attention to the linear nature of the text, specifically considering the way the narrative unfolds.
As readers in a twenty-first-century context, we have the disadvantage ofbeing removed from
Mark's writing chronologically, linguistically and culturally. It is simply not possible for us to
recreate the environment in which Mark would have likely been heard. Such is not to say that we
ought not try, though. In that spirit, my tactic at this point is to proceed verse-by-verse (or better
said, clause-by-clause) through 1:1-15, noting areas of ambiguity or concern along the way.
The Relationship between 1:1 and 1:2-3
We no sooner embark upon our journey than we encounter a huge exegetical issue for modem
interpreters ofMark. Should the text identified as 1 : 1 be read with the material that follows or
considered as a title set apart from what follows? Grammatically, the subordinating conjunction
KaGcog will be the deciding factor. Everything depends on whether the term looks backward (to a
verbless clause) or forward (to a verbal clause) in this case. My suspicion is the latter, and I will
2008).
Constantine R. Campbell, Basics ofVerbalAspect in Biblical Greek (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan,
Bryan, A Preface to Mark.
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offer two primary reasons for believing so: 1) the subordinating conjunction KaQ6Q is far more
likely to relate grammatically to the verb eyeyeio in 1 :4 than it is to the verbless text string in 1 : 1 ;
and 2) 1:1 is likely to stand as a heading or title.
"Just As . . "John Appeared"
Even though we cannot read through first-century lenses, one of the advantages of being a
modem reader is having easy access to written texts. However, we must constantly remind
ourselves that the writings of the ancient world (especially those of the NT) were aural texts
written to be heardmore than seen. Written texts give us the opportunity to examine and re
examine written materials from any angle and any number of times. That skews our hearing a
bit. Aural texts unfold, and it is imperative that we as readers keep that in mind, specifically
noting how words and concepts accumulate meaning in a linear direction.
Such is not to say, however, that aural reading takes place mechanically and unvaryingly
from one word to the next. An illustration of how such reading is dynamic and responsive is that
of today's voice recognition software. In my limited engagement with it, I have noted a seeming
irony: the slower and more careflilly I speak into a voice recognition device, the more the device
stmggles to recognize my speech. However, when I speak more fluidly and naturally, the device
renders my speech surprisingly well. If I observe the display screen ofmy device as I speak into
it, I note that the device is constantly adjusting and correcting based on the steady stream of
inputs it is receiving. The device is in fact engaged in aural reading. For example, if I dictate, /
will see you when there. . . , the device will likely pause, waiting to hear if for the last word spoken
I mean their, there or they 're. It may initially register their, but if the following words are is
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more time, the device uses this additional information and quickly backs up to update its
understanding of their, changing it to there, so that the device's understanding is, /will see you
when there is more time.
This is generally how aural reading works. With that in mind, I suspect that when Mark's
listeners heard the phrase kocGcjc; yk-^^aiixav, they would have initially indexed it to 1:1 since that
would be their only reference point thus far. That indexing would likely be uncomfortable.
However, the phrase would have likely created a simultaneous expectation for an appeal to
Scripture. The citation of Isaiah in 1:2-3 would have immediately satisfied that expectation, but
what would have remained umesolved is the relevance of the citation: does it provide the basis
for the opening text string of 1 : 1? Mark's listeners might have initially assumed so, but as the
utterance would have unfolded, I suspect that they would have quickly updated their
understanding of the citation as the basis for the advent of John the Bapdzer in 1 :4. Said
differendy, the mention of John and his wildemess ministry ofbaptism would most likely have
caused the listeners to quickly back up and reformulate their understanding oijust as it has been
written.
Not all commentators agree, however. Guelich, for instance, suggests that "1:2 clearly
requires a close syntactical relationship with 1 : 1 ."^^"^ He bases this assumption on two points:
"First, KaOcog never introduces a sentence in either Mark or the rest of the NT documents except
in the unrelated Kaewg/ouicog combination [. . .J. Second, when KaGcoc; occurs in a formula with
Guelich, Mark 1-8, 7.
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YeypaTTiaL, it always refers to the preceding rather than to the succeeding material [...]� This
initial argument (that KaOoSc; never introduces a sentence) can be challenged on at least three
grounds.
First, the conjunction KaGoSg nowhere else subordinates a clause to a verbless phrase in
Mark. This is not to suggest that it could not be happening in 1:1-2, but rather that it is unlikely.
In fact, such a move would be a bit incoherent, especially as the opening of a document. Here is
a list of all of the occurrences of KocGcog in Mark (not including 1:2). In each case, the conjunction
clearly subordinates a clause to a verbal clause (the subordinate verb is italicized in each case):
Mark Main Clause KaGcoc; Subordinate Clause
4:33 Jesus was speaking parables as they were able to hear
9:13 They did to him as it has been written
11:6 They spoke to them as Jesus spoke
14:16 They found as he told them
14:21 The Son ofMan goes as it has been written
15:8 The crowd began to ask as he was accustomed to do^^^ for them
16:7 You will see him as I told you
Guelich's first argument requires a direct reladonship to exist between KaGoSc; and the preceding
verbless phrase, which is an unattested phenomenon elsewhere in Mark.
Here, a customary or habitual use of the imperfect tense is most likely at play. See Daniel B. Wallace,
Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics: An Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan,
1996), 548.
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Perhaps we should widen our net a bit to see if there is evidence in Mark of the use of a
synonym for KaGcbg that might function to substantiate a verbless clause elsewhere in Mark. The
range of conjunctions that Mark uses to introduce the formulaic expression Y^YpairtaL
(specifically where an OT text is cited or directly alluded to) includes (he, (7:6), TTwg (9:12,
positing a question then answered with a KaGcog clause in 9: 13), ou (1 1 : 17, establishing a question
that assumes a positive response relative to the citation), and oil (14:27, understood in a causal
sense). It will be observed that in every case, the conjunction/YeYpairiaL formula connects to a
clause based on a finite verb. Here is a listing of those occurrences:
Mark Main Clause Conj. Subordinate Clause
7:6 Isaiah prophesied correctly cog YeYpociTTOL
9:12 Elijah comes and restores. . . TTcog YeYpOCTTTCXL
11:17
You have made it a den of
robbers...
01) YCYP^'TTt^^''
14:27 All of you will fall away. . . OIL YeYpocTTiaL
As with KaGcog, none of these other subordinating conjunctions that introduce a scriptural citation
ever point to a verbless clause in Mark.
Perhaps, then, we ought to broaden our nets even further to include the Synoptics. A
quick survey ofMatthew and Luke reveals the following passages in which the formulaic
YeYpo'iTTo^'' is governed by a subordinating conjunction:
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Passage Main Clause Conj. Subordinate Clause
Matt 2:4-5 Messiah is to be bom in Bethlehem ouTcoc; yap yeYpaTTiaL
Matt 4:6 Cast yourself down yap YeypaTTTaL
Matt 4:10 Go away fi-om me, Satan yap YeypaTTTaL
Matt 26:24 The Son ofMan will go KaGcoc; yeYpaTTiaL
Matt 26:31 All of you will fall away yap YeypaTTTaL
Luke 2:22-23 They took him to Jemsalem KaGcoc; YeypaTTTaL
Luke 3:3-4 He went proclaiming cog YeYpairtaL
Luke 4:9-10 Cast yourself down yap YeYpaTTiai
Luke 24:26 For the Christ to suffer and be raised ouTcog YeYpaTTiai
These are the uses of subordinating conjunctions with YeYpairiaL in Matthew and Luke. In
no case does such a formulation point to a verbless clause. It should also be noted that no such
instances can be found in John's Gospel, either. The net could be widened so far as the entire
corpus ofthe NT, but I believe the analysis above adequately demonstrates the improbability of
Mark 1 : 1 being syntacdcally connected to 1 :2. To suggest that 1 : 1 is connected to 1 :2 creates the
kinds ofproblems ofwhich Mark has unjusfifiably been accused. The plain sense ofthe passage
reads comfortably if one acknowledges a fiill stop after 1:1, then reads 1:2-3 as the subordinated
basis for 1 :4�John appeared in the wildemess baptizingyw^f as it has been written.
Second, Guelich specifically makes an exception of the KaGcog/ouicog combinadon on the
ground that it is unrelated. The sense of the KaGcog/ouicog combinadon is comparative, as Wallace
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notes. This comparative sense can be seen exphcitly in a number ofGospel passages, but three
in particular stand out. In each case, KaGcog begins the sentence (or is immediately preceded by
kocl), a direct reference to an OT person is made, and ouicog then introduces a contemporary
circimistance or future event that is brought to bear alongside the OT reference. Here is how
Mark 1:2-4 reads when brought alongside these other three passages (here translated and
abridged):
(Kttl) KocOoSg Clause ouTwg Clause
Luke 11:30 Just as Jonah became a sign so also will the Son ofMan be
Luke 17:26 And just as occurred in the days of
Noah
so also will be in the days of the Son of
Man
John 3:14 And just as Moses lifted the serpent so must the Son ofMan be lifted
Mark 1:2-4 Just as has been written in Isaiah (implied so) John appeared
As the reader will note, Mark's citation of Isaiah maintains continuity with citations of
Jonah, Noah, and Moses in the KaGcog clauses. The only significant differences are: a) whereas
the passages from Luke and John are explicitly Christological with respect to Son ofMan
language, the Markan passage is less so (although only by a matter of degree); b) Mark's
reference is to the past whereas the others are to the fiiture; and b) Mark's passage omits an
explicit ouTwc;. This really does not create an obstacle for seeing the similarity with the other
three passages if one is willing to grant Mark the literary license to imply the term. It may be the
case that he was not familiar with the combination or simply preferred not to use it (since
Ibid., 662-63, 674-75, 762.
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nowhere in Mark does the exact combination appear in this comparative sense). It can be seen,
however, that Mark's use of KaGcog here is consistent in principle with the conmion KaGcog/oijTcjg
combination. The Greek NT^^^ captures this sense�rightly, I think�when it assigns an upper
case letter to KaGcoc; in 1 :2 and a comma after the last word of 1 :3, thus subordinating the
conjunction to the first finite verb outside of the citation�eyeveio.^^^ The sense, then, is this: Just
as it has been written, John appeared. To assume instead that Mark is using the term in 1:2 as a
means of substantiating 1:1 is quite problematic.^^ ^
Acknowledging that language is at times more of an art than a science, it would actually
seem to be the case that Mark and the other Gospel writers take some liberties in the ways they
create their comparisons, hitroducing a parallel account into the previous table and tweaking the
arrangement of the table only slightly, we see how this is the case:
Incidentally, the exact combination appears in this comparative sense nowhere in Matthew, and only
twice in Luke(ll:30; 17:26) and four times in John (3:14; 12:50; 14:31; 15:4).
Nestle and Aland, Novum Testamentum Graece.
See also Emst Haenchen, Der WegJesu: Eine Erkldrung des Markus-Evangeliums und der kanonischen
Parallelen (Beriin: De Gruyter, 1968), 38; William L. Lane, The Gospel ofMark, NICNT (Grand Rapids, Mich.:
Eerdmans, 1974), 41.
Among those who agree that the conjunction begins a new thought and is thus distinct from 1:1 are
Vincent Taylor, The GospelAccording to St. Mark: The Greek Text with Introduction, Notes, and Indexes, 2nd ed.
(London: Macmillan, 1966), 153; Anderson, Mark, 67-68.
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Initial Comparative Clause Subsequent Comparative Clause
Luke 17:26 And just as (KaGcog) occurred in the
days ofNoah
so (ouTcoc;) also will be in the days of
the Son ofMan
Matt 24:37
(parallel)
As (oSoTTep) the days ofNoah so (ouTGog) will be the coming ofthe
Son ofMan
Matt 24:38-39
(extended
parallel)
As (coq) was in those days so (ouTGjg) will be the coming of the
Son ofMan
Luke 17:28-30 As (KaGcog) happened in the days of
Lot
so (Kaioc Toc a\)xa) will be the day
John 3:14 And just as (KaGcog) Moses lifted the
serpent
so (ouTcog) must the Son ofMan be
lifted
Mark 1 :2-4 Just as (KaGcog) has been written in
Isaiah
so John appeared
These data suggests the following possible combinadons where the initial component of the
comparative structure begins or appears at the beginning of a sentence: KaGcog/ouicog,
oSo-rrep/ouTcog, KaGoSg/Kaia la auia, cog/ouicog. Mark's choice to imply the subsequent conjunction
appears to be within tolerances.
This brings us to the third way Guelich's first argument can be challenged. Given the
diversity ofpatterns above, it does not seem a stretch to believe that Mark's preferred
combination might be KaGcog in tandem with an implied conjunction that connects the
comparative clauses. What is even more suggestive is the form of Luke 17:28, which matches
the pattern of 1 :2-4. That pattern consists of 1) a sentence or definable utterance that begins with
KaGcog and is immediately followed by 2) a lengthy reference to an OT circumstance and 3)
culminating in a comparison initiated by something other than ouicog. Here are the two passages
alongside one another:
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Initial
Conjunction
Initial
Clause
OT Restatement Subsequent
Conjunction
Subsequent
Clause
Luke
17:28-
30
oi-iOLcoc;
KaGcog
eyevezo ev
laXg
f]|i6paLg
AcoT
fjoGioy, 'eTTLVov,
riYopaCov, eucoA-ouv,
e(^m^\)OV, coKoSopouy f)
6e f]|i6pa 4^f|A,Gey Acoi
cxTTO i;o66pcoy, 'eppe^ey
irOp Kal Geloy dir'
oupavoO Kal dircoA-eoey
TTocyiag
Kaia la
auid
'eotat fi Tiiiepa 6
ulog Tou
dyGpcoTTOu
diroKaluTTTeiaL
Mark
1:2-4
KaGcog YeYpa-fTiaL
kv ICO
I.
'Hoata Tco
t L
Trpoct)r|Tr)
l6oi) cxTTOOTeA-A,co lov
ayy^Xov pou irpo
irpoocoTTOu oou, og
KaiaoKeudcoeL xt\v bbov
oou- cj)coyTi pocovTog kv
if] epripcp- eiOLpdcoaie
Tf|y bbov Kupiou,
euGeCag TTOLelTe tag
iptpoug auTOu
(implied) kykv^xo 'Icodtwrig
paTTTiCcoy kv xr\
eprjpcp Kal
Kripuoocov
pdcTTTLOiia
peiavoCag elg
acl)60Ly dpapiLcov
I have offered three responses to Guelich's first objection to taking 1:1 as grammatically
independent of 1 :2. He suggests that Mark 1 : 1 must be read in continuity with 1 :2, since KaGcog
(which introduces 1:2) nowhere introduces a sentence in the NT except for in Kcxewg/ouicog
combinations. As I have just shown, the KaGcog in 1 :2 is part of a KaGoSg/outcog combination in
principle, and is fully comfortable in an initial position. The range of variations under very
similar circumstances confirms that.
His second objection relates to the formulaic expression KaGcog Y^YpaTTiai, which he
claims never substantiates material that follows the citation. This objection can be likewise
dismissed as with the previous point�on the grounds that writers exercise latitude in the ways
they structure their utterances. By enlarging our view of formulae used to introduce OT citations,
we can acknowledge that the field of options is a bit larger than Guelich suggests.
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The phrase KaGwc; Y^YPo^irTocL is not the only formula that can be used to point to a direct
citation ofOT Scripture. In fact, not all scriptural citation formulae in the NT are built on KaQcbc,
YeYpotTTiaL (see below), and not all occurrences of KaGcog ykypccuxoLi are direct scriptural citation
formulae (e.g., Mark 9:13; 14:21). Therefore, the question is not whether KaGcog Y^YP^^f^'^ocL as a
citation formula ever points to succeeding material, but whether any citation formula can point to
its fulfdlment or resolution in a subsequent rather than a preceding passage.
We have already seen uses of KaGcog y^YPO'ittocl where it points to a scriptural citation, but
we need to also recognize that other formulae are available and attested in the Gospels, such as
ouTcog YeYpaiTiaL (Matt 2:5; Luke 24:46), cog YeYpaTTiai (Mark 7:6; Luke 3:4), and simply
YeYpa-FTiaL (most notably in the temptadon accounts; see Matt 4:4, 7; Luke 4:4, 8). The author of
the Fourth Gospel opts for a slightly different construction involving yeypoL\x\xevov in a
periphrastic phrase. It is to this use that we now turn.
John tends to allude to OT citations a bit differently than the Synoptic authors do. Rather
than employ the perfect indicative, John seems to prefer a periphrasdc participle: eoiLv
212
YeYpocpiieyov. In five instances, this construction points to an explicit OT citation. What is of
most interest for our present discussion, though, is what appears in 6:45. Here, the concept of
teaching is the bond between the citation (Kal eooyiai -irccyieg 5i5aKTol Geou) and the
contemporary circumstance (irdg 6 dcKOuoag Trapd loO Traipog Kal paGcbv epxeiai irpog e|ie). It
will be noted that the contemporary circumstance, as in Mark 1 :4, appears after the citation
John 2:17; 6:31,45; 10:34; 12:14.
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rather than before it. In this way, John 6:45 provides a basis for the coherence ofMark 1:2-4.
The following table will illustrate:
Citation Formula OT Citation Subsequent Clause
John
6:45
eoTiv y^ypa\x\ievov
kv xolc, i\pO(^r\xaic,
Kal 'ioovxai Trdyieg SiSaKiol Geou Tiag 0 aKouoag irapa
TOU naipog Kal paGcov
'epxeiai irpog epe
Mark
1:2-4
KaGcog yeYpaTTTaL
kv TCO 'Hoata tco
L I. t
'rTpo4)r|Tr]
l6ou dTTOOTeA.A,co xbv ayy^Xov pou
TTpO irpOOCOTTOU OOU, og
KaiaoKeudoeL xv\v bbov oou- ^(xivv\
PocovTog kv if] eprnicp- eiOLiidoaie
x\\v bbbv KupLOu, euGeiag mi^lxe
idg iptPoug autou
kyevexo 'Icodwrig
paTTTiCcov kv xr\ epripcp
Kal Kripuoocoy
pdTTTLO|ia peiayoiag e'lg
a(^eoiv d|iapTLcoy
One further observation is worth sharing in this regard. My case in point is the first
volume ofPlutarch 's Lives in the Loeb Classical Series.^^^ That volume contains the Theseus.
We find here�in the very first words of Plutarch's very first Life� the following opening:
Just as geographers, O Socius Senecio, crowd on to the outer edges of their maps the
parts of the earth which elude their knowledge, with explanatory notes that "What lies
beyond is sandy desert without water and full ofwild beasts," or "blind marsh," or
"Scythian cold," or "frozen sea," so in the writing ofmy Parallel Lives, now that I have
traversed those periods of time which are accessible to probable reasoning and which
afford basis for a history dealing with facts, I might well say of the earlier periods: "What
lies beyond is full ofmarvels and umeality, a land of poets and fabulists, of doubt and
obscurity." (Plutarch, Theseus 1.1, Perrin)
The relevance and significance of the passage for the quesdon at hand may not be immediately
apparent. However, a comparison of the text alongside Mark's opening material and in the
original Greek will quickly reveal both the relevance and the significance.
Bemadotte Perrin, trans., Plutarch 's Lives, vol. 1,11 vols., The Loeb Classical Library 46 (London: W.
Heinemann, 1914).
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Subordinating
Conjunction
Reference to
Writings
Excerpt from
Writings
Comparative
Conjunction
Main Clause
Theseus 1.1
"QoTiep
YecL)Ypa(j)LaLg
Td 6'
eireKeLva
Blvec; dvuSpoi
Kal
GripLcoSetg...
OUTCOg epol...KaA,co(;
elxey
e'LTTeXv....
Mark 1.2-4
KocGcac; YeYpociTTocL ev
TCO 'Hoata tco
L C. 1.
'rTpo(l)riTTi
'I5ou
diTOOTeA.A.co
TOV GLyy^Xov
pou...
eyeveTO
'Icodvvric;
paiTTLCcov....
Perrin, in his rather free translation above, fails to convey the parallels. Here is a more wooden
translation of the two passages:
Subordinating
Conjunction
Reference to
Writings
Excerpt from
Writings
Comparative
Conjunction
Main Clause
Theseus 1.1
(Just) as in the earth-
writings
"Now the
frirther
reaches are
dry sand-
heaps and
beast-
infested. . .
so it is right for
me to say....
Mark 1.2-4
(Just) as it is written in
Isaiah the
prophet
"Behold, I am
sending my
messenger..."
John appeared
baptizing....
Plutarch opens his ptog of Theseus with a subordinating conjunction of comparison, just
as Mark does. He then references a text for the basis of the comparison, as does Mark. He then
cites from that text, as does Mark. He then provides an explicit counterpart for the comparison by
means ofthe conjunction ouTcog. He then provides the comparison, as does Mark. The only
difference of any potential significance is that Mark implies his comparative conjunction in the
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main clause, which creates no syntactic difficulties and fits within the range of options available
to writers. Thus, with the opening statement of the Theseus, we have concrete demonstration by
an unquestioned authority of the same construction as we see in Mark 1 :2-4. hi a word, reading
1 : 1 independently of 1 :2 is both attested and coherent.
hi sum, Guelich's objections can be dismissed on a number of grounds. First, that Mark
does not elsewhere use a citation to support a following�as opposed to a preceding�claim does
not rule out the possibility of such use here. Singularity is no basis for exclusion. Second,
Guelich's sampling size is far too small to be statistically significant. By restricting his sample
exclusively to KaOcbc; yiypaxixoii formulae (and specifically excluding KaGcibg/ouTcoc;
combinations), he fails to consider a number of circumstances in which the sense is shared�
despite minor formal differences. Third, his determination of the "syntactical impossibility" of
placing a period at the end of 1 : 1 is rather a moot point.
^^"^ The placement of the period is
obviously editorial and is simply meant to set off 1 : 1 fi-om 1 :2; it is not necessarily meant to
suggest that 1:1 isa syntactic sentence requiring final punctuadon. Fourth, the parallel of
Plutarch's introduction to his biography of Theseus demonstrates the syntactic viability of
Mark's construction. This reference to Plutarch is perhaps the highest court of appeal when it
comes to matters of grammar and syntax. Fifth, the suggestion that each ofthe other citation
formulae in Mark points to the preceding rather than the following material fails to acknowledge
the fact that the citations outside of the prologue all originate fi-om Markan characters. In Mark 1,
we have an entirely different circumstance�we have a formula coming straight from Mark's
Guelich, Mark 1-8,1.
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pen. The objection is therefore an apples-to-oranges comparison. Finally, Mark's placement of
the citation ahead of its reference enables him to accomplish a cridcal task in his prologue,
namely this: to create an historical trajectory that begins with the prophet Isaiah, transitions
through John, and culminates with Jesus.
I therefore maintain that the reading as given in the NA27 is the most plain sense and
likely solution. Further support for this plain sense view comes from the parallel accounts in the
other Gospels. These provide explicit warrant for understanding the early church's common
conviction that relates the Isaiah prophecy to the advent of John the Baptizer: Matt 3:1; 11:10;
Luke 3:3-4; 7:27; John 1:19.
1:1 as Title of the Prologue
Having attempted to demonstrate the syntactic independence of 1 : 1 from 1:2,1 now want to
demonstrate how 1 : 1 is coherent as a title of the prologue.
We know for certain that Mark is at least acquainted with the OT. In fact, he makes that
clear immediately in 1 :2. Verses 2-3 represent the only citadon of the OT that Mark himself
employs; all others come on the lips ofMarkan characters. This suggests that Mark may be
holding the OT as his primary framework for his narrative. Therefore, ifwe want to understand
how Mark might have structured his beginning, we might look no fiirther than the OT corpus.
Much has been made ofMark's use ofdpxq in 1:1, specifically as it relates to or conjures
images ofGen 1:1 (kv dpxti).^^^ Genesis 1:1 generalizes and summarizes details that are then
^'^ For example, Emst Lohmeyer, Das Evangelium des Markus, vol. 1, Kritisch-exegetischer Kommentar
iiber das Neue Testament (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1959), 10; Edwards, Mark, 23; R. Alan Cole,
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particularized in 1 :2-2:3/4, culminating in the parallel bracket of 2:3/4 where we hear direct
echoes of 1:1, including God, created, heavens, and earth. It seems inidally apparent, then, that
Gen 1 : 1 plausibly represents a title that stands minimally over 1 :2-3/4, if not a larger swath of
literary real estate. In a similar way, we see that Mark 1 : 1 generalizes and summarizes the
details that are particularized in 1:2-15, culminating in the parallel bracket (or inclusio; see
below) of 1 : 14- 1 5 where we hear echoes of 1 : 1 , including gospel, Jesus, and God (if one allows
for the textual variant).
Scholars have also noted resonance between Mark 1 ; 1 and other introductory formulae in
the OT. Evans highlights the various points of contact between Mark's incipit and those of the
Priene Calendar Inscription. He specifically notes the parallel use in the inscription of dtoLvykXioi
(used twice, both instances in the plural), apxetv (used in infinitival form), and reference to a
218divine agent. E. Lohmeyer has observed similarities in form between 1 : 1 and various OT
introductory citations in wisdom literature, including Prov 1:1; Song 1:1; Ecc 1:1. Pesch notes
Mark: An Introduction and Commentary, vol. 2, Tyndale New Testament Commentary (Downers Grove, III.: IVP
Academic, 1989), 103; Witherington III, The Gospel ofMark, 69.
Because of the transitional nature ofGen 2:4, it is difficult to discem whether it should represent the
conclusion of the opening unit, or the entry to the next.
For a helpful and highly accessible survey of the interpretative range of options regarding Gen 1 : 1 , see
Bill T. Arnold, Encountering the Book ofGenesis: A Study ofIts Content and Issues, Encountering Biblical Studies
(Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker, 1998), 24-26.
^'^
Evans, "Priene Inscription," 69.
Lohmeyer, MarA:w5, 1:10..
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specifically the high degree of comportment between Mark 1 : 1 and Hosea 1 :2a, calling the latter
die teste Parallele with Mark 1:1. Here are the passages in comparison:
Prov 1:1 SalcopcovToc; uloO AoculS og epaoLXeuoev kv lopariA,
Song 1:1 ao|ia aoiidiwy o konv ico SaA^coiicoy
Ecc 1:1 TTapOLpiaL SalcopcovTog ulou AauiS og epaoiA-euoey kv loparjA,
Hos 1:2a dpXTl loyou Kupiou irpog Qor|e
Mark 1:1 'Apxq TOu euayy^'^^ou 'Ir|oou Xpioiou [ulou Geou]
Less noted are the titular headings in the prophetic material, which for our study may be
especially significant given Mark's appeal to Isaiah in Mark 1:2. Isaiah 1:1a reads, opaoig x\v
el6ey Hoaiag ulog Apcog. John Oswalt identifies this as a superscript:
(It) is typical of the prophetic books in general, in that it identifies the prophet at the
outset. Furthermore, it follows the pattem of all but Ezekiel, Jonah, Haggai, and
Zechariah in the structure of the rubric, i.e., "The word of the Lord/oracle/vision which
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came to the prophet/the prophet saw at such and such a time."
Generally, these superscriptions invoke some sort of utterance that originates from God. In Mark
1:1, the utterance is the announcement of good news via to euocyY^'^Loy, which has as its initial
origin (dpXTl) the off-stage divine discourse between the Father and the Son in 1 :2-3. Like Isa
1:1, Mark 1 : 1 seems to serve to identify the work, or�in this case�the opening ofthe work. It
also locates John within the stream ofOT prophetic tradition.
Pesch, "Anfang des Evangeliums," 336.
John N. Oswalt, The Book ofIsaiah, Chapters 1-39, NICOT (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1986),
81.
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We see similar evidence in the NT, whether it is an epistolary prescript, a prescript such
as Luke provides in Luke 1:1-4, or the introduction of Revelation 1 : 1 . In fact, it seems to be
typical for a NT writer to identify his work by means of some sort of introductory superscription
or title. Matthew's Gospel is especially noteworthy in this regard insofar as it specifically
features a superscription (piplog y^veoe(x)Q) in 1:1 that is then paralleled in 1:17 (al yevmi),
forming a clear inclusio where the first line establishes and the last line completes the trajectory.
Arguing from different grounds, Eugene LaVerdiere maintains that 1 : 1 should be
understood as a title as opposed to a name for the Gospel, but is nevertheless syntactically
independent from 1:2. "Mark's Gospel has a name," he maintains, "[it is] the 'Gospel According
to Mark.'"^^^ Following suit, L. de Sands,^^^ E. Krentz,^^"^ J. Kudasiewicz, and S. Samuel^^^
have all contributed articles defending or assuming 1:1 as syntactically independent from 1:2, as
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have several monographs and full-scale commentanes.
Eugene LaVerdiere, The Beginning of the Gospel: Introducing the Gospel According to Mark
(Collegeville, Minn.: Liturgical Press, 1999), 19.
223 L. de Sands, "Mc 1,1: Studio di Traduzione," ^�ge//cMm 69, no. 2 (1992): 175-92.
E. Krentz, "The Starting Point of the Gospel: The Year ofMark," Currents in Theology andMission 23,
no. 6 (1996): 412.
225 Kudasiewicz, "Toczatek Ewangelii."'
S. Samuel, "The Beginning ofMark : A Colonial/Postcolonial Conundrum," Biblical Interpretation 10,
no. 4 (2002): 405.
Pesch, Das Markusevangelium, \:1A-11; Lane, Mark, 42-45; Donahue and Harrington, Mark, 59-60;
Boring, Mark, 29-32; LaVerdiere, Beginning, 19; Yarbro Collins, Mark, 130; Cook, Structure, 138^0,173;
Schmithals, Markus, 73-76.
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Thus, evidence is ample that 1:1 is an independent thought, both in terms of syntax and in
terms ofbiblical and extra-biblical parallels. A question that will remain unanswered at the
moment relates to the extent of the title: Does it relate to the prologue exclusively, or should it be
understood to serve as a title for the entire Gospel? I will address that matter in my fmal chapter.
Clause-Level Analysis
At this point, my reader may lament the amount of ink spilled pursuing what may seem to be a
pedantic issue. This issue of the relationship between 1 : 1 and the text following, however, is
essential for establishing a clause-level analysis. In essence, the most irreducible unit of a
sentence is the subject-verb relationship, where the subject can be understood as the main topic
or focus of the sentence and the verb as the assertion or predication about that subject. Whereas I
prefer to think of a grammatical phrase as a group of related words that fimction as a single part
of speech, for me a clause is the next order ofmagnitude insofar as the clause enlarges a phrase
to include a subject-verb reladonship. These subject-verb relationships function organically to
give structure to a discourse. As the organizing elements, subject-verb relationships are like
individual bones in a skeleton. By extension, I might suggest that the remainder (and bulk) ofthe
text outside of and beyond the subject-verb reladonship�as with human bodies�comprises the
flesh ofthe narradve. To carry the analogy one step further, we can observe that conjunctions (I
specifically have in mind here subordinating conjunctions) join dependent (or subordinate)
clauses to independent (or main) clauses like ligaments join dssue to bone. Mark's Gospel is no
exception.
Stemming from nearly ten years of teaching first-year Greek courses at the graduate-
level, I have developed an approach to the text that has served me well as an instructor. That
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approach involves the demarcation of sentences in the Greek New Testament. Because final
punctuation in the text is either scribal or editorial, such indications can be subjective at times�
and open to debate. Therefore, my next step in treating the text is to break the sentences (which I
use as my starting point) down into clauses. Here, again, marks such as commas and semi-colons
are non-native to the text. However, the syntax of the Greek NT (with Mark certainly being no
exception) lends itself to clause-level analysis. So, to begin my analysis of the text ofMark 1:1-
15, 1 will identify the skeletal structure (i.e., the subject-verb relationships) ofmain clauses
first,^^^ and then animate that structure with subordinate clauses. This should give us a well-
grounded sense of the essential assertions ofMark's opening narrative.
Here is a summary of the subject-verb relationships in the main clauses ofMark 1:1-15.
hi essence, these short, pithy statements form the core stmcture ofMark's opening unit and thus
provide the major pegs on which his narrative hangs.
Here, 1 must clarify that by "main clause" 1 mean a clause that is grammatically independent and is
established upon one or more finite verbs.
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Subject(s) Finite Verb(s) Inflectional Attributes
1:4 'Icodyyrig eYeveio Aorist
1:5 XoSpa Kal l�pOOOylU|ILTaL e^eiTOpeueio Kal epairiLCoyio Imperfect
1:6 'Icodwric; fjy ey6e6upevog Kal eoGicov Imperfect (Periphrastic)
1:7 'Icjdyyrjg (implied) eKrjpuooey Imperfect
1:9^^^ 'IrjooOg fjA.0ey Aorist
1:9 'Ir|ooug (implied) ePaiTTLoGri Aorist
1:10 'IrjooOg (implied) Aorist
1:11 (j)a)yTi eYeveio Aorist
1:12 iryeijpa eKpdA,A,eL Present
1:13 'IrjooOg (implied) rjy TTeLpaCojievog Imperfect (Periphrastic)
1:13 'Irjooug (implied) Imperfect
1:13 aYYcAoL Sltikovouv Imperfect
1:14 'Ir|ooOg Aorist
The careful reader of the Greek ofMark's Gospel will note a number of things about this
analysis. First, 1 : 1 contains no verb, and is thus not a clause; and because it is not a clause it is
unlikely to be governed by a subordinating conjunction. Second, 1:2-3 represents a dependent
clause begirming with a subordinating conjunction (KaGcog), which I associate with the initial
aorist indicative of the narrative (eyeveio) in 1 :4. Third, and because direct discourse typically
stands in a subordinate relationship to the main verb giving it expression, I have not included
direct discourse in the mainline of the narrative.
Kal kykveio ev keLvai; xalc, r[\xepa\.c, does not fit neatly into this matrix. Most likely it is a formulaic
expression and should be understood as a temporal marker rather than a marker of action. Therefore, I will (for the
moment) exclude it from the ranks of the highest-level assertions since its assertion is temporally subordinate to the
movement of Jesus from Nazareth to the region of the Jordan River.
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What can also be observed is the interchange of aorist and imperfect tense forms. At key
points of character introduction (e.g., John in 1:4; Jesus in 1:9; the voice in 1:10) or plot
movement (Jesus is baptized in 1:9; Jesus sees the heavens separated in 1:10; Jesus goes into
Galilee in 1:14), the aorist tense punctuates the shift in the narrative.
Because the aorist indicative provides a bird's-eye view of an action (or a helicopter
view) and portrays actions in summary, it is often used to outline the skeletal structure of
a narrative. The basic outline of events in the story is presented by the aorist in quick
succession: Jesus went. . .this happened. . .Jesus said. . .and so on. This basic outline, or
230skeletal stmcture, is called the mainline of a narrative.
The imperfect tenses then tend to animate the narrative with vivid detail, typically serving
as a dramatic backdrop. Said differently, if the aorist tense draws the lines, the imperfect
tense colors them in. hi a similar way, subordinate clauses (including infinitival and
participial phrases) accentuate the image by creating nuance. The following outline
illustrates how John is initially at the center of the narration that begins with his dramatic
entrance in 1 :4, but is overshadowed by the advent of Jesus. (References to John, whether
by implied verbal subject or substantive, are underlined; references to Jesus are in bold.)
Campbell, Basics of Verbal Aspect, 38.
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1 . eyeyeio IcoKvync
i. KaGcog Y^YP^'iT'^f^''
ii. paTTTiCcoy
iii. KTipuoocoy
A. �^eiTOp�ijeTO Tipoc auiov x^po' Kal 'lepoooA-DpIiaL
B. epaTTTLCovTO utt' auToi)
i. e^opoA,OYOU|ievoL
C. rjy Icodcyvnc
i. ey6e6u|ieyog
ii. eoGicoy
D. �Kripuoo�y
2. fjA-Gcy iTiooOg
3. ePaTTTLoGri utto 'Icoctyyou
4. el6�v
A. dyapatycoy
5. (J)coyTi eYeyeio
A. iryeOpa a\)xbv kK^dXX^i
B.flv
i. TTeLpaC6|ieyog
C.flv
i. (iieid Tcoy GripLcoy)
D. ctYY^'^OL SiriKoyouy auTcp
6. fjXGey IriooOg
i. Meid 6e to irapaSoGfiyaL loy 'Icocicyyriy
ii. Kripuoocoy
iii. ^eycoy
This scheme serves to illustrate a number ofpoints. First, the grammatical role of
John is significantly greater in 1:2-8 than it is in 1:9-15. Second, the grammadcal role of
Jesus is significantly greater in 1:9-15 than it is in 1:2-8. Third, aorist tense verbs
punctuate the action at decisive points, whereas imperfect tense verbs (and the present
tense verb kK^dXXei in 1:12, which will be considered alongside the imperfects on the
basis of its intemal aspectual orientation) provide texture for the aorists. This is especially
tme in two places. In 1 :4, John steps into the spodight and the ensuing imperfects fall
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under the aegis of his character and activity (1:5-7). hi 1:9, Jesus steps into the spodight,
but the ensuing imperfects are not assigned descriptively to him (although he is subjected
to these imperfects), but rather to the voice in 1:10. hiterestingly, the voice appears on the
scene and seems to govern the litany of imperfect tense agents, including the Spirit, the
adversary, the w^ild beasts, and the messengers. Only in 1:14 does Jesus step out in his
own right and in his own voice. The impression is that God is behind the scenes
orchestrating matters for his son�the star of the show.
The payoff for conducting these analyses is not immediately forthcoming;
however, the results generated here will serve to fund the subsequent literary analysis, as
well as matters related to the fimction ofMark's prologue (later in this study).
Literary Analysis
Having established the text of 1 : 1-15 and assessed its clause structure, I now proceed under the
assumption that Mark begins his Gospel account with an intentional, well-defined prologue, the
purpose ofwhich will be explored later in this study. The task immediately at hand, though, is to
estabhsh the veracity of 1:1-15 as a definable unit. In order to make such a case, I will fiirther
observe that Mark's narration is largely episodic. Mark's Gospel is a product ofjudicious
appropriation of certain events which�for Mark�are seminal. Each appropriation conveys its
own glimpse into the character, work, or teaching of Jesus, or the various responses to him. We
might very well think of these as scenes in a dramatic presentation, each of which in some way
advances the larger agenda of the writer.
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These episodes, or scenes, vary widely in their size and shape. Consider, for example, the
lengthy apocalyptic discourse ofMark 13, especially in contrast to the concise double call
narrative of 1:16-20. In each case, we have readily discernible units, but each has its own
particular set of features contributing to the episodic nature of the passage. I suggest that well-
defined scenes are comprised not only of a number of attributes, but also that such attributes
work together to create a cohesive web ofmeaning, so much so that it can be difficult to isolate
attributes. The integrity of such units increases proportionally with the number and inter-
relatedness of its attributes. This is precisely what we find with Mark 1 : 1-1 5. In this opening
unit, the number and inter-relatedness of those attributes is quite large.
23 1
Many commentators have advanced the notion that Mark's opening unit ends at v. 13.
In suggesting this, those commentators commonly note two variables: 1) a change of location
fi-om the wildemess to Galilee; and 2) a change of time from before John's arrest to after it.
Without doubt, these two attributes do serve in some way to set apart 1:14-15 from the preceding
material; but do these attributes provide enough differentiation between v. 13 and the following
to warrant the conclusion that Mark's opening unit terminates with 1 : 13? I think not.
As I examine 1:1-15,1 notice a much larger constellation of features that give a particular
shape to the passage. Further, and as mentioned just a moment ago, these features reinforce one
another so strongly that it is difficult to isolate one feature for discussion without necessarily
implicating another. What follows will be my attempt to discuss an initial set of features that I
observe in 1:1-15. These include: 1) the inclusio of diCLyykXiov at 1:1 and 1:14-15; 2) the
Such views have already been mentioned in the preceding chapter.
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recurrence of key words and motifs; 3) the parallelism of John and Jesus, specifically as depicted
in 1 :8; 4) temporal markers that establish a trajectory toward climax with the initial words of
Jesus in 1 : 14-15; and 5) a readily discernible break with v. 16.^^^ The cumulative effect of these
features conveys a sixth attribute: namely, an inversion of character focus that presents itselfby
means of a literary chiasm. Before discussing each of these in turn, it may be helpful to offer a
preliminary summary of the more general structural features of the unit.
I intend to demonstrate that Mark 1:1-15 consists of an opening heading (1 : 1) for the
prologue, followed by a synkrisis of John (1:2-8) and Jesus (1:9-15). As Jesus comes to the
forefront of the narrative, John retreats to the background. John's ministry begins with a
prophetic announcement offered ipsissima vox of Isaiah (1:2-3) and culminates in a generalizing
statement ipsissima vox of John (1 :7-8). On the other hand, Jesus' ministry begins with his
movement from Galilee to the wildemess (1:9) and ends with his retum to Galilee (1:14). The
climactic utterance of Jesus in 1 ; 1 5 is likewise given ipsissima vox and serves to summarize the
essential nature of Jesus' ministry by providing a proper closure to the prologue with direct
points of contact with the material that precedes it.
As will be demonstrated in Chapter 3 (Rhetorical Context), a chreia would typically conclude with a
climactic statement by the subject of the work. Mark 1 : 14-1 5 certainly represents such a tactic. It would likewise be
rather odd for the opening of a work whose main figure is Jesus to end on a note where Jesus is a passive character
being cared for by the angels who are positioned as the grammatical subject ofthe final clause of 1:13.
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"Good News" (Inclusio)
The first feature contributing to the unity of 1 : 1 - 1 5 is the term ^myyiXiov, which provides the
basis for a literary inclusio of 1 : 1 and 1:14-15.^^^ This is among the more salient literary features
that demarcate the extent ofMark's opening. The unit literally begins and ends with the good
news?^^ The function ofthe inclusio, consistent with its typical usage, is to establish "the main
thought of the book (or passage), pointing to the essential concern of the book (or passage)."
The effect of the inclusio is even more pronounced when two additional factors are considered:
1) euayy^'^Loy occurs twice in the closing bracket of 1 : 14-15, thus equating to three appearances
236within the space of fifteen verses; and 2) the term occurs only five additional times in Mark,
with the next appearance (as indicated earlier) not occurring until chap. 8. Keck notes the
theological relationship between 1:1 andl: 14-15 on the basis of the term, but does not explain the
John Painter, Mark's Gospel: Worlds in Conflict, New Testament Readings (New York: Routledge,
1997), 35; Witherington III, The Gospel ofMark, 68; Guelich, Mark 1-8, 4; see also "Beginning of the Gospel",
which provides an especially helpfiil survey of issues related to the structuring ofthe unit.
^^"^ In Chapter 5, 1 will defend the nodon that 1:1 fiinctions as an incipit of the prologue itself
Bauer and Traina, Inductive Bible Study, 1 17-18; see also D. E. Aune, "Inclusio," in The Westminster
Dictionary ofNew Testament and Early Christian Literature and Rhetoric (Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John
Knox, 2003), 229; and Marie Emile Boismard, "Procede Redactionnel dans le Quatrieme Evangile: La
Wiederaufiiahme," in Evangile deJean (Gembloux, Belgium: Duculot, 1977), 235-41.
236 8:35; 10:29; 13:10; 14:9; 16:15.
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relationship in literary terms. Guelich employs the term "inclusion" to describe that literary
relationship, but does not provide an explicit case in regard to how the relationship works.
The nature of a literary inclusio is well understood by commentators in terms of its form:
a word, phrase, or grammatical structure is repeated later in the text, creating a set ofbrackets
that unify the intemal contents and differentiate those contents from the extemal materials. What
is less discussed is the how of this process.
The function and utility of an inclusio are especially apparent in an aural text such as
Mark. The initial utterance of euayyeXLoy in 1 : 1 creates an expectation on the part of the reader.
The reader is now in tune with the frequency generated by the term, and anticipates some sort of
explanation in terms of definition (What is the good news?) or relevance (How is this news good
for me?). Since the term appears twice in 1:14-15 in regard to the initial proclamation of Jesus
(who stands as either the object or subject of the term in 1 : 1) and does not appear again until
8:35, the form of the inclusio is evident.
Key Words and Motifs (Recurrence)
The second noteworthy feature is the concentration of key words and motifs. This is perhaps the
most mdimentary way of demarcating and differentiating a textual unit. At this point, an
important matter must be clarified. It has just been shown that euayyclLoy is a feature that
functions as an inclusio in demarcating the opening and closing brackets of the prologue. It is not
Keck, "The Introduction to Mark's Gospel," 359-60.
Guelich, Mark 1-8, 4.
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necessary (or even expected) that all features of the prologue will appear in those brackets.
Rather, it is necessary that the features of the prologue contribute to the unique shape of the
prologue to the degree that such features help to distinguish the unit from what follows. Just as a
particular sub-pattern or theme appears within the larger pattem of a tapestry, so do sub-themes
appear in Mark's prologue. The important point is this: the prologue must contain a sufficient
number of intemal elements to distinguish it from the material beyond it. It is the sum total of
such elements that characterizes the unit as a whole, not the individual capacity of each element
to define that whole.
As seen in the previous section, one of the primary terms used with a heightened
frequency in the passage is euccyyelLoy, not appearing again until ch. 8. In fact, three ofMark's
eight uses of the term occur within the first fifteen verses of his Gospel (1:1, 14, 15). What we
can also note is the concentration ofwilderness language, specifically the employments of
epripog at 1:3, 4, 12 , 13 (representing four of nine total occurrences in Mark and not occurring
again until 1 :35).^^^ We also observe Mark's indication of John's diet of insects and wild honey
(1:6), the presence ofwild animals during Jesus' temptation period (1:13), and the Jordan River
as a remote setting (1:5, 9). Also of interest is Mark's deployment of the cognates [xexavola (1:4)
Although one might contend that this serves to support claims that Mark's opening unit concludes with
1:13, 1 will argue below that the narradve locus remains "in the wildemess" through 1:14-15. 1 further maintain that
the wildemess motif is but a single sub-theme that contributes to the overall character of the opening unit. That
wildemess language does not specifically appear in 1:14-15 in no way minimizes the function of 1:14-15 as the
closing boundary. Just as language related to baptizing is concentrated in the prologue (but does not appear in 1:14-
15), so too is language related to a wildemess setting. Such sub-themes�taken as a whole�give the prologue a
distinctive character in contrast to what follows. To use an example, it is not necessary for one to discem a morsel of
carrot in a spoonfiil of vegetable soup to recognize the spoonful as vegetable soup. The presence of carrot in the
soup as a whole helps to distinguish the soup from the grilled cheese sandwich sitting next to it.
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and lieiavoeo) (1:15). The only other occurrence of either word in Mark comes at 6: 12; thus, two
ofthe three instances of these words occur within the span of 1 : 1-15.
hi addition, the concept ofbapdzing has special prominence in Mark's opening. We
observe that John appears not only for the purpose ofbaptizing in the wildemess (1:4), but he
specifically proclaims a baptism of repentance leading to the forgiveness of sins (also 1 :4). hi the
very next verse, all the Judean countryside and all of the Jemsalemites tum out to be baptized by
John, hi 1:8, John contrasts his former baptism ofwater to the forthcoming baptism ofHoly
Spirit by Jesus. We then read that Jesus was baptized by John in 1 :9. If one excludes for a
moment the hyper-concentration of uses of the term in 10:38-39 (containing six total
occurrences), these employments ofbaptismal language in 1:4-9 constitute six of fifteen total
occurrences in Mark.'^'^^
Finally, the centrality of Kripuoow cannot be overlooked. This term underscores the
proclaiming ftmction of John and Jesus, occurring three times in the unit (1:4, 7, 14). This raises
an important point: whereas terms related to baptism are limited to 1 :4-9, and whereas
wildemess language seems to conclude at 1 : 13, it might be argued that this provides a warrant
for more narrowly defined boundaries (perhaps 1:4-13). I maintain that the influence of these
words and concepts extends more widely�to the margins of the unit. I will offer two points of
evidence.
^''^ What is of interest to me is that, of those other nine uses of words built on the pa-irt- root, one of them is
in the disputed passage ofMark 16:16, four of those terms are titular in denoting John (6:14, 24-25; 8:28), and two
of them involve a sense of the word that involves the dipping of objects instead of persons (7:4b; 14:20).
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In the first instance, one might rightly suggest that the extent of baptism as a topical focus
is limited to 1:4-9, since the cognates are confined to these verses. However, and as we know,
verse demarcations do not necessarily correspond to sentence limitations. As I have argued
already in this chapter, the opening citation in 1 :2-3 should be read as part of the sentence
containing 1 :4. As a result, the baptismal motif in 1 :4 is very much at play in 1 :2-3 insofar as
baptism serves as the means for preparation prescribed in 1 :2-3. In the same way, and although
the last mention ofbaptism in the opening unit comes in 1:9, the baptismal scene continues to
unfold through 1:11-12. Thus, we see the scope of influence of baptism extending from 1 :2 to at
least 1:12.
In the second instance, we can see that the wildemess as the geographical locus for the
scene actually extends past 1:13 and includes 1:14-15, despite the seeming transition to a
Galilean setting in 1 : 14. A point to be made here relates to the translation of rjlGev in 1 : 14. A
quick survey of about a dozen modem English versions reveals a fairly even split between came
and went as the translation for x\kQ^v}^^ This highlights the fairly dynamic nature of the word.^"^^
I suspect that translators probably did not invest a great deal of energy deliberating whether or
not they should choose came or went, as such a matter seems rather pedantic for translational
purposes (and perhaps rightly so). However, for my purposes, it makes a significant difference
which word one chooses.
^"^^ Those works translating the term as came include the CEB, ESV, NAB, RSV, NRSV and NKJV. Those
translating the term as went include the NET, NIV, TNIV, NJB, and NLT.
^"^^ See Rodney J. Decker, Mark 1-8: A Handbook on the Greek Text, Baylor Handbook on the Greek New
Testament (Waco, Tex.: Baylor University Press, 2014), 17.
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A primary reason to construe fjlGev as went in 1 : 14 is because it creates a reversal of
Mark's employment of the same term in 1 :9, where fjXGey is attended by am NaCapei ifig
raXihx.laQ; in 1:14, the verb is attended by elg tt]v Talilaiav. The pivotal terms in this instance
are the prepositions diro (with a focus on origin) and eic, (with a focus on destination),
^"^^
which�when attending rjXGey�create framing elements for the wildemess scene featuring
Jesus. It might thus be argued that Mark's narrative strategy in 1:9-15 is to suggest thai Jesus
came from and went (back) to Galilee. My suspicion is that this is precisely the case, especially
when taking into consideration the other contextual evidence that ties 1:14-15 to the material
prior. One can observe the key words comprising 1:14-15: 'Icodcyvrit; in 1:14 is mentioned
explicitly by name in 1 :4, 6, 9, and is the implied subject of verbs in 1 :5, 7; 'Irjooug of 1 : 14 is
mentioned explicitly by name in 1:1,9, and remains the dominant subject in 1:10-13; Takiljaia
of 1:14 is mentioned explicitly in 1:9; Kripuooco in 1:14 is used in 1:4, 7; euayye^Loy in 1:14-15
{bis) appears in 1:1; (tou) Geou of 1:14-15 {bis) appears in 1:1 (if one allows for the textual
variant); and peiavoelie in 1:15 appears with its cognate (iieiayoLa) in 1:4.
Taken in sum, then, we can see that these words not only appear with unprecedented
frequency within 1:1-15, but also that their presence and influence permeate the entire passage.
Further, 1:14-15 represents a clear commitment to the trajectory of thought and vocabulary
established in 1 : 1-13. Thus, the passage of 1 : 1-15 exhibits a unity on the basis of the recurrence
of key words and concepts.
For the senses of epxc^iaL with (xtto and el;, see Frederick W. Danker, ed., A Greek-English Lexicon of
the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, 3rd ed. (Chicago: University ofChicago Press, 2000),
3143.1.a.b.
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John and Jesus (ParaUeUsm)
The third feature appears in 1 :8. What is conspicuous about the text is the high degree of
parallehsm between the two clauses. Schematically, they can be represented in this way:
Verse Subject Verb Direct Object Preposition
Instrumental
Dative
Mark 1:8a eyco epdcTTTLOCX upocg u6aTL
Mark 1:8b CLmOQ paTTTLoei i)\iac, kv
Whereas the overall pattem ofparallelism marks the similarity between the works of John and
Jesus, the conjunction bk (here taken adversatively) serves to highlight the contrast between those
works. This contrast is necessary if the parallelism is to hold tme, for just as the two rails of a
modem rail line mn parallel, they are not one and the same�there is differentiation.
This verse occurs at the midpoint of the literary unit and brings into resolution the
implicit comparison between these two characters. Just as John appears in the wildemess (1:4),
Jesus spends forty days in the wddemess (1:13). Just as John finds sustenance (by eating insects
and wild honey, 1 :6), so does Jesus fmd sustenance (at the hands of the ministering messengers,
1:13). Just as John is a proclaimer (1 :4, 7), so also is Jesus a proclaimer (1 : 14). Just as John is
legitimated by Isaiah's prophecy (1 :2-3), so is Jesus legitimated by the voice from the heavens
(1:11). Just as John demands repentance (1 :4), so does Jesus (1:15). Just as John baptizes (with
water, 1:8), so will Jesus baptize (with Holy Spirit, 1:8).
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The comparison buih on the parallel clause structure anticipates the "passing of the
baton" that is about to happen in the following verse, initiating the closure to the ministry of John
and ushering in the new era of Jesus' ministry.
^"^"^
Temporal Markers (Climax)
The fourth literary feature is climax, specifically as it is formed by five temporal markers. These
aredpxri in 1:1; eKeivaic; xalc, f]pepaLg in 1:9; \iem 6e in 1:14; TTefTA-ripwiaL andriyytKev in
1:15; and lieTOvoeXie and irLOieueie in 1:15.
"The Beginning"
'
Apxrj is the first word aural readers ofMark would hear. It is typically translated as beginning
(either with or without an article), and as such, carries a temporal sense.
^'^^ This is somewhat
consistent with Mark's narrative insofar as it has a basic chronological arrangement; however,
beginning is not the only translational option. The word can also carry a causal sense, often used
for one who begins a work (thus, a beginnerY^^ or initiates an activity on the basis of one's
authority.
^'^^ This latter sense is also attested in relationship to angelic and transcendent powers.
For perspectives on the parallelism between John and Jesus, see Emst, Das Evangelium nach Markus,
3 1 ; Gnilka, Markus, 1 :39; and Pesch, Das Markusevangelium, 1 -.IX-ll, who sees 1 :9- 1 5 as a parallel to 1 :2-8.
Danker, 5Z)^G, 11 53.1.a.
Ibid., 1153.2.
Ibid., 1153.6.
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which is intriguing in light of the transcendent conversation that takes place in 1:2-3, especially
referencing an ayyeA-oc;.
hi any case, the word has an initiating sense to it, whether logical or temporal, and thus
stands at and marks the starting point.
"In Those Days"
This phrase marks a subtle shift in the narrative. That shift is not linear, however, pointing to one
thing that happens after another; rather, the shift is concentric. The introduction of Jesus into the
storyline takes place within the scope of John's ministry. Thus, kv eKeiyocLc; lalg v\\ikpoLic, frames
the baptism and temptation of Jesus within the larger temporal sphere of John's activity. The
focus narrows with the insertion of this phrase, and the spotlight that was broadly on John is now
more narrowly focused on Jesus.
^"^^
"NowAfter"
Those commentators who argue that Mark's opening concludes with 1:13 typically note peia 6e
in 1 : 14 as marking a temporal deviation firom Mark's paratactic use of Kai?^^ A quasi-temporal
For more on this, see Chapter 5.
^'^^ Stein, Mark, 69; Donahue and Harrington, Mark, 70; Robert H. Gundry, Mark: A Commentary on His
Apologyfor the Cross, Volume 1 (1-8) (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1993), 62; and noteworthy is Scaria
Kuthirakkattel, The Beginning ofJesus'Ministry According to Mark's Gospel (1,14-3,6): A Redaction Critical
Study, Analecta Biblica 123 (Roma: Editrice Pondficio Istituto Biblico, 1990), 21, who suggests not only that 1:14 is
set off from 1 : 13 by 66, but also that 6e could in fact "mark a contrast or a tuming point within the same story or
trend of thought (5,1 1; 13,14.28.32; 15,6.16)." Nevertheless, he claims that the primary connecting words that unite
1:1-13 (paTTTLCeiy, iTV6U|ia, and epriiiog) are missing from 1:14 and therefore constitute a break. What is puzzling is
his choice of these connecting words (e.g., irveu^ia does not appear until 1:8) and his failure to recognize the wealth
of correspondence between the language of 1 : 14-15 and 1 : 1-13 (see my eadier comments under Key Words and
Motifs).
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shift does indeed occur with the arrest of John. (I dub this shift "quasi-temporal" inasmuch as the
shift is more synchronic than diachronic.) One notes up to this point the paratactic tendency of
Mark to conjoin clauses and scenes by means of kocl, where the conjunction can be seen
introducing vv. 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13. The conjunction continues to ftmction as a marker
of scenes in its introductions of these units: the double-call narrative (1:16-20), the Capernaum
demoniac (1:21-28), the healing ofPeter's mother-in-law (1:29-34), Jesus' attempt to seek
solitude (1:35-39), and the healing of the leper (1:40-45). In every case, Mark introduces a scene
with KttL. This is Mark's tendency.
What is disruptive about the pattem of scene introductions in Mark's first chapter,
though, is the occurrence of peioc 6e at the beginning of 1 : 14. Although some have argued that
this temporal marker serves to establish a new pericope, the phrase is actually marking
coAzjunction rather than disjunction. Mark has amply demonstrated that his primary choice for
marking the begirming of a new scene is kkl. The shift to peioc 6e must then indicate (if one
assumes that it is marking transition) a shift of either greater or lesser magnitude in comparison
to KOtL.
If one employs a flat reading of the passage in which the individual sub-scenes are simply
observed as beads on a string, one will fail to appreciate the trajectory intrinsic to Mark's
opening materials. The transition generated by laeioc 6e certainly conveys a temporal shift, but not
in a linear sense. I suggest that the shift occurs parenthetically, as the postpositive conjunction 6e
so often does. John's arrest has been inserted into the narrative to provide a collateral comment;
See, for example, Gundry, Mark, 62.
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it is not a part of the flow of the narrative, for we are given no details about John's exit (at least
not until Mark's sixth chapter). Thus, the arrest of John is not to be understood simply as a
scene-changing device for Mark, but as something more significant.
Rather than conduct a study of each word (hoping that the sum of the parts does in fact
equal the whole), I would prefer to examine the phrase as a formulaic expression; it is
extensively attested elsewhere in the LXX and NT. Though it may be fairly innovative to suggest
this about the combination of a temporal preposition and postpositive conjunction, the evidence
is readily apparent that this construct can not only mark climactic events in a series, but does so
in some perhaps surprising ways. I will use three illustrations.
Daniel 7:7
Daniel 7 is a clearly defined unit. It begins at 7: 1 with a time demarcation (the first year of
Belshazzar's reign) when Daniel is reported to have had his dream. It ends at 7:28 with a
statement concluding the narrative, and then 8: 1 introduces a new narrative, also demarcated by
time (the third year of Belshazzar's reign). The space between relates exclusively to the dream
and its interpretation. The dream proper goes at least as far as 7:8, thus constituting a smaller
scene within the larger scene. That dream takes place in four movements, each depicting the
appearance of a terrible beast. The first beast is described in 7:4. The second is described in 7:5.
The third is described in 7:6. The fourth beast, however, requires the space of six verses
begirming with 7:7, and is described as "terrible and dreadfiil and exceedingly strong [. . . ]
different from all the beasts that were before if (Dan 7:7). This fourth unit is introduced by ueioc
6e.
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Matthew 1:12
Like Daniel 7, the genealogy of Jesus in Matt 1 : 1-17 is a well-defined unit. It arguably features
an inclusio of 1 : 1 and 1:17 (listing the progression from Jesus to Abraham chiastically) that
brackets three stanzas of fourteen generations each. The culmination is the birth of Jesus, who is
identified as the final generation of the third stanza. Matthew's periodization of the genealogy
into literary stanzas is made explicit in Matt 1:17, and it is the final stanza that bears particular
importance insofar as it brings the reader to the intended destination: the birth of Jesus. This third
stanza is inttoduced by iieToc 56.
Luke 1:24
After his prescript, Luke begins his narrative with the account ofZechariah and Elizabeth in 1:5.
The moment is identified as the time ofKing Herod, and the narrative continues through 1 :25
featuring Zechariah primarily and Elizabeth secondarily. A change of scene occurs at 1:26 when
time is identified as the sixth month, and the character focus shifts to Mary. Elizabeth is, as
mentioned, a secondary character in the unit, but in Lukan fashion serves as the unexpected
exemplar for faithfulness."^^' This stands in sharp contrast with Zechariah who, as a priest, should
have demonstrated trust in the Lord more than anyone�especially his barren wife of reproach.
Luke's opening scene concludes with a moment that, on one level, is anti-climactic (Elizabeth
privately rejoices in the Lord's favor in a space of only two verses). Read in view of Luke's
On Luke's theology of reversal, see John O. York, The Last Shall Be First: The Rhetoric ofReversal in
Luke (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1991).
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theology of reversal, however, Elizabeth's response is the crowning moment of the passage. Her
response is introduced by ueioc 6k.
Three features shared by these passages serve to underscore the role of peia 6k as a
marker of climax. First, the units are clearly defined. It would be a bit precarious to suggest
otherwise. Second, there is a movement fi"om the lesser to the greater in each case. Third, the
final moment in each scene culminates the scene and is set offby peia 6k. In sum, these passages
demonstrate how the phrase fiinctions as a means ofmarking climax, about which Bauer and
Traina note that the movement is consistently from the lesser to the greater. As it pertains to
Mark 1 : 1-15, we likewise see a clearly defined unit (certainly with regard to the beginning of the
passage), a movement fi"om the lesser role of John to the greater role of Jesus (see 1 :7, which
makes this explicit), a scene that arguably ends on a climactic note (Jesus' words are given their
first expression), and an introduction of that scene with peid 6k.
"Has Been Fulfilled" and "Has Approached"
Another temporal marker is the employment of fiilfillment language at 1:15. The scene finds its
culmination in ireTrXripwTaL and T^yytKev, each ofwhich marks achievement both lexically and
grammatically. From a grammatical perspective, the perfect tenses convey accomplishment of a
past event with imminent results; the net effect is that the landscape of reality is altered in the
wake of that event. From a lexical perspective, the two words likewise have a sense of
With regard to Daniel, I have in mind here the dream scene specifically, 7:1-8.
Bauer and Traina, Inductive Bible Study, 99.
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imminence: irXripocj with respect to time, and eyy^Cw with respect to place. The language thus
posits a moment of actualization, contributing to the climactic nature of the utterance.
"Repent" and "Believe"
hnmediately on the heels of the two-part fulfdlment declaration, we hear two imperatives of
conmiand: peTavoeXie and -rTLOieueie . Here again, the verbal inflections are significant. In light of
the preceding proclamation, people are admonished to repent and believe in the good news. Both
verbs are inflected for the imperative mood. Although technically timeless (as a non-indicative
verb), the imperative tense looks forward to a future temporal moment for satisfaction of the
command. Because the imperative is intrinsically umealized at the moment of utterance, it is
laden with expectancy.
In sum, then, we observe the following trajectory established by Mark's temporal
markers: 1) Mark initiates his narrative with a starting point (dpxri); 2) the narration narrows to
focus on Jesus (kv eKetvaig lalg fipepaig); 3) the climax of the unit is anticipated with the quasi-
temporal break initiated by peid 66 ; 4) the first words of Jesus bring to fiillness both God's
appointed time and his approaching kingdom (-rreirA-ripcoTaL and riyyiKev); and 5) the yet-untold
drama is alluded to through the utterance of tandem imperatives awaiting actualization
(peTavoelie and TTioieijeTe).
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Break with 1 : 1 6-20 (Contrast)
Ched Myers is one of the few Markan commentators wilhng to press the boundaries of the
opening unit beyond lilS.^^"^ For him, Mark's prologue concludes with 1:20. His primary
evidence is the parallel of the call of the first disciples in 1 : 16-20 with that of 8:27-9: 13. Myers
observes a bipartite structure in Mark, and to support that commitment 1:16-20 must be included
with 1:1-15. As with so many ideological readings, however, Myers first creates an interpretive
extrusion tube that approximates his political views, and then forces the text ofMark through
that tube. Not surprisingly, his output neatly fits the shape of his tube. What gets lost in the
process, though, is anything that defies that shape; those materials are left on the floor ofthe
extrusion room.
We can see a fairly distinct break between 1:1-15 and 1 : 1 6-20 on a number of grounds.
Only two common denominators connect the two passages: Jesus as a character and Galilee as a
locale. "^^^ A host of other factors separates them from one another. One factor is the addition of
four new characters into the story: Simon, Andrew, James and John. Another factor relates to the
first instance ofMark identifying a dative indirect object as the target of a speech utterance. For
the first time, we hear Jesus speak concretely to persons. Third, the concept of discipleship
(understood here as following Jesus) is the dominant theme of 1 : 16-20, yet that theme appears
nowhere in 1 : 1-15.^^^ Fourth, none of the major themes (or even minor themes) of 1 : 1-15 (like
254
255
Myers, Binding the StrongMan, 109-36.
And even here the relationship is tenuous, for whereas the general direction of Jesus' movement in 1 : 14
from the wildemess is toward Galilee, the setting in 1:16-20 is specifically beside the Sea of Gahlee.
Cf. Keck, "The Introduction to Mark's Gospel," 364; Boring, "Mark 1:1-15," 65-67.
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gospel, baptism, repentance, or proclamation) appear in 1 : 16-20. In sum, there is a fairly incisive
break between 1:1-15 and 1 : 16-20 that creates a dramatic contrast between the generalities of
1:1-15 and the concrete particularities of 1 : 1 6-20.
Inversion ofCharacter Focus (Chiasm)
The orchestration of the preceding literary features into a whole brings us to the final meta-
feature of the text. That meta-feature is the inversion of character focus from John to Jesus.
Specifically, Mark begins his account with a title (1:1), and then undertakes his narrative in
earnest with 1 :2-3, which serves as preparatory material realized in the person and work of John.
In 1 :4-6, we learn of John, his nature, and his work, but there is a conspicuous absence of
references to Jesus. In 1 :7-8, John proclaims a message of a coming, stronger one, alluding to the
advent of Jesus. In 1 :9-13, Jesus arrives fi*om Nazareth and is baptized by John. John is still on
stage, but has been removed fi-om the spotlight. What is distinctive about this text is the
employment of the passive voice form, epaTTiLoGri. Mark does not tell us that John baptized
Jesus; rather, he tells us that Jesus was baptized by John. The difference may again seem
pedantic, but it is important here because it represents an intentional change of grammar on
Mark's part, resulting in an explicit shift of focus from John to Jesus�^Jesus is now the subject
ofthe controlling verb and remains in focus as the subject throughout Mark. Richard Burridge
has calculated that roughly one-fourth of the verbs in Mark's Gospel feature Jesus as the subject,
and 1:9 provides the onset of that character focus.^^^
Burridge, What Are the Gospels, 190; he further notes that an additional one-fifth ofMarkan verbs are
conveyed through Jesus' teaching and parables.
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The switch in subject-focus from John to Jesus is pivotal. Thus, and because of the pivot
ofthe passive voice employment, Jesus is now in the spotlight as the central actor on the Markan
stage. The passive verb is the exact moment of transfer. John's work is almost finished. The
Fourth Gospel captures the essence of the pivot in the clearest of terms when the Baptizer says,
"He must increase, but I must decrease" (John 3:30).
The baptism and temptation scenes close and 1:14-15 provides the first words of Jesus in
the narrative, where he proclaims a message of the arrival of God's kingdom (although, as
already suggested and will be argued later, the utterance is given ipsissima vox of Jesus rather
than ipsissima verba). At this point, Mark also provides an exit cue for John at 1:14 ("Now after
the arrest of John"). The material following on the heels of 1:15 marks an exclusive and
totalizing focus on Jesus and his ministry with no fiirther involvement from John, save for the
retrospection on his demise in ch. 6. The chart below provides a visualization of this character
inversion:
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The asterisks in the lower comers suggest that, although Jesus and John are not explicitly
referenced in 1 :2 and 1:16 respectively, they are alluded to. Taking 1:1 as a title, we note that
Jesus is given explicit mention prior to 1 :2 in a prospective way. Likewise, John is given explicit
mention subsequent to 1:15, but in a retrospective way (see Mark 6).
What we will note about this character inversion is that it in fact provides the basis for the
macro-stmcture of 1 : 1-15�a stmcture girded by the support mechanisms of the recurrence of
key words and motifs, the inclusio of euayyeXLOv, the parallelism between John and Jesus,
temporal markers leading to climax, and a significant break with 1:16 and the remainder ofthe
Gospel. Taken together, these features form a literary chiasm.
I must issue at this point a caution with regard to chiasm, for this stmcture is often seen
where it likely does not exist. I concur with Bauer and Traina when they suggest that chiasm "is
not nearly as ubiquitous as most scholars have claimed; many scholars see chiasm almost
everywhere [. . .]."^^^ David deSilva also laments excesses in the application of chiasm,
especially when those excesses ignore the ancient conventions as they are discussed within the
milieu that generates them. He specifically observes how frequently hysteron proteron ("the
259
technique of taking up the last point or question first and the first point or quesdon lasf
'
) is
Bauer and Traina, Inductive Bible Study, 1 19-20; also see Ben Witherington' s cridque of Ken Bailey's
use of chiasm in "Paul through Medirranean Eyes" Ben Witherington III, "Paul Thru Mediterranean Eyes: A Review
(Part One)," The Bible and Culture, August 18, 2012, n.p.,
http://www.patheos.conVblogs/bibleandculture/2012/08/18/paul-thru-mediterranean-eyes-a-review-part-one/.
David Arthur DeSilva, "X Marks the Spot? A Cridque of the Use ofChiasmus in Macro-Stmctural
Analyses ofReveladon," 30, no. 3 (2008): 346.
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confused with commutatio ("a contrast built upon the crosswise repetition of two word-stems
with change ofword order and, for example, case""^^^). It is the latter that is the far more widely
attested type of chiastic device in ancient Greek and Latin literature, argues deSilva. Although
related to chiasm, hysteron proteron is to be distinguished from commutatio. He notes
Aristarchus' commentary on Homer's explicit use of the structuring device. Of special note is
the manner in which Homer balances parts ofhis narrative with one another: "[E]verything in the
second half of this 'chiastic' passage relates to its counterpart in the first half as answer relates to
specific question. If scholars limited their conversations to chiasms whose components were this
closely and uimiistakably linked, there would be no debate over their validity."
Because the purpose of this chapter is largely to make observations, I will hold off with
further comments about chiasm and its relationship to Mark 1:1-15. That argument will be
resumed nearer the end of this study. For the moment, I will leave this discussion with the
observadon that the constellation of features that give Mark 1 : 1-15 its formal integrity converge
into a holistic shape that presents itself as shown in the figure above. The shape of that structure
suggests chiasm, or at least something in that vein.
Ian H. Thomson, Chiasmus in the Pauline Letters, JSNTSup 1 1 1 (Sheffield, England: Sheffield
Academic Press, 1995), 14, n. 8.
DeSilva, "Chiasmus," 346.
Ibid.
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Summary
In sum, I have attempted to demonstrate how Mark 1:1-15 has a formal consistency that is
sustained by syntactic and literary features. The opening verse functions as an identifying marker
or heading of the prologue and is distinct from 1 :2 and the material that follows. Further, I have
noted that the citation in 1 :2-3 is to be understood as providing the basis for John's appearance in
1:4. The clause structure of the passage indicates a consistent use of aorist tense verbs to provide
the major contours of the narrative, and this structure provides the basic framework for viewing a
variety of literary features. These literary features consist of: 1) a recurrence of key words and
motifs that are highly concentrated within the passage and give it a particular flavor; 2) an
inclusio ofemyyelLoy that provides a frame for the passage; 3) parallelism between John and
Jesus, specifically centered on the pivotal moment of 1 :8-9; 4) a linear set of temporal markers
that provide a past-present-fiiture trajectory to the passage; 5) a clear break with 1 : 16-20 in terms
of emphasis; and 6) a convergence of the preceding five features to create a chiastic structure for
the narrative in which John decreases as Jesus increases.
These formal considerations do not answer every question, and in some cases, they raise
some. For instance: Does 1:1 relate to the whole of the Gospel or exclusively to the prologue (as
I have proposed)? Are the variants ulou Geou in 1 : 1 and 6 in 1 :4 to be taken as original or as
emendations? Has Mark erred in his citation of Isaiah in 1:2? If the passage functions
chiastically, how so, and to what effect? These and other questions will be taken up as we
continue our study.
CHAPTER 3: RHETORICAL CONTEXT
In the last chapter, I attempted to demonstrate on the basis of a number of literary features that
Mark 1 : 1-15 is a well-formed textual unit. That examination was a decidedly within the text
approach. In this chapter, I shift to a behind the text approach by means ofwhich I characterize
the milieu within which Mark operated. Said differently, I am moving from questions of how
Mark is seen now to questions ofhow Mark was heard then. Despite my cormnitment to treating
the text itself first (and with a clear privileging of the text over historical or reader-oriented
methods), I in no way intend to discount the necessity of reading Mark within his socio-historical
context. The Gospel ofMark does not exist in a vacuum, nor should it be read as such.
The approach to this chapter will consist of five movements. First, I will very briefly
describe the aural nature of the NT world, specifically noting that reading in the first century
must be understood as a practice that happened aurally as much as�ifnot more than�visually.
Second, I will characterize the nature and role of rhetoric within the first-century Greco-Roman
world. The sketch here will be brief, but will (I trust) capture a sense of the discipline as it was
practiced in the NT context. I will examine the scope ofmacro-rhetoric (rhetoric that shapes
works as wholes), but in terms ofm/cro-rhetoric my engagement will be limited to its more
elementary aspects. Two reasons warrant this move: first, space does not allow a full engagement
with the depth and range of rhetoric as it was practiced; and second, Mark's rhetoric (as I will
later show) is ofthe more basic variety. Third, I will offer a brief overview ofthe educational
training that was in place during the time ofMark's writing and the central role of rhetoric as an
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academic discipline. Fourth, I will draw some inferences about Mark and his writing in light of
his social, rhetorical, and educational milieu. Finally, I will examine several instances ofMark's
employment of rhetorical devices�first in his Gospel at large, and then in the prologue
specifically.
"Hearing" the New Testament^"^
Works supporting the aural nature of the NT world abound.
^^"^ I do not intend to make a case that
has already been made. Therefore, my focus in this opening section will deal more with the way
aural reading functions in practice than with defending the aural character of the first century.
My specific interest lies rather in the interface between that aural world and Mark as a written
enterprise. In my estimation, Joanna Dewey proceeds along the right line of questioning with
regard to the written and aural dimensions ofMark. She asks, for example, if it is reasonable to
maintain a clear distinction between written and oral discourse.
[T]o assert a clear difference between oral and written composition for popular literature
in the first century C.E. seems out ofplace. For even if a work was written, it was meant
to be read aloud and to be heard. Most of those who became acquainted with the gospel
ofMark undoubtedly heard it read. Thus the distinction between oral and written
techniques does not appear applicable fi-om the point of view ofthe audience.^^^
Here I acknowledge the work ofmy former professor to whom I owe a large debt of gratitude for his
initial encouragement ofmy pursuit ofpostgraduate studies; Joel B. Green, Hearing the New Testament: Strategies
for Interpretation, 2nd ed. (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 2010).
'^^ For example, Wemer H. Kelber, The Oral and the Written Gospel: The Hermeneutics ofSpeaking and
Writing in the Synoptic Tradition, Mark, Paul, and Q, Voices in Performance and Text (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana
University Press, 1997); Richard A. Horsley, Jonathan A. Draper, and John Miles Foley, eds., Performing the
Gospel: Orality. Memory, andMark (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2006); Ong, Orality and Literacy; Shiner,
Proclaiming the Gospel; FollowMe!.
Dewey, Markan Public Debate, 29-30.
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Christopher Bryan has also made a case for the aural texture ofMark, despite its written nature.
He suggests,
For Jew and Gentile alike in the first Christian century, to read anything regarded as
"literature" was normally to read aloud. [. . .] Most of those who experienced the poets or
the Scriptures would experience them in performance: in theatre, hall, or synagogue, or
perhaps in the family. To read aloud effectively from the unpunctuated texts of the period
was a skill, moreover, requiring preparation and considerable familiarity [. . .] therefore
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most writers wrote to be heard (emphasis his).
Bryan suggests that the size ofMark makes it suitable for public reading. "Mark fits well. It
could have been read to a group at one sitting in slightly under two hours [. . . it is] a
performance in three 'acts,' the first of about fifty minutes, the second of about twenty, and the
last of about forty-five, with short intervals between."
Perhaps no single feature more saliently characterizes the nature of oral composition and
aural reading than its linearity. Unlike modem texts that are read visually (where one can skip to
the end, find out how the story concludes, then read the text in light of that ending), ancient
readers could only read at the pace at which the text was dispensed. Like a speech, oral
composition tends to be "linear and cumulative, and any context in it can only be perceived in
contrast to what has gone before, though a very able speaker lays the ground for what he intends
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to say later and has a total unity in mind when he first begins to speak."
Bryan, A Preface to Mark, 69.
Ibid., 56; observe especially Nepos' comment, "No one at a dinner-party of [Atticus'] heard anything
but a reader, which is the most agreeable form of entertainment, at least in my opinion; and dinner was never served
at this house without reading of some kind, so that his guests enjoyed the gratification of the mind as well as ofthe
appetite" {Atticus, 14.1, Rolfe).
Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 5.
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Bryan goes on to identify a number of additional features that are characteristic of oral
composition. One of these is hyperbole. Within an aural circumstance, hyperbole assigns a
certain gravitos to the narrative in a dramatic way, emphasizing a point the author wishes to
make. It is an attention-getting device. As a feature of oral composition, this feature would not
necessarily discount the validity of the statement as much as it would accentuate the impact the
author wishes to make. For example, to say about a prominent social engagement (in today's
parlance) that "everyone was there" is not to suggest that literally every person was there, but
rather that the attendance of the event was remarkably large, inclusive ofnot only all persons,
but perhaps even all kinds ofpersons (young/old, rich/poor, popular/notorious, etc.). The
significance of the attendance then buttresses the significance of the event. We see evidence of
this type of rhetorical flourish in Mark's characterization of the scope of the crowds that gather at
the Jordan for baptism: "And were going out to him all the Judean countryside and all the
Jerusalemites" (Mark 1:5, emphasis and translation mine).
Another feature is parataxis. Bryan explains the aural impact of scenes set "side by side"
in this way: because writings such as Mark's were meant to be memorable, their plots tended to
be fairly simple. Paratactic construction provides the means for a sequential string of events
that can be readily retained and recalled. In Mark's opening unit, we see�or hear�a number of
short scenes joined together to form a tidy sequence in ways that are consistent with oral
Bryan, A Preface to Mark, 73.
Note the parallel in Matt 3:5, which also provides language of inclusive, totalizing scope.
Bryan, A Preface to Mark, 74.
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composition. Witherington observes that euGug is often employed by Mark to create a continuity
ofmotion (e.g., "next") through paratactic chains more so than urgency {cf. "irmnediately").^^^ A
quick survey of the first few episodes ofMark following the prologue reflects this paratactic
nature. In fact, each of five initial episodes is conjoined to the previous scene by a paratactic
use of kqlL.^^^ The Gospel as a whole follows this pattem.
0 7A
A third feature is that offormula. By this Bryan means narrative stmcture. We might
equate formula (as it is employed here) to an organizing principle that gives shape to a whole.
Such formulae include alternation (ABC/A'B'CVA"B"C"/and so on),^^^ inclusio (ABA'),^^^ and
Ben Witherington III, New Testament Rhetoric: An Introductory Guide to the Art ofPersuasion in and
of the New Testament (Eugene, Oreg.: Cascade Books, 2008), 28.
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See the call of the first disciples (1:16-20); the exorcism of the unclean spirit (1:21-28); the healings at
Simon Peter's house (1:29-34); Jesus' attempt to pray alone (1 :35-39); and the cleansing of the leper (1:40-45).
^'^^ As shown in Chapter 2, the sub-units of the prologue are also paratactically conjoined by kkl, the only
exception being 1:14, which�as I argued�is introduced by the climactic marker netoc 6�.
It is not immediately apparent to me what Tolbert means when she claims that, "The kai-paratactic style
itself, coupled especially with Mark's fondness ofparticiples, drives the narrative at a relentless rate, as if events
were taking place so fast that one had no leisure to fashion full sentences but had, instead, to tumble phrases out on
top of each other." Tolbert, Sowing the Gospel, 117. First, it should be noted (as Witherington has already suggested
above) that the use of euGuc is not always or even necessarily to be understood as assigning a measure ofurgency to
a matter, but rather is a marker of scene connections in most instances, especially early in Mark. One need only note
the awkwardness such a reading produces when rendering eu9u(; woodenly as "immediately" in every instance.
Further, the claim that Mark has a "fondness for using participles" carmot be maintained statistically. A quick
assessment of the frequency ofparticiples per chapter among the narrative books ofthe NT reveals the following
approximations: Matthew=16; Mark=22; John=23; Luke=27; Acts=29. Such suggestions press Mark into a mold for
which it may not be suited.
For a taxonomy of similar structures in written texts, see Bauer and Traina, Inductive Bible Study, 94-
122.
Bryan, A Preface to Mark, 76; an example of such altemation is Delilah's repeated and escalating
attempts to persuade Samson to reveal the secret of his strength in Judg 16:6-20.
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chiasm (with either a double center [ABCC'B'A'] or single center [ABCB'A']).^^ With regard
to the latter, the point to which the listeners retum is both the same and different. Such is the
desired effect of such a compositional stmcture on an aural audience, especially as such a
stmcture creates a mechanism for mental retention. Bryan^^^ conveys this spirit precisely in his
reference of remarks made by Eric Havelock:
"[. . .] the basic method for assisting the memory to retain a series of distinct meanings is
to frame the first of them in a way which will suggest or forecast a later meaning which
will recall the first without being identical with it. What is to be said and remembered
later is cast in the form of an echo of something said already; the ftiture is encoded in the
present. All oral narrative is in stmcture continually both prophetic and retrospective.
[. . . T]he narrative is not linear but tums back on itself in order to assist the memory to
28 1reach the end by having it anticipated somehow in the beginnmg [. . .J."
Having assessed the aural nature of composition in the ancient world as a means of
cormnunication, we now move toward the content of communication.
Rhetoric in the Hellenized World
If our third-milleimial context might be characterized by a preoccupation with media, so too
might the first-century context be characterized by a preoccupation with rhetoric. Rhetoric was
Ibid., 77.
Ibid., 76-77.
280 Ibid., 78.
Eric A. Havelock, "Oral Composidon in the Oedipus Tyrannus of Sophocles," New Literary History,
1984, 183; it should be noted here that in referencing the linear nature of an oral text, Havelock likely means in an
absolute sense. All oral composidon is linear insofar as there is no "rewind button."
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the staple for entertainment, legislation, and literary arts. No sphere ofpublic life would be
exempt from the influence of rhetoric. Kermedy defines it as "that quality in a discourse by
which a speaker or writer seeks to accomplish his purposes."
"^^^ He goes on to declare that the
"ultimate goal of rhetorical analysis, briefly put, is the discovery of the author's intent and of
how that is transmitted through a text to an audience."^^^
At its basis, rhetoric is a tool ofpersuasion. In contrast to modem senses that understand
the term either as propaganda or polemic, rhetoric in a classical sense is the discipline of crafting
an argument so as to win over one's audience. Whether trying to absolve (or convict) a criminal,
deciding about a fiiture course of action, or praising (or defaming) an individual, rhetoric offers
the tools and strategies appropriate to the task. It must be said from the outset that approaching
the NT from a rhetorical perspective (i.e., as a tool of persuasion) in no way minimizes or
undermines the historical verisimilitude of a work. As Craig Keener relates.
Claiming that historical writers used sources [. . .J and were concemed about genuine
historical informafion does not mean that they did not place their own "twist" on the
material. To the contrary, it was customary for writers to do so, and the more rhetorically
sophisticated the expected audience, the greater the expectadons of such displays of
rhetorical prowess.
"^^"^
While Keener' s larger task is to examine the Gospels as examples of ancient historiography, he
engages the issue of authorial "perspective" as an important component of that task, specifically
addressing the relationship between ancient historiography and rhetoric. He goes on to say that,
Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 3.
Ibid., 12.
284 Craig S. Keener, The HistoricalJesus of the Gospels (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 2009), 1 12.
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"All historians, ancient and modem, write from some systems of values and perspectives,
whether these systems reflect the larger culture, conventions of their guild, minority values, or
idiosyncratic perspectives."^^^ This challenges the modem, Westem notion of an objective,
neutral, value-free, or unbiased reporting of an event, for any reporting will be selective not only
in what it chooses to include, but also in what it intentionally excludes. At some level, all
history-writing comes from a perspective. The problem lies less with authors who write from a
perspectival slant and more with those who claim to be free of such slant. The aim of
historiography is to persuade one's audience that some events, figures, and circumstances are
significant while others are less so, and to convince one's audience that the writer's presentation
of that history is not only plausible, but preferable to competing presentations. The Gospels,
regardless of the degree to which one identifies them as historiography, are persuasive
documents designed to advance the gospel message.
Rhetoric understood in this way is a trans-cultural phenomenon in terms of its basic
processes. Although it varies with respect to style, rhetorical theory can be applied universally
insofar as the principles are constant. Witherington has written a concise, readily-accessible
volume on ancient rhetoric in the NT world. What follows in this section is highly indebted to
that work.
Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 10.
Witherington III, New Testament Rhetoric; see especially 1-21. For a fme application of the kinds of
principles in view here, see Young, "Whoever Has Ears to Hear."
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Macro-Rhetoric
In the wake of the rather unsatisfying results of the form- and redaction-critical efforts of the
previous century, some recent scholarship has turned its attention away from a preoccupation
with the alleged editorial work ofNT writers as compilers and arrangers, and toward study
grounded in the ancient arts of rhetoric and oratory. Recognizing that the first-century world of
the NT was largely characterized by aurality, works such as those by Kennedy^^^ and Hans Dieter
Betz have helped pave the way for new readings of the NT in light of the rhetorical nature of
first-century communication.
Arguing that communication during the NT era was largely ordered around principles of
persuasion, Witherington builds on the aural nature of the biblical world as characterized in my
preceding section, particularly noting how discourse was undertaken in a society where writing
materials were limited, the production of texts was expensive, and literate scribes were in short
supply. In the absence of textual clues (such as punctuation and paragraph breaks), authors and
speakers relied on different communication strategies to accomplish their rhetorical aims. These
strategies became standardized within the educational curriculum of students of that era so much
so that various elements of a discourse can now be analyzed with respect to their intended
objectives.'^^^
Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation.
Hans Dieter Betz, Galatians: A Commentary on Paul's Letter to the Churches in Galatia, Hermeneia: A
Cridcal and Historical Commentary on the Bible (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1979).
For more on the educational stmctures of the day, refer to the next section of this chapter.
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Although some recent trends in rhetorical criticism have attempted to read NT authors
through the lens ofmodem rhetorical categories,^^' others have sought to study the NT authors in
light of their adaptation of then-contemporary practices "for their Christian purposes of
communication."^^^ Betz's work on Galatians^^^ and Margaret Mitchell's work on 1
Corinthians^^"^ are indicative of such macro-rhetorical approaches.
Although it may seem like something of a digression, I want to expound for a moment
upon the general features ofmacro-rhetoric, for these features will provide a pool from which we
will be able to draw various inferences later. Although many of these features are primarily
characteristic of speech discourse, they all have�at their essence�a capacity to persuade. It
will be argued later in this study not only that the Gospel ofMark is a persuasive document
(insofar as it has persuasion as its aim), but also that it exhibits a number of features typical of
rhetorical practice. Thus, it will perhaps be helpful to review. Ofparticular concem for my thesis
See, for example, George Kennedy's critique of the modem approach taken by Northrop Frye, The
Great Code: The Bible and Literature (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1982) in; Kennedy, New Testament
Interpretation, 5: "Frye's stance throughout is that of a twentieth-century literary critic. He views the Bible in terms
of language and myth as understood in our times; he has less interest in the intent of the biblical writers, more
interest in how the Bible was read by great literary geniuses of other times, Dante, Milton, and Blake among them.
All of this is immensely interesting, but it is distinct from my goal, which is the more historical one of reading the
Bible as it would be read by an early Christian, by an inhabitant of the Greek-speaking world in which rhetoric was
the core subject of formal education and in which even those without formal education necessarily developed
cultural preconceptions about appropriate discourse."
Witherington 111, New Testament Rhetoric, 6.
Betz, Galatians.
^'^^
Margaret M. Mitchell, Paul and the Rhetoric ofReconciliation: An Exegetical Investigation ofthe
Language and Composition of I Corinthians, Hermeneutische Untersuchungen zur Theologie 28 (Tubingen: Mohr,
1991).
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will be the arguments that: 1) Mark's prologue represents a rhetorical stage rather analogous to
an exordium; 2) within the prologue, a number of features are suggestive of the rhetorical species
of epideictic that highlight the authority of divine characters (which is not to suggest that such
features characterize the whole ofMark); and 3) the purpose of the prologue serves to evoke
pathos on the part of the listening audience, hi making these initial observations, I in no way
mean to suggest that Mark is following such conventions slavishly; rather, I simply mean to
suggest that certain elements are likely to be relatively universal among various cultures, and
Mark seems to be accomplishing a number of rhetorical aims that at least suggest his familiarity
with such functions, ifnot precise forms. As Kennedy says.
Rhetoric is a historical phenomenon and differs somewhat from culture to culture, more
in matters of arrangement and style than in basic types of invention. The New Testament
lies on the cusp between Jewish and Greek culture; the life and religious traditions it
� 296
depicts are Jewish, its language is Greek.
Macro-rhetoric can be grouped by species. Forensic rhetoric, for example, is the
language of the law court. It is arguably the most prevalent species of rhetoric in the NT era.
Forensic rhetoric is the language of attack and defense and has as its focus events located in past
time. As one might guess, forensic rhetoric is the language of the courtroom. Deliberative
rhetoric, on the other hand, is the language of the assembly (eKKlrjoia). It is the rhetoric of advice
As will be seen, the rhetorical phase ofpathos normally occurs last during most Greco-Roman speeches.
However, in the case ofMark's prologue (which, I am arguing, is situated as a discrete unit), the final movement
does suggest an emotive appeal.
Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 8.
Witherington III, New Testament Rhetoric, 13-15; see also Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 19,
noting that Kennedy uses judicial forforensic.
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and consent, primarily focused on future courses of action. The proceedings of a legislative body
illustrate this type of rhetoric. The climactic conclusion to the Markan prologue indicates how
Jesus' program was a call to repentance and belief. That the call is issued in a two-part
imperative structure clearly locates Jesus' ministry (and the aims ofMark) within a deliberative
circumstance.
A third species of rhetoric is epideictic, which has as its typical venue a funeral or
celebration. It is the language ofpraise and blame and concerns itselfwith present matters.
Political campaigns often reflect this type of rhetoric, especially as opponents seek to cast doubts
upon the character of one another. Epideictic rhetoric often employs the devices of ekphrasis
(vivid description) and synkrisis (comparison), two elements that I address below and that will
figure prominently in my more detailed exploration of the function of the prologue {Chapter 5).
While more than one species of rhetoric may be discernible in a given written work, such a work
will typically have a preponderance of features that locate it within one species over against the
others.
Macro-rhetoric comes in various styles and moves through emotional phases as it is
employed. In terms of styles,
[t]wo opposed phenomena may be distinguished: Asianism and the koine. Asianism is a
highly artificial, self-conscious search for striking expression in diction, sentence
structure, and rhythm. It deliberately goes to almost any possible extreme. Koine, in
contrast, is neither artificial nor very self-conscious and resuhs from the use ofGreek as a
medium of communication throughout the Near East by persons without deep roots in
Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 24.
Witherington III, New Testament Rhetoric, 15-16.
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Greek culture. In contrast to both, grammarians and rhetoricians sought to teach Atticism,
which is the use of Greek literary prose of the fifth and fourth centuries before Christ as
models for imitation in diction and composition.
In terms of emotional phases, macro-rhetoric can be seen to move through three, each
ofwhich appeals to one aspect of the human person. Ethos seeks to establish rapport with an
audience, and is typically the first phase of oration. As such, it appeals to the social self
Following ethos is the phase of logos, which has as its aim the intemal logic that makes an
argument. Not surprisingly, logos appeals to the intellectual self Third, pathos seeks in the final
phase to appeal to the deeper human emotions, and is thus directed toward the affective self
These emotional phases comport with Aristotle's theory of three modes ofproof the ethical, the
logical, and the pathetical {Rhetoric, 1.2.1356a). They are also reflected in Cicero's dudes of the
302 �
orator, which are to please, to teach, and to move, respectively {Orator, 69). As will be argued
later, the conclusion to Mark's prologue (1:14-15) positions Jesus as the champion over
adversarial forces (1:12-13), thus stirring the audience to be more inclined to hear and heed
Jesus' climactic summons.
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The remaining aspect ofmacro-rhetoric pertains to its stmcture. Though not
mechanically bound to these components, rhetorical discourse generally consisted of five
Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 3 1-32.
See also ibid., 15-16.
Ibid., 18; Robbins extends this framework to identify the focus of ethos as the speaker, that of logos the
speech, and that ofpathos the audience, in his contribution to C. Clifton Black and Duane Frederick Watson, eds.,
Words Well Spoken: George Kennedy's Rhetoric of the New Testament (Waco, Tex.: Baylor University Press,
2008), 82.
�'^^ Witherington III, New Testament Rhetoric, 16.
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elements. The first element is the exordium. Typically found at the beginning of a discourse, the
exordium was the means by which ethos was established. The exordium functioned as the "warm
up" to the presentation. Its purpose was enculturation, striving to build rapport with the audience.
It is here that a rhetor would attempt to gain the confidence or favor of that audience through acts
ofhospitality, expressions of comradery, or comments that elicited laughter. It is also here that a
rhetor would establish a basic grammar for communication, thought, and reasoning. Klauck
observes that this process can be a bit challenging as the writer seeks to bring the reader into
alignment with the writer's protocols: �Damit hebt auch das Spiel an zwischen dem Autor, der
listenreich das Publikum in seinen Barm zu ziehen versucht, und dem Leser, der ihm halb
widerstrebend, halb wiBbegierig ins Gam geht."^^"^
The second element is the narratio in which the basic issues are stated. Although this
element is frequently absent, when present it serves to give the audience a summary ofthe
essendal matters to be discussed. The narratio flmctioned, in essence, as a "preview of coming
attracdons."^^^ Some have suggested that Mark's opening unit functions in this way, serving as
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something of an overture in which samplings ofMarkan themes are introduced. Eugene
Boring argues that, "Like the overture of an opera, the introduction introduces the main themes
that recur in the body ofthe narrative. There are five main themes which are all elements ofthe
Klauck, Vorspiel im Himmel, 13; citing Norbert Miller, Der empfindsame Erzdhler: Untersuchungen an
Romananfdngen des 18. Jahrhunderts, Literatur als Kunst (Munchen: C. Hanser, 1968), 10.
Witherington III, New Testament Rhetoric, 20.
For example, see M. Robert Mansfield, Spirit and Gospel in Mark (Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson,
1987), 15.
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one primary Christological theme as Mark understands Christology. All these occur in the
introductory secdon 1:1-15 [.. .] (emphasis his)."^^^ The themes he idendfies are the power of
Christ as a manifestation of the power ofGod; the story of Christ as the climax ofGod's mighty
acts; the weakness of Christ representing the weakness ofhumanity and thus the power ofGod;
the secrecy of Christ as Mark's means of holding divine power and human weakness in tension;
and the disciples as the messianic people of God. Boring's evidence to support his first two
themes are rather self-apparent; the other three, however, require the reader to share the same
Christological lens that Boring assumes in order to make these rather tenuous connections.
Following the narratio comes the propositio. This is the thesis statement. It could also
fimction as a program statement by conveying the essential gist of the argumentation or
presentation in summary. My argument will be that the first words of Jesus in the Second Gospel
(1:15) serve such a purpose. The propositio is an indispensable element of any rhetorical
discourse and provides a logical segue into the probatio, or arguments "for" the propositio. In
some cases, the probatio may be accompanied by a refutatio, or series of counter-arguments. To
list and refute the opponent's potential counter-arguments was a sign of highly effective rhetoric.
In sum, the narratio, propositio, and refutatio function to advance the logos phase of discourse.
At the close of a rhetorical presentation is the peroratio, which is aimed at summing up
the central argument and making a final, emotive appeal. As such, it facilitates the phase of
Boring, "Mark 1:1-15," 63.
On this, see Klauck, Vorspiel im Himmel, 34-35.
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pathos. An obvious Markan problem is the ending, therefore it is a challenge of the first order to
confidently assess Mark's movement into such a phase at a macro-rhetorical level.
It would be an error to think of these various attributes of rhetoric in isolation from one
another. Instead, these attributes fimction organically to create a system of thought and action.
As I indicated in my Introduction, the cohesiveness of the Markan prologue combined with the
intrinsic relationship between matters of form and function make it extremely difficult to address
Markan features in isolation from one another. An appeal to one typically involves an appeal to
another (or more). Although the following table would seem to suggest that its various
components are discrete entities, in reality it is meant to present a schematic for understanding
the system and the relationships between its various elements:
Styles Venue Application Focus
Attic '
Forensic law court attack/
defense
past
Deliberative assembly
ekklesia
advice/
consent
future
Asiatic
>
Epideictic forum/
funeral
praise/
blame
present
Phases
Ethos
I
Logos Pathos
Exordium Narratio Propositio Probatio Refutatio Peroratio
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Micro-Rhetoric
Whereas macro-rhetorical concerns relate to the whole of a work, micro-rhetoric is a function of
the smaller units or movements within the whole. They include devices such as "rhetorical
questions, dramatic hyperbole, personification, amplification, irony, enthymemes (i.e.,
incomplete syllogisms), and the like."^^^ hi the Synoptics, for instance, we see a large number of
parables put forward by Jesus. These are elementary, inferential devices that closely parallel the
parabole, fable, or mythos (Theon, Progymnasmata 72) in form and fimction: for example, "The
kingdom of heaven is like treasure hidden in a field, which a man found and covered up; then in
his joy he goes and sells all that he has and buys that field" (Matt 13:44 ; emphasis added). The
Gospels as a whole are also indicative ofwidespread use of the enthymeme, or evGupqpa, which
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is a deductive device that provides the cause or basis for an action or saying. These are
typically introduced by conjunctions such as yap and oil, as in, "Blessed are the poor in spirit,
for theirs is the kingdom of heaven" (Matt 5:3; emphasis again added). Enthymemes can also
characterize utterances where one premise of a syllogism is implied.
Another example of a micro-rhetorical device is that of synkrisis, or comparison, which is
often found in encomiastic rhetoric. The account of Lazarus in Luke 16, for instance, offers a
synkrisis of Lazarus and the rich man. A device we fmd consistendy in the Gospels and Acts is
that of narrative (Theon, Progymnasmata 78-96), which can be understood as either individual
Witherington III, New Testament Rhetoric, 7.
Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 16.
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units (6Lr|Yr|iJ,a) or as extended discourse comprised ofmultiple units {dir\yrf!i(;).^^^ Narrative can
be distinguished fromfable in this way: whereas fable is patently Active, narrative is a
description of things that actually happen, hs elements (oiOLxela) provide the "flesh-and-blood"
particularity ofthe historical past. All elements are required of proper narrative, and include
person (TrpoocoiToy),^^^ acdon,^^^ place, time, manner and cause. Effective narrative must also
exhibit the virtues of clarity, conciseness,^^"* and credibility. While chronology matters for
narrative, rhetors are free to re-arrange their accounts as suits their needs. "It is possible to begin
in the middle and run back to the beginning, then to jump to the end, which Homer did in
Odyssey [...]. But it is also possible to begin from the end and go to events in the middle and
thus to come down to the begiiming" (Theon, Progymnasmata 86, Kennedy). The device can be
seen throughout the Markan materials.
Ofparticular significance among this array ofmicro-rhetorical devices, however, is the
-J 1 c
chreia. This device appears as a concise statement that captures, in distilled form, the essence
of an historical particularity. In biography, that particularity typically relates directly to the figure
On this, compare Ezek 17:2 to Luke 1:1.
The person of the narrative is conveyed by origin, nature, training, disposition, age, fortune, morality,
acdon, speech, manner of death, and event following death.
�''^ That is, whether the person's actions are great or small, just or unjust, honorable or dishonorable, etc.
^'"^ Although conciseness is particularly important when conveying something potentially distressful to the
audience (e.g., "Patroclus lies dead"), the narrative can extend if the material is particularly pleasing to the
audience.
^'^ For his foundational work in this regard, see R. O. P. Taylor, The Groundwork of the Gospels (Oxford:
Blackwell, 1946).
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in view and serves to reveal something about that figure's character or nature. More often than
not, the character-revealing incident or saying is shortened to bring it into conformity with the
virtue ofbrevity (Theon, Progymnasmata 79-80). In this way, the device can be seen to
epitomize the action or saying. Chreiae are most effective when crafted in such a way as to be
memorable. The capacity of chreiae to be recalled by the listener afterwards is directly related to
the device's success in bringing the short statement to a fitting or climacdc conclusion. I will say
more about this micro-rhetorical device and others in the next secdon pertaining to education in
the Greco-Roman world.
Education in the Hellenized World
Parts ofRhetoric
The Greco-Roman educational system in place during the NT era remained largely intact for
centuries. The Jewish world did not escape its influence, for Jewish schools of rhetoric are
attested, as are prominent Palestinian and Syrian rhetoricians, including Theodorus, Caecilius,
317and Hermogenes.
In fact, the basic trivium of grammar, logic, and rhetoric funded primary instruction well
T 1 o
into the nineteenth century. Academic work at this level was largely aimed at preparing
Witherington III, New Testament Rhetoric, 23.
^'^ Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 9.
Witherington laments the decline, noting that�in the wake of declining commitments to classical
education�biblical interpretation has largely suffered. See Witherington III, New Testament Rhetoric, 214-15.
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students for the rigors of declamation in their subsequent studies,^ which were grounded on the
foundation of rhetoric. There were five parts to rhetoric as it was taught: invention, arrangement,
style, memory and delivery. Invention relates to the planning and deployment of arguments
used in the discourse; arrangement, the composing of parts into wholes; style, word choice,
formation of sentences, and the use of figures; memory, the preparation for delivery; and
delivery, such features as the control of one's voice, the use of gestures, and so forth.
Invention will become a significant factor later in this study, for it is here that we begin to
get a sense of how Mark's account evinces rhetorical strategies and how those strategies
resemble and differ fi-om prevalent works from his era. Invention can be characterized as coming
in two varieties: one based on extemal (inartificial) proofs, and the other based on intemal
(artistic) proofs. Whereas intemal proofs originate in the mind of the rhetor (here, "invented" in a
conventional sense), extemal proofs are independent of the rhetor. In the NT, such proofs include
the quotation of Scripture, the evidence ofmiracles, and the naming ofwitnesses. Paul likely
alludes to the difference between these two types of invention when he asserts, "For Jews
demand signs and Greeks seek wisdom" (1 Cor 1:22 ).
In addition to invention, classical rhetoric addresses arrangement, specifically in regard
to the way arguments are assembled into a cohesive whole. Keimedy conveys Plato's view on
arrangement in the Phaedrus: "Every discourse should be like a living body in which the parts
Rhetoric was the exclusive subject of secondary educadon; on this, see Kennedy, New Testament
Interpretation, 9.
320 Ibid., 13-14.
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cohere like limbs."^^^ Sometimes authors and rhetors make use of section headings (kephalaia)
to help guide the audience. The opening verse ofMark's Gospel likely functions in such a
capacity with respect to the prologue.
The third part of rhetorical instruction relates to style. Cicero in his Orator was then
followed by Augustine in On Christian Doctrine, each of whom associated appropriate styles
with the duties of the orator. For instance, the duty of teaching (logos) was best served by a
"plain" style; the duty of "moving" (pathos) by a "grand" style; and that of "pleasing" by a
"middle" style. Regardless of one's approach, however, two primary components constituted
T 'J -3
style: lexis and synthesis. Lexis (or diction) relates to word choice. G. B. Caird has produced
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an instructive volume on lexis as it relates to biblical texts. Synthesis, on the other hand,
pertains to the arrangement ofmaterials, specifically noting figures of speech or thought and the
325
use ofhypotactic or paratactic sentence structure.
The remaining two parts (memory and delivery) tend to apply more to speech discourse
and will not receive fiirther mention at this point.
Ibid., 23.
Ibid., 24.
Ibid., 26-27.
G. B. Caird, The Language and Imagery of the Bible (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1997).
Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 27.
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Aelius Theon's Progymnasmata
We are fortunate to have access to some of the basic textbooks for instruction, and these come to
us through such works as the progymnasmata ("preliminary exercises") of Aelius Theon, whose
text was likely developed within a century of the life of Jesus.^^^ This makes his exercises
relevant to a survey of education in the NT context since it gives us a direct look at the principles
and activities students of elementary education would engage.
The exercises are introduced to students in a progression from simple to more complex.
At the foundation of rhetorical training is the chreia. "A chreia (khreia) is a brief saying or action
making a point, attributed to some specified person or something corresponding to a person, and
maxim (gnome) and reminiscence (apomnemoneuma) are connected with if (Theon,
Progymnasmata 96, Kennedy). The following table illustrates the points of contact and
divergence between chreiae, maxims, and reminiscences.
Chreiae Maxims Reminiscences
Attributed to a Person? Always Sometimes Never
Universal, or Particular? Either Universal Universal
Useful for Life? Sometimes Always Always
Action, or Saying? Either Saying Either
Length? Brief Brief Brief or Extended
Theon goes on to refer to this device as the xpeia ("needful thing")par excellence, and
this seems evident especially in light of the fact that Theon places this as the first exercise among
George A. Kennedy, Progymnasmata: Greek Textbooks ofProse Composition and Rhetoric (Leiden:
Brill, 2003), 1.
On the discussion of chreiai, see Theon, Progymnasmata 96-106.
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his progymnasmata, whereas subsequent versions (those ofHermogenes, Aphthonius, and
Nicolaus) locate it only afterfable (p06oc;) and 6Lr|Yqpa/6Lr|Yr|0L(;.^^^
As mentioned in the previous section, chreiae are short, anecdotal stories that focus on a
word or deed of Jesus. Formally, they share a resemblance with a pronouncement story. Theon
observes two general categories of chreiae: verbal (loyLKai) and actional (TTpaKTLKai). Verbal
chreiae convey their authority through words rather than action. Species include declarative
(dTTO(t)ayTLKoy) and responsive (airoKpLTLKOv). Among declarative verbal chreiae are statements
voluntarily made by a speaker or writer and statements causally made in response to a
circumstance. Among responsive verbal chreiae are responses: to a question (epcoiriOLc;, or
closed-ended questions that require a simple yes or no reply); to an inquiry (nuoiia, or open-
ended questions that invite extended answers); giving cause for an answer (usually by means of
yap or oil); and that are offered apocridcally (as a rejoinder). It is possible for a single chreia to
be comprised of smaller chreiae in varied combinations.
Actional chreiae, on the other hand, reveal meaning without speech. Such actional
chreiae can be either active (in which case the subject is the actant or agent), or passive (in
which case the subject is being acted upon). Chreiae, because of their essendal and ubiquitous
role in rhetorical discourse, are highly dynamic and can adapt to a variety of circumstances. It is
possible, for instance, to see a construcdon that features both verbal and actional chreiae where a
verbal question is posed, but a non-verbal response is offered. Theon offers this:
Kennedy provides a very helpful chart that lists the sequences of each curriculum; Kennedy,
Progymnasamata, xiii.
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Mixed chreias are those that partake of both the verbal and the actional but have the
meaning in the action; for example, "Pythagoras the philosopher, having been asked how
long is the life ofmen, going up onto the roof, peeped out briefly, by this making clear
that life was short." And further, "A Laconian, when someone asked him where the
Lacedaimonians set the limits of their land, showed his spear." (Theon, Progymnasmata
99, Kennedy)
This survey ofthe most elementary aspects ofmicro-rhetoric (along with a more general survey
ofmacro-rhetoric) sets the stage for our exploration ofMark's engagement with the discipline.
Mark in the Hellenized World
The Practice ofRhetorical Criticism
That Mark comes to us in Greek suggests that he has been in some way shaped by Greek
granmiatical education. Because basic rhetorical training accompanied grammar as part of the
trivium of studies at the elementary level, we can assume that Mark was likewise exposed at
some level to basic rhetoric. The style ofMark's Greek writing is clear, but simple. He speaks
largely in paratactic constructions and tends to avoid more complex grammatical forms as seen
in the comparatively higher Greek of Luke and Hebrews, for example. What, though, can we
surmise regarding his rhetorical abilities and intentions? To address that question, I will retum to
Kennedy's description of rhetoric as it was conceived and practiced in antiquity.
From this somewhat theoretical background we may tum now to the various stages
involved in the practice of rhetorical criticism. These stages are set forth below as a
sequence, but it is better to view them as a circular process, for the detailed analysis of
later stages may in fact reveal aspects of the rhetorical problem or a definition ofthe
species or stasis which was not obvious on first approaching a passage.
Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 33.
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It is to these stages that we now tum.
The Rhetorical Unit
The first task in the method is to define the rhetorical unit.^^^ This understanding of
unit comports with the pericope of form criticism. It requires a beginning, a middle, and an end,
and must have some magnitude�five to six verses minimally (in most cases). The aim ofmy
second chapter was to establish the veracity ofMark 1:1-15 as a literary unit, but we may re
examine this in light ofKennedy's methodology so as to highlight the nature of the passage as a
rhetorical unit.
In terms of characterizing the broad pattem of 1:1-15, Boring's analysis of the symmetry
between 1:2-8 and 1:9-15 can hardly be improved upon. Mark 1:2-3 serves as a fitting beginning
insofar as it provides the necessary background for the unit's main character (John), 1 :7-8
culminates the pericope by way of John's proclamation, and 1 :4-6 gives us the vivid description
{ekphrasis) of the main character of this unit. Weighing in at seven verses, it meets the minimal
size requirements. Likewise, 1:9-15 has an appropriate begirming in which Jesus appears on the
scene from Galilee. Like 1:2-8, it also culminates with a proclamation by the main character of
the pericope. The space between is another vivid description, this time of Jesus. It, too, fits the
minimal size requirements for a rhetorical unit, and�with 1:2-8�establishes a synkrisis ofthe
characters that is made explicit in 1:8.
Ibid., 33-34.
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The inclusio of ^xtayykXvov in 1 : 1 and 1:14-15 sdtches the bi-partite unit into a whole,
thus providing a more robust unit but still within size proportions, still with a beginning (apxq in
1:1), and still with a fitting conclusion in 1 : 15 with the climactic announcement that the time has
been fulfilled and the kingdom ofGod has approached. Pesch finds no difficulty in assuming that
1:1-8 is a traditional unit, as is 1:9-15. Mark has brought the two traditions together, and his
editorial activity is at the edges with a climax at the conclusion: "Der Hohepunkt des Anfangs
des Evangeliums (1, 1) ist damit gegeben, dal3 nun Jesus selbst zu Wort kommt �verkundigend
das Evangelium Gottes".
"^^^
The RhetoricalSituation
This stage of rhetorical analysis asks questions about persons (especially the audience), events,
objects, relations, time, and place. It is the exigence of the work^^^ and might be inferred from
the whole.
In the case ofMark, Jesus is the -rrpooco-rTov^^'* of the narrative. Joining him are his
foreruimer, his disciples, his opponents, and a large cast ofmaimed, blind, and disenfranchised
persons. The audience is likely an amalgam of Jews and Gendles. The events center upon the last
year(s) of Jesus' life with disproportionate attention given to his crucifixion in Jerusalem under
' Pesch, "Anfang des Evangeliums," 314.
^ Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 34-35.
^ Lloyd F. Bitzer, "The Rhetorical Situation," Philosophy & Rhetoric, 1992.
Note the use of the exact tenn in Mark 1 :2 as it applies to an assumed Jesus.
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the governance ofPontius Pilate and Herod Antipas. Mark is telling the story from a post-Easter
perspective.
The Rhetorical Problem
The rhetorical problem, argues Kennedy, is usually visible at the begiiming of the rhetorical
335unit. It is the raison d'etre for the work. The problem can be stated explicitly, but can also be
insinuated through indirect portraiture, especially if the problem is a difficult one. In Mark, the
rhetoricalproblem is one of definition: Who is Jesus? Time and time again, Jesus is revealed not
through direct claims but rather through his actions and indirect portraiture. Mark answers the
rhetorical problem through his portrayal of Jesus' words and deeds without cormnent, but allows
characters within the narrative to identify Jesus explicitly�often in unexpected ways.
The identity questions come in a variety of forms, and forWitherington, constitute the
overall structure ofMark as a whole."^ Mark 1:1-8:27 conveys the Who? and Why? questions
about Jesus' teaching and ministry. Peter answers the Who? question with his declaration in
8:27-30 that Jesus is the Christ. A series of statements occurring at 8:31, 9:31, and 10:32 ask and
answer questions related to the mission of Jesus (and his disciples): it is (and will be) a mission
ofsuffering. The rhetorical problem then finds resolution in chs. 11-16; although Jesus does in
fact suffer, the fulfillment of his mission makes it possible for the Gendle centurion to proclaim
Jesus as the Son ofGod (15:39). This declaration by perhaps the most unlikely person parallels
Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 36.
Witherington III, The Gospel ofMark, 37-38.
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the textual variant of ulou Oeou, thus plausibly establishing the rhetoricalproblem at the
beginning of the work.
The Arrangement ofMaterial
This brings us to the fourth and final stage of our initial rhetorical analysis ofMark, which is an
exploration of the way Mark arranges his material. Drawing on our foregoing discussion, it
would seem that Mark follows�at least in elementary ways�the prescriptions of ancient Greco-
Roman rhetorical practices. A sounding ofMark's use of rhetorical devices indicates a shallow
but consistent employment of the most basic ones: narrative (both b\.r\yT\\iCL and bvT\yvfi{,Q) and
chreiae (including maxims and reminiscences).
Theon suggests one's opening material (prooemion) should differ from the chreiae
employed elsewhere in the work. "After the prooemion one should state the chreia, then next the
supporting arguments. One should here also use whatever amplification and digression and
characterization is possible" (105-106). Assuming 1:15 signals the end ofMark's opening, we
find in 1 : 16-20 a pair of narrations reflecting remarkable symmetry; but for a number of reasons,
the nature and shape of the double call narrative deviates significantly from what comes before
it. Further, it sets the stage for Jesus' ministry in Capernaum which begins with the healing of the
synagogue demoniac.
Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 37.
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The Use of Rhetoric in Mark
I have already alluded to a number of aspects ofmacro-rhetoric that may be at play in Mark's
prologue�at least in some measure (e.g., exordium, pathos, epideictic). To attempt to provide a
full-scale examination ofMark's use of rhetoric throughout his Gospel would grossly exceed the
limits and scope of this project. However, I would like to provide some further soundings with
regard to instances ofmicro-rhetoric at work in Mark's Gospel as a whole. Specifically, I will
highlight instances of narrative, chreia, and parable.
The Gospel as a Whole
The Chreia
Witherington has provided a concise demonstration ofhow Mark employs the devices of
chreia. He cites Mark 6:1-6 as a classic example of a chreia, one which he claims meets "all
the necessary rhetorical requirements." In this passage, Jesus begins to teach in the synagogue
on a Sabbath. Questions immediately arise conceming the source of his wisdom and mighty
works. People acknowledge that Jesus is the teKtcov, further identified as the son ofMary and the
brother of James, Joseph, Judas, as well as uimamed sisters. Jesus then famously reports that, "A
prophet is not without honor, except in his own country, and among his own kin, and in his own
house" (6:4). The scene closes in irony: Jesus marvels at their failure to recognize and accept his
role as a divinely appointed agent in fulfillment of Scripture. Not even the mighty works�done
�'^^ Witherington III, New Testament Rhetoric, 28-33.
Ibid., 28.
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in full view ofthe public�can persuade them otherwise. Except for a few healings, Jesus does
no mighty works there, but leaves them and continues his teaching from village to village.
This chreia reflects a number of traits common to the device: with brevity, it suggests an
historical event distilled to its essence; it climaxes with a maxim of Jesus (possibly influenced by
a more traditional maxim; see Gospel of Thomas 31, for example); and it relates a circumstance
that demonstrates historical veracity. With respect to this last point, Witherington indicates how
the unflattering depiction of Jesus' family, his identification as "son ofMary," and his rejection
by his own people are unlikely to have been concocted by the author.
^"^^ What is particularly
noteworthy about this chreia in light ofMark's entire Gospel is its positioning as one of a
number of revelatory moments that point to Jesus' ultimate rejection and passion. This helps to
highlight the bitter irony ofMark's Gospel.
Another example of a chreia is found in Mark 2:14-17, where Jesus calls Levi away from
his tax table, and then is reported as having dinner at Levi's house with tax collectors and
sirmers. Not only is the crowd sizeable, but in this scene we also see that members ofthe
religious establishment are on hand. The challenge they pose is an early one in Mark's account,
and is offered to his disciples rather than to Jesus himself The scribes of the Pharisees, upon
witnessing Jesus at table with and in the company of questionable characters, ask Jesus' disciples
why Jesus dines with tax collectors and sirmers. Jesus, who apparently overhears or perceives the
question, declares that, "Those who are well have no need of a physician, but those who are sick;
I came not to call the righteous, but sinners" (Mark 2:17).
Ibid.
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Once again, we can apply the criteria required for a chreia. First, we are dealing with a
very concise statement of narration. Only the essentials are provided, and the scene largely lacks
any elaboration or vivid detail. For instance, we have no sense of how the invitation to dinner
was offered (in fact, the narrative jumps rather abruptly from Levi's abandoimient of his station
directly to the supper scene), we do not know how or why sinners and tax collectors are
numbered among the attendees, and we do not get any sense ofhow Jesus came to discem the
question posed to the disciples. Certainly, had Mark been interested in "boiling up" his narrative,
he would have had ample opportunities here. Instead, we get the basic gist of the event with only
enough detail to set Jesus up for his climactic utterance about his role and�by extension�his
identity. This statement serves to support Mark's program of systematically revealing Jesus'
identity throughout his Gospel.
A third example of a chreia follows closely on the heels of the preceding episode, and
continues the barrage of confrontations between the religious leaders and Jesus. In Mark 2:23-28,
Jesus is reported to be passing through grain fields. The Pharisees now pose the challenge
directly to Jesus rather than indirectly through his disciples. They ask why his disciples are
violating the Sabbath. Jesus answers their challenge by means of an appeal to and short exegesis
of Scripture: David did what was seemingly unlawfiil, yet Scripture does not condemn it. Jesus'
unstated inference is that the Pharisees therefore should not be concemed with the action. He
then concludes the episode with a climactic utterance: "The sabbath was made for man, not man
for the sabbath; so the Son ofman is lord even of the sabbath" (Mark 2:27-28).
As with the previous chreiai, the narrative has been extremely condensed. We do not
have any transition from the prior scene at Levi's house to the current scene; rather, Jesus and his
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disciples simply appear in the middle of a grain field. Nor do we have any sense of how or why
Pharisees are in the midst. However, two crucial details are provided in this account: 1) Mark
reports that the scene occurs on a Sabbath; and 2) Jesus' disciples begin to harvest grain by hand.
Like the episodes involving Jesus' family in Mark 6 and his "siimer dinner" in the previous
passage, this narrative moment represents an unlikely account in some regards for a biographical
narrative that seeks to extol the virtues of its subject. One might wonder how such episodes, in
an honor-and-shame culture, would serve the purpose of casting the main character in a positive
light insofar as these episodes set Jesus at odds with the brokers of honor and shame currency.
Said differently, it would seem unlikely a priori that the biography of a virtuous character would
include continuous scenes of Jesus in confrontation with the social and religious exemplars ofthe
day. This is highly suggestive of the likelihood that we are dealing with historical realides that
have been summarized for the purpose of revealing the character (and identity) of the subject:
Jesus is Lord, even of the Sabbath.
Once again, had Mark hoped to amplify his narrative, he clearly missed opportunities
with the preceding two chreiai. In addition, the placement of these latter two helps to advance
Mark's ongoing program of identifying Jesus as the Son ofGod. However, the bitter irony of
Mark 6: 1-16 has its roots in the controversy episodes ofMark 2, controversies that will
eventually lead to the arrest and execution of Jesus.
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The Parabole
The parabole (or simply, "parable")
^"^^ in modem vemacular is most frequently associated with
the short, moral-pointing fables ofAesop. Characteristic of such fables are their unified nature,
their narrative form, and their literary autonomy.
^"^^
Young challenges this notion as
representative of all parabolic devices, arguing instead that NT parables employed for a
rhetorical purpose tend to take shape and function a bit differently. "They are brief comparative
proverbs or general analogies drawn from everyday life, serving contextually as stylistic and
inductive support for Jesus' discoursive point."^"*^
Aristotle considered the parable as a distinct form of a comparison, or paradeigma
(Rhetorica 2.20.1). Thus, the core of a parabolic discourse when employed rhetorically is the
comparison and contrast of two or more persons or things. On the lips of Jesus, that comparison
usually amoimts to contrasting portraits of Jesus and those who will not acknowledge his divine
authority. In my view, the parablepar excellence ofMark's Gospel is that of the wicked tenants
in Mark 12. Most likely drawing on the shared presuppositional pool of Isa 5, Jesus presses back
against the reUgious leadership by pointing out their recalcitrance in the face of ongoing
representatives dispatched by God. The parable is short and vividly contrasts the dutiful
messengers and the special status of the son with the violent and conniving disposition ofthe
On parable, I draw on the very helpful work ofDavid Young's dissertation, "Whoever Has Ears to
Hear," especially his Excursus, 1 15-46.
Ibid.
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tenants. Unlike the fable (or, mythos), this parable points to historical, particular reality. The OT
is replete with the work ofprophets as dispatched agents on behalf of God. (In recent memory of
the context of the telling of the parable in Mark 12, John the Baptizer has been "wounded in the
head."^^"*) Further, the parable�with the vineyard as its basis�is readily understood by the
listening audience�it is indeed a short narrative drawn from daily life and told in plain
language.
A final point about the parable is this: it culminates in a discursive statement by Jesus in
which the wicked tenants are expelled and the vineyard turned over to a new cadre of surprising
tenants: Gentiles. This not only fiirthers the LeitmotifofMsirk's identifying Jesus as the Son of
God, but also highlights the Isaian prophecy that God's Anointed One would be rejected by
God's own people.
Taken as a unit, the parable of the wicked tenant is a more fiilly developed device akin to
the parable of the sower in Mark 4.^^^ It clearly reflects a narrative structure. By contrast, Mark
is equally comfortable employing more basic paraboloi for his rhetorical purposes. Returning to
Mark 2, we observe three paraboloi given in rapid succession. The first provides a brief story or
analogy about wedding guests. So long as the bridegroom remains, fasting is inappropriate.
However, and as would be commonly known, the bridegroom will not tarry forever. The point of
^'^
Here, I want to exercise caution so as not to press too hard on possible one-to-one analogies;
nevertheless, John's decapitation certainly does come to mind.
^''^ I concur with Young in his dissent from Mary Ann Tolbert, who suggests that the soil types ofthe sower
parable are by their nature unchangeable. This perhaps misses the rhetorical point of the parable, which is to ask a
deliberative question in two parts: 1) What kind of soil am I? and 2) How do I become good soil? If there is no
potential for soil remediation, the parable serves no purpose. See Tolbert, Sowing the Gospel, 160-64; and Young,
"Whoever Has Ears to Hear," 208, n. 98.
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his departure will mark the time to resume fasting (2: 19-20). And just as with the wedding guests
and fasting, questions of suitability can be drawn from simple, ordinary circumstances such as
mending garments and storing wine (2:21-22). What is noteworthy about these three instances is
that each contains an explicit contrast (fasting during and after the wedding feast; attaching new
cloth to old; and storing new wine in old skins); each is succinctly narrated; each is told in
concrete particularity using examples from daily life; and each is conveyed in plain language.
Most importantly, however, each is specifically shaped to convey the message Jesus is trying to
convey.
One of the key advantages of a parable is its intrinsic ability to circumnavigate a direct
allegation, hi the case of the parable of the wicked tenants, for instance, Jesus never condemns
the religious leaders directly. Rather, he uses the inferential capacity of the parable to do that
work for him. Apparently, he used it with effect, for the establishment "perceived that he had
told the parable against them; so they left him and went away" (Mark 12:12).
The Diegema
The diegema, or "narradve," ftinds the essendal plodine of a work. It is "language descriptive of
things that have happened or as though they had happened" (Theon, Progymnasmata 78,
Kennedy). As already mentioned, effective narrative must exhibit the virtues of clarity,
conciseness, and credibility, but for Theon, credibility is the most important criterion. "One
should always keep to what is credible in the narration, for this is its most special feature. If it
does not have credibility, the more clear and concise it is, all the more unconvincing it seems to
the hearers" (Theon, Progymnasmata 79, Kennedy).
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A. notable feature of the Second Gospel is Mark's fidelity to Theon's prescription for
proper narrative; indeed, most ifnot all of the required elements are accounted for in Mark's
narration: person, action, place, time, manner, and cause (on these, see above). The first such
episode I have in mind specifically is an early one in Mark: the Capernaum demoniac in 1:21-28.
The essential elements are all in place. Jesus is center stage as having already demonstrated his
capacity to teach with unprecedented authority; he is established as aperson. His action in
exorcising the demon performs a restorative function for the demonized man. The narrative takes
place in the Capernaum synagogue at the time of the Sabbath. His manner is characterized as
demonstrating authority, and the cause is the outcry of the demon, an entity that must be
silenced.
Another notable feature ofMark is his inclusion of narrative details that lend credibility
to the narrative account without compromising or overplaying clarity and conciseness. Returning
to Mark 1:21-28, the episode depicts what would seem perhaps like any ordinary Sabbath, except
that�in the midst of Jesus' teaching�a man with an unclean spirit disrupts the service.
Rebuking the spirit, Jesus exorcizes it. The unclean spirit convulses and gives a loud cry, leaving
the man presumably in wholeness. Mark then includes this brief narration:
And the unclean spirit, convulsing him and crying with a loud voice, came out ofhim.
And they were all amazed, so that they questioned among themselves, saying, "What is
this? A new teaching! With authority he commands even the unclean spirits, and they
obey him." And at once his fame spread everywhere throughout all the surrounding
region ofGalilee." (Mark 1:26-28, emphasis mine).
Ofparticular significance here is the material I have taken the liberty to highlight. In a ficdonal
world, strange things are commonplace. That Winnie the Pooh's extraordinary appetite for honey
is more remarkable within the narrative than the fact that he is a talking bear underscores the
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"fabulous" nature of fiction. In a non-fictional world, though, a talking bear would generate
headlines; it would, in fact, be noteworthy. Similarly, that Jesus demonstrates the ability to
rebuke and exorcise a demon is a noteworthy fact. Mark captures with realism the kind of
response one would expect: all are amazed; questions arise; his fame spreads immediately and
everywhere. Notice again how a simple inftision of realism serves to lend credibility to Mark's
narration. In the healing of the paralytic in Mark 2: 1-12, Jesus' fame had spread to an extent that
it was difficult�ifnot nearly impossible�to gain access to him because of the crowds (a
credible circumstance in its own right and in light of Jesus' prior miracles). When friends of a
paralytic arrive on the scene, they are denied access. In their desperation, they literally tear the
roof off the house in order to place the paralytic before Jesus. After a discussion about Jesus'
authority to forgive sins, Jesus commands the paralytic to rise and walk. "And he rose, and
immediately took up the pallet and went out before them all; so that they were all amazed and
glorified God, saying, 'We never saw anything like this!'" (Mark 2:12). Again, Mark provides,
in measured form, a short narrative statement that lends credibility to a seemingly incredible
circumstance.
The Prologue
Within the short space ofMark's opening unit we observe a small but significant use ofmicro-
rhetorical devices. As already argued, the prologue takes shape largely in two movements: the
ministry of John (1 :2-8) and the ministry of Jesus (1 :9-15). In each, we see chreiai at work.
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In John's case, we note an historical particularity, the substance of which has been
reduced to its essence (1:4). The conclusion of the chreia is John's climactic aimouncement of
his unworthiness relative to the stronger One to come. Once it has been announced that Jesus
will baptize with Holy Spirit (in contrast to John's water baptism), nothing is left to be said by
John. Mark leaves him silent from this point forward (except for the retrospective moment of
Mark 6 which narrates John's demise at the hands ofHerod). Mark has cast this summarization
of John's message in a short, memorable way.
However, two important verses stand between the summary of John's ministry in 1:4 and
the summary of his message in 1 :7-8. In 1 : 5, we are privy to a ground-level perspective ofwhat
was taking place during John's ministry. As already mentioned, the scope of the response was
inclusive and totalizing in rhetorical force. Further, John is identified as wearing a garment made
from the hairs of a camel and a leather belt around his waist. His diet is insects and
undomesticated honey. Collectively, these suggest that John was widely recognized by his
contemporaries as doiming the garb of a prophet. The vivid characterization represents ekphrasis.
Bart Bruehler suggests that such a moment serves to highlight divine acdvity in a posidve way.
He says that, "Ekphrasis is the exercise that prepares the rhetorical student to continue writing a
narrative with clarity but bend the rule of conciseness with vivid description in order to achieve
greater credibility."^"*^
^'^^ On the historical basis of John's baptizing ministry , see, for example, Craig S. Keener, The Spirit in the
Gospels andActs: Divine Purity and Power (Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson, 1997), 53; see also Eduard Schweizer,
Good News According to Mark (Westminster John Knox Press, 1970), 37.
^''^ Bart B. Bruehler, "Pattems of Ekphrasis in Luke-Acts" (presented at the Annual Meeting of the Society
ofBiblical Literature, San Francisco, 201 1), 6.
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In a similar way, the introduction of Jesus to the narrative begins with a simple moment
of narration in 1:9 that then climaxes in 1:14-15. Jesus' announcement of the advent of the
kingdom and the fulfillment of the appointed time represents the warrant for his summons to his
hearers to "repent and believe in the gospel." As will be explicated in greater detail later in this
study, Mark's attribution of these words to Jesus likely represents an attempt on Mark's part to
summarize the essential message of Jesus in a way that is memorable, ispresented
authoritatively, and prepares the reader for the explication of the message in the remainder of the
Gospel.
The space between the simple introduction and baptism of Jesus and Jesus' climactic
utterance in 1:15 is�once again�space that Mark uses for ekphrasis. The vivid details of both
Jesus' baptism and his wildemess temptation serve to underscore and intensify divine activity in
a positive way.^"*^ The addition of these details serves to amplify the narrative. The parallel
accounts of John and Jesus thus form the basis for a synkrisis of their two characters, a point on
which I will refrain from expounding for the moment.
The manner and degree to which Mark accomplishes his rhetorical aims here will be
subject to much closer study in Chapter 5. In particular, that chapter will provide the occasion to
more fully explore how Mark's Gospel fiincdons as a rhetorically adept narrative. For now, I am
interested only in introducing the essendal concepts which may be operative within Mark's
narration.
Bruehler in fact cites the Lukan parallel to Jesus' bapdsm as an example of ekprhasis, ibid., 13-14; on
the other hand. Keener is much more cautious in attributing ekphrastic embellishment to Luke; see his Historical
Jesus, 116.
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Summary
Although a written document, Mark's audience would likely have read his Gospel aurally. Such
reading requires the author to compose his work in such a way that an oral presentation of it will
provide the necessary structure to guide the audience in their listening. Mark demonstrates not
only the ability to create discourse that lends itself to oral presentation, but also bears the
hallmarks of classical Greco-Roman education, especially training in the rudiments of rhetoric.
Mark also demonstrates the use of deliberative rhetoric throughout.
Let us assume, for the moment, that Mark's prologue as I have defined it functions as an
exordium in which Mark establishes the credibility of his main character, Jesus. Let us also
assume that the prologue is capstoned by apropositio in 1 : 14-15 in which the basic gist of Jesus'
ministry is captured by the idea ofproclaiming the good news ofGod. Let us further assume that
the propositio concludes with a two-fold imperative to repent and believe. Given these
assumptions (none ofwhich are in any way implausible in my estimation), Mark's prologue
would be highly suggestive ofdeliberative rhetoric. Where his work deviates from established
norms of his Hellenistic milieu will be discussed in Chapter 5. The task at hand, though, is to
tum to Chapter 4 for an investigation of the forms and fianctions of prologues in antiquity.
CHAPTER 4: PROLOGUES IN ANTIQUITY
In my second chapter, I made a case for Mark 1:1-15 as an integrated whole based on various
formal features. In my third chapter, I explored the context ofMark in light of ancient Greco-
Roman rhetorical conventions. Whereas the former was a within the text analysis, and the latter a
behind the text analysis, this fourth chapter will offer a comparative analysis that might rightly be
called a beside the text approach. The aim will be to situate Mark alongside a selection of ancient
works with the hope that doing so will shed light not only on formal questions related to Mark's
opening materials, but on functional concerns, as well.
The immediate challenge, however, is the selection ofworks with which to compare
Mark. Richard Burridge has argued that Mark demonstrates a number of features that are
consistent with ancient Greco-Roman Plol.^"*^ In making his case, Burridge selected ten Plol that
represent a range of ancient biographies�five originating prior to the time ofthe Gospels, and
five originating afterwards. Although he does not specify the precise criteria he used in selecting
these particular works, they nevertheless represent a range of types and styles. Despite the great
diversity of these works, the common denominator among them is a primary focus on a single
individual. Because Mark also has a primary focus on a single individual, it seems that
Burridge's study is a reasonable place to begin a comparative analysis.
Burridge, What Are the Gospels; for a work that builds on Burridge's model, see Guijarro, "Why Does
the Gospel," 29-30.
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In this chapter, I will provide a brief summary of each of the works used in Burridge's
study, and then I will compare them with one another in regard to their common and dissonant
features. I will follow that analysis with a comparison ofMark with Burridge's chosen corpus,
again looking for similarities and differences. My hope is that such an approach will provide
fiirther traction for understanding both the form and the function ofMark 1:1-15.
The Corpus for Comparison
For his study, Burridge chose the following works: from the earlier period, Isocrates' Evagoras,
Xenophon's Agesilaus, Satyms' Euripides, Nepos' Atticus, and Philo's Moses; from the later,
Tacitus' Agricola, Plutarch's Cato Minor, Suetonius' Lives of the Caesars, Lucian's Demonax,
o c 1
,
and Philostratus' Apollonius ofTyana. With regard to Suetonius' Lives, Burridge focuses
primarily on those of Julius Caesar and Augustus. However, and because of the fi-agmentary
nature ofJulius Caesar (the begiiming is in fact lost), we will limit our examination to the life of
Augustus. Likewise, the beginning ofEuripides is lost; in its place, I propose to look at
Josephus' The Life ofFlavius Josephus.
�
Burridge, What Are the Gospels, 125-28.
� Ibid., 151-55.
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Isocrates' Evagoras
The occasion ofthe Evagoras is the death ofthe Cyprian king, Evagoras, probably in the vicinity
of 374 B.C. As such, it is the oldest member of our corpus under review. The work is the third
oradon of three written by Isocrates to Nicocles (son of Evagoras). In the first, Isocrates
addresses Nicocles as to how a king should relate to his subjects. In the second, he goes on to
advise Nicocles in the ways subjects should relate to their king. The third oration is a funeral
encomium shortly after the death of the king. Although Aristotle reports that Evagoras was
murdered, Isocrates tactftiUy avoids that issue.
Isocrates laments the fact that he does not have the same latitude as poets in using
efftisive language (although that does not seem to prevent him from doing so at times). Of
overarching concem to Isocrates is the demonstration ofEvagoras' fine character and the
opportunity for Nicocles to emulate that character as he prepares to assume the throne vacated by
the untimely death of his father:
It is my task, therefore, and that of your other friends, to speak and to write in such
fashion as may be likely to incite you to strive eagerly after those things which even now
you do in fact desire; and you it behooves not to be negligent, but as at present so in the
fiiture to pay heed to yourself and to discipline your mind that you may be worthy of your
father and of all your ancestors. (Isocrates, Evagoras, 207.80, Van Hook)
G. P. Goold, ed., Isocrates, trans. La Rue Van Hook, vol. 3, 3 vols.. The Loeb Classical Library 373
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1945).
The order in which the works are listed in the preceding is roughly chronological.
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The work thus functions as epideictic piog. On one hand, it seeks to extol the virtues ofEvagoras;
on the other, it evinces a strongly deliberative attempt to positively influence the behavior of
Nicocles.
Evagoras begins with a preface by Isocrates in which he addresses Nicocles, then moves
into establishing the context in which Evagoras became king. The bulk of the remaining
narrative is a testament to the king's virtues; the narration ofEvagoras' deeds provides the
proof^^"* for those virtues. Although the narration is indeed biographical, it seems to serve as a
secondary mechanism for Isocrates' primary purpose: the commemoration and imitation of
Evagoras' virtues. "For my part, Nicocles, I think that while effigies of the body are fine
memorials, yet likenesses of deeds and of the character are of far greater value" (Isocrates,
Evagoras, 204.73, Van Hook).
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Xenophon's Agesilaus
Xenophon considered Agesilaus to be the ideal Spartan king. Assuming the throne jointly in 398
B.C., he reigned for nearly forty years after having already served an illustrious career as a field
commander. The Agesilaus is a tribute to the deceased king and, as such, is encomiastic.
The shape of the work is rather unique in that it is ordered around two different
presentadons: the first is an historical recollection of the king's life and military exploits; the
second, however, is a systematic treatment of the king's various virtues. Those virtues are then
^^"^
Compare ornaeXov (190.8) with TeK^ripLOV (200.58) for "proof"
E. C. Marchant, ixdin^., Xenophon: Scripta Minora, Loeb Classical Library 183 (London: W.
Heinemann, 1925).
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summarized and restated following a eulogistic epilogue. Like the Evagoras, the overarching
purpose is to extol the virtues of the king and to encourage imitation. The proof of one's
character likewise lies in his deeds: "Actions like these need no proofs; the mere mention of
them is enough and they command belief immediately" (Xenophon, Agesilaus, 3.1, Marchant).
Nepos' Atticus^^^
Our third work is likewise an encomium, but unique in that it is written for a living person. In
fact, the praefatio is addressed to the biographical subject: Atticus. Written in a plain style with
limited vocabulary and short sentences, Nepos drafted his tribute to Atticus in an effort to
entertain popular, non-scholarly audiences and to point a moral. As such, it is somewhat
paraenetic in purpose. Burridge states that this is the "first surviving example ofRoman
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biography" and shows a strong familiarity with the Evagoras and Agesilaus.
Most likely written just before the death ofAtticus in 32 B.C., the Atticus is part of a
larger series by Nepos on the Great Generals ofForeign Nations. A few years following its first
promulgation, the series was expanded to include subjects outside the sphere ofGreeks and
Romans. In his preface, Nepos refers to the challenges ofwriting amid differing cultural
customs:
J. C. Rolfe, trans., Cornelius Nepos, The Loeb Classical Library 467 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1984).
357 Ibid., xi.
Burridge, What Are the Gospels, 128.
Rolfe, Nepos, xi.
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If these men can be made to understand that not all peoples look upon the same acts as
honourable or base, but that they judge them all in the light of the usage of their
forefathers, they will not be surprised that I, in giving an account of the merits ofGreeks,
have borne in mind the usage of that nation. [. . .] On the other hand, many acdons are
seemly according to our code which the Greeks look upon as shameflil. (Nepos, Praefatio
3, 6, Rolfe)
Philo's Moses^^^
In his preface, Philo refers to his subject as "the greatest and most perfect man that ever lived"
(Philo, Moses 1.1, Yonge). His purpose is to present Moses to the Greek world, a world which
has largely neglected its intellectual capacities by failing to include the life ofMoses among its
biographies:
[T]he historians who have flourished among the Greeks have not chosen to think him
worthy ofmention, the greater part ofwhom have both in their poems and also in their
prose writings, disparaged or defaced the powers which they have received through
education, composing comedies and works full of Sybaritish profligacy and
licentiousness to their everlasting shame, while they ought rather to have employed their
natural endowments and abilities in preserving a record of virtuous men and praiseworthy
lives[. . .]. (Phdo, Moses 1.2-3, Yonge)
As with the Atticus, Philo illustrates the expansion ofPlol to other cultures (in this case,
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Alexandrian Judaism).
Blending his primary sources of Scripture and the teachings of Jewish elders, Philo
conveys his account in two volumes. The first relates the events surrounding the life ofMoses,
while the second focuses on his traits (and in this way his structure is not entirely different from
C. D. Yonge, trans.. The Works ofPhilo: Complete and Unabridged (Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson,
1993).
Burridge, What Are the Gospels, 128.
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the Agesilaus). Chief among those traits are Moses' exemplary performance of roles as king,
law-giver, priest and prophet.
Josephus' Life^^^
One might object to the inclusion here of an autobiography on the grounds that it does not
precisely fit the category of ptog. I think two reasons will support my move. First, although
autobiography as a genre may not perfectly fit that of biography, I believe it is fair to say that
autobiography�as a subset or species ofbiography�fits within it. Second, given the diversity of
the works included in Burridge's corpus, Josephus's Life is not so different as to be beyond
comparison (as will be shown below).
The Sitz of Josephus' Life was originally as an appendix to the Antiquities. Its purpose
was to vindicate Josephus against the allegedly inaccurate accounts ofhim in the writings of a
competing historian, Justus of Tiberias. He begins his account by recounting his heritage, most
notably his connection to the Hasmonean line of descent. As such, he claims status within both
priestly and royal lineages. He goes on to explain his investigation of the three sects (Pharisees,
Sadducees, and Essenes), choosing to spend three years in the wildemess under the tutelage of
the ascetic, Banus.
Josephus' works are of interest for my study especially in regard to his well-stmctured
prefaces, not just in his Life, but also in his introductions to the Antiquities and Wars. That
William Whiston, trans., The Works ofJosephus: Complete and Unabridged, New Updated. (Peabody,
Mass.: Hendrickson, 1987).
Ibid., ix.
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Josephus is writing from a Jewish perspective and with time spent in first-century Galilee makes
him of special concem for the forms and fiinctions ofprefatory materials in the NT era.
Tacitus' Agricola^^^
Agricola was sent by the Roman Empire to Britain in order to facilitate the suppression of
resistance from Wales. The aim was to establish sustainable occupation of the British colony.
Probably written shortly after his death in A.D. 93, the Agricola is a testament to the military and
diplomatic genius of a leader trying to reconcile two very different cultures.
A kind, honest, judicious man himself, he appreciated the virtues of the British people
and at the same time valued the benefits ofRoman civilisation. He tried not to destroy the
native way of life but to blend it with Roman institutions, so that a civilized, educated,
and decent society should flourish in Britain just as it flourished in his own Gallia
Narbonensis. It was this vision, a vision which only a provincial by origin and education
365
like himself could fiilly experience, which inspired Agricola' s life.
The shape of the work reflects Agricola' s diplomatic posture. It begins with a formal
introduction, and then moves into a briefhistory of his career prior to his British deployment.
Following these accounts, Tacitus provides an iimovative ethnographic descripdon ofthe Bridsh
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people, providing essential background for the main episode of his father-in-law's biography,
which is the narradon ofAgricola' s time and efforts in Britain. The work closes as it opens: with
a rhetorical defense and celebration of the virtues ofAgricola.
M. Hutton, trans., Tacitus, vol. 1, Revised., The Loeb Classical Library 35 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1970).
365 Ibid., 1:15.
Ibid., 1:17.
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The dominant theme of the work is the tension that Agricola experienced between the
unchecked liberty ofthe Britons (which can only lead to chaos) and the absolute power ofRome
(which can only lead to moral degradation, loss of self-respect, and fear).^^^ His life, then, is an
example ofmoderation demonstrated as early as his youth:
[H]e was shielded from the snares of sinners not merely by his own good and upright
nature but because from the outset of his childhood the home and the guide of his studies
was Massilia, a blend and happy combination ofGreek refinement and provincial
simplicity. I remember how he used himself to tell that in early life he was inclined to
drink more deeply ofphilosophy than is permitted to a Roman and a Senator, had not his
mother's discretion imposed a check upon his enkindled and glowing imagination: no
doubt his soaring and ambitious temper craved the beauty and splendour ofhigh and
exalted ideals with more ardour and prudence. Soon came reason andyears to cool his
blood: he achieved the rarest offeats; he was a student, yetpreserved a sense of
proportion. (Tactius, Agricola 4.2-3, Hutton, emphasis added)
As with our preceding authors, the Agricola contains a strong element ofparaenesis and
maintains the axiom that one's actions are confirmed by one's deeds (Tacitus, Agricola 46.1-4).
Unlike the preceding, however, Tacitus reserves biographical information conceming Agricola' s
birth, death, physical appearance, and family for the very end of the work.
Plutarch's Cato Minor''''
Plutarch writes amid the ascendancy ofRome to its second golden age. Whereas Tacitus rebuked
and wrote in opposition to the excesses ofDomitian, Plutarch lived and wrote during the revival
ofRoman nationalism that reached its peak under Hadrian. The life of Cato Minor, as with
'"'Ibid., 1:20.
Bemadotte Perrin, trans., Plutarch 's Lives, vol. 8, 1 1 vols., The Loeb Classical Library 100 (London: W.
Heinemann, 1914).
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Plutarch's other Lives, is broadly historical, but nevertheless contains a strong ethical tone as
seen in his Moralia. As with his Lives, Plutarch has paired a Greek figure with a Roman one. In
this case, Cato is the parallel for Phocion.
Plutarch says about Cato as a youth that he was difficult to persuade, making him a
sluggish student. Plutarch is quick to find redemption for this quality by suggesting
euphemistically that,
Cato's reluctance to be persuaded made his learning [of] anything more laborious. For, to
learn is simply to allow something to be done to you, and to be quickly persuaded is
natural for those who are less able to offer resistance. Therefore young men are more
easily persuaded than old men, and sick folk, than those who are well, and, in a word,
where the power to raise objections is weakest, the act of submission is easiest. (Plutarch,
Cato Minor 1 .4, Perrin)
The opening materials of the work feature a fiirther description ofCato's character,
including his uncommon ferocity (which was slow to awaken; 1 .2) and his abiding love for his
brother, Caepio (3.5). The closing materials provide a detailed description ofCato's suicide (68-
70), about which Plutarch writes, "Before one would have thought that all in the house could
learn of the event, the three hundred were at the door, and a littler later the people ofUtica
assembled. With one voice they called Cato their saviour and benefactor [. . .]." (Plutarch, Cato
Minor 71.1, Perrin).
Suetonius' Augustus
Suetonius' Lives of the Caesars represents an early commitment to writing a detached,
objective account of a life. J. C. Rolfe suggests that they are not biography in the strict sense,
J. C. Rolfe, trans., Suetonius, vol. 1, 2 vols.. The Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1928).
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since "no ideal life is presented, to inspire imitation and point a moral, and no attempt is made to
trace the development of character as influenced by heredity, education, and environment."^^^
Neither can it be said about them that they are pure history-writing, for "[g]reat historical events,
such as Caesar's campaigns in Gaul, are dismissed in a brief chapter, or with a casual allusion,
like the defeat ofVarus. The acts of the senate and people, and the edicts of the emperors,
receive fuller attention, but are wholly subordinate to the personal element."^^^ As such, the style
of the writing gives "the thoughtful reader abundant opportunity for the reflexions and
deductions which the writer has omitted." Thus, authorial intrusions are minimal, and the
identification of the subject's virtues and vices are both listed, albeit separately.
The broad organization of the work features the personal background ofAugustus,
including a mention of the Octavian legacy; his birth, infancy, and youth; and a summary of his
life. The accoimt then transitions to a narrative of his public life in civic and military affairs
followed by a narrative of his private life and domestic relations. The presentation is topical, in
keeping with the general pattem of the Lives, with chronology being followed only with respect
to the subject's early years and death.
^^"ibid., l:xvii.
Ibid.
372 Ibid.
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Lucian's Demonax
As we introduce the Demonax, we cannot help but notice that the pendulum swings rather
quickly. Whereas the life ofAugustus represents a dispassionate account of the life of its subject,
the Demonax is an unapologetic celebration of the life of a beloved philosopher. Lucian's aim is
not to reform society, but rather to amuse it. He is serious only in his desire to please his readers,
and his work thus represents epideictic discourse. ^^"^
It is now fitting to tell ofDemonax for two reasons�that he may be retained in memory
by men of culture as far as I can bring it about, and that young men of good instincts who
aspire to philosophy may not have to shape themselves by ancient precedents alone, but
may be able to set themselves a pattem from our modem world and to copy that man, the
best of all the philosophers whom I know about. (Lucian, Demonax 2, Harmon)
Demonax (as portrayed by Lucian) is an eclectic blend ofphilosophies and schools of
thought. He demonstrated a forgiving disposition (7), and his character was kind, gentle, and
cheerful (9). Lucian seems to most appreciate the witticisms ofDemonax. In fact, the biography
lacks any real narrative; it consists almost entirely of character attributes (1-11) and a listing of
pithy statements and dialogues that reveal the endearing charm ofDemonax (12-62). The work
concludes with a brief look at his passing, the manner ofwhich was fiilly in keeping with his
character (63-67).
A. M. Harmon, trans., Lucian, vol. 1, 8 vols.. The Loeb Classical Library 14 (Cambridge, Mass.
Harvard University Press, 1967).
374 Ibid., l:x.
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Philostratus' Apollonius
By far the largest individual work in our corpus, the Apollonius is based on memoirs composed
by a disciple and companion of Apollonius named Damis (Philostratus, Apollonius 3). It was
likely published sometime after A.D. 217 for the purpose of rehabilitating the reputadon of
Apollonius who had been accused ofwizardry. The work thus bears a forensic element.
The opening ofthe work is comparatively complex by the standards of our previous
biographies. This may be attributed to the overall scale of the Apollonius. The opening materials
are a mixture ofbiographical information conceming the subject, discussion of selection and use
of sources, and comparisons ofApollonius with ancient figures (such as Pythagoras and
Proteus). The work in large measure features a number of striking parallels with the Gospels in
general, and Mark in particular. So striking are the parallels that it has been suggested that the
'inf.
Apollonius was designed to provide an altemative to the Jesus ofChristianity. Just a few of
these similarities include the following: a mystical announcement to Apollonius' mother prior to
his birth (4); portents accompanying his birth (5); and the use ofwater in confession and
repentance (6). Most notable are his mighty acts and miracles that dot the narrative landscape.
An additional similarity relates to an extemal matter: just as the life ofApollonius is
attributed to Lucian through Damis, so also is the life of Jesus attributed to Mark through Peter.
Such matters make the Apollonius quite significant for the present study.
F. C. Conybeare, trans., Philostratus: The Life ofApollonius ofTyana, vol. 1, 2 vols.. The Loeb
Classical Library 16 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1989).
Ibid., l:xiii-xiv.
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Analysis of the Corpus
This brief depiction of the various works indicates a general unity in terms ofbiographical focus.
Burridge highlights two primary factors that contribute to the identificadon of a biographical
subject: 1) analysis of verbs in which the biographical subject is the grammadcal subject; and 2)
the allocation of space to that biographical subject. In each instance above, the featured
subject is preeminent. The works begin to differentiate, however, when one moves beyond a
simple examination of the treatment of the subject. This is especially true of their opening
materials. The following analysis will build upon and enlarge Burridge's concise treatment of the
opening features (which he particularizes as the title of the work and the opening formula,
prologue, or preface of each work); but before doing so, it will be helpful to do a brief survey of
some of the general features of the works.
General Features
We observe that the corpus represents an extraordinary amount of diversity with respect to a
number of general features. One such feature is size. Burridge has selected his corpus to function
as something of a control group for comparison with the Gospels. As such, the works comprising
the corpus should share an affinity for one another in important ways. One of the attributes of the
works is size (understood here as word count). The range of the works in terms of size is
remarkable. For instance, Demonax weighs in at just over 3,000 words, while Apollonius breaks
the scales at 82,000 words. From a rhetorical perspective, all species are present, whether it is the
Burridge, WhatAre the Gospels, 1 10-12.
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forensic nature ofJosephus ov Apollonius (in defense of the subject), the deliberative nature of
Evagoras ov Atticus (with respect to the emulation of virtue), or the epideictic nature of
Agesilaus or Moses (celebrating the character and impact of an individual). We see equal
diversity among the various styles, ranging from the "judicial coldness"^^^ of Suetonius to the
warmth and witticisms of the Demonax, and from the embellishments ofEvagoras to the
simplicity ofAtticus.
We observe fiirther diversity in terms of narration. Most works employ direct discourse
("quoted" material) in scant measure; Demonax and Apollonius make heavy use of it. Also, some
works faithfiilly follow the chronologies of their subject's lives {Josephus and Cato Minor),
some separate chronology from systematic (topical) treatment {Agesilaus), and some blend the
two {Evagoras and Suetonius).
Title
Although a tide of a work can and often does give a fairly clear indication of a work's geme (in
some cases as understood by early librarians rather than the authors themselves), the tendency
for a title to be aftered makes such titles a bit difficult to assess. The problem is compounded by
transmission issues where dtles are most likely to experience physical alteration. Despite these
factors, we can observe some common tendencies among the works. More often than not, the
name ofthe subject appears in the dde. A typical formulation is for the word life to appear,
accompanied by the name of the subject in the genitive case, as with De Vita Mosis, 'Icoorj-irou
Rolfe, Suetonius, 1 :xix.
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pLOc;, De Vita lulii Agricolae,^^^ and pCog ArnicovaKioc;.^^^ Where a work appears as part of a
series, the series title may convey such indications (e.g., De Vita Caesarum in the case of
Augustus, or nA.ODT(xpxou pLOL napaA.A,r|yoL in the case ofCato Minor).
Opening Formulae
The Preface
Once we move beyond the title, matters became increasingly complex with regard to the maimer
in which authors introduce their works. Dennis Smith has provided a brief but very helpfiil
TO 1 _
taxonomy of the various ways ancient works could begin. One way was by means of a preface
(iTpooLpLOV or (|)pOLpLOv) in which the author would state his intentions for his work. Aristotle
felt that the most critical function of the preface is to clarify the main purpose of the work
(Aristotle, Rhetoric 3.14.6). Such devices can be found (in accordance with their respective
conventions) in historical, literary, and scientific writings. A survey of the opening units ofthe
works we have in mind reveals some common trends. For instance, it is typical for an author to
Burridge gives the full title as "Comelii Taciti de Vita lulii Agricolae liber incipit," per the Aesinas
Codex; Burridge, WhatAre the Gospels, 156.
On this, see George W. Houston, Inside Roman Libraries: Book Collections and TheirManagement in
Antiquity, Studies in the History ofGreece and Rome (Chapel Hill, N.C: The University ofNorth Carolina Press,
2014), about which I will say more in the following chapter.
Smith, "Narradve Beginnings."
Ibid., 1.
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insert himself by means of first person discourse. Nowhere is this more prevalent than in
association with statements ofpurpose or the occasion for the writing, hi fact, all of the works
show strong evidence of a first person preface, with the excepdon of Plutarch and Suetonius.
Although Josephus lacks a formal preface, his account is entirely in the first person. Further, his
work as a whole could be considered a preface in terms of fimction as it relates to his Antiquities.
hi each ofthe cases where such first person insertions are evident, a fairly apparent statement of
purpose is either expressed or implied. Such purposes include commemorating and advocating
the virtues of the subject (Evagoras, Agesilaus, and Demonax), chronicling the life of a
noteworthy figure (Moses andAgricola), and defending the figure against false or inadequate
presentation (Josephus and Apollonius).
It is common for authors to discuss in their prefaces the obstacles or challenges they face
in their tasks. Isocrates, for instance, says that,
I am fully aware that what I propose to do is difficult�to eulogize in prose the virtues of
a man. The best proof is this: Those who devote themselves to philosophy venture to
speak on many subjects of every kind, but no one of them has ever attempted to compose
a discourse on such a theme. And I can make much allowance for them. For to the poets
is granted the use ofmany embellishments of language [. . .] not only in conventional
expressions, but in words now exodc, now newly coined, and now in figures of speech,
neglecting none, but using every kind with which to embroider their poesy. Orators, on
the contrary, are not permitted the use of such devices [. . .J. (Isocrates, Evagoras 190.8-
9, Van Hook)
Similarly, Xenophon writes, "I know how difficult it is to write an appreciation ofAgesilaus that
shall be worthy of his virtue and glory" (Xenophon, Agesilaus 1.1, Marchant). For Nepos, the
challenge was to bridge cultural customs at variance between Greeks and Romans; for Philo, it
was the seeming obstinacy ofGreek historians to consider a subject as ancient as Moses. In
Tacitus' case, eulogizing Agricola carried with it an implicit indictment against the Empire,
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making his task not only difficult, but dangerous. Such an appreciation for the exigence of the
Agricola can only be inferred through direct engagement with the social and political milieu
from which the work originates.
It is also common for authors to discuss their personal connection to the subject (Tacitus,
Agricola 3.3; Lucian, Demonax 1.1) and their use of sources in their prefatory remarks (Philo,
Moses 1.1.4; Philostratus, Apollonius 1.3). Taken together, these features are tightly woven into
units that may be read as prefaces. In most cases, these units are clearly defined:
Prefatory Unit
Evagoras 189.1-11
Agesilaus 1.1
Atticus Praef. 1-8
Moses 1.1.1-1.2.5
2.2.1
Josephus arguably, "the whole"
Agricola 1.1-3.3
Cato Minor
Augustus
Demonax 1-2
Apollonius 1-3
Among the Gospels, Luke is the only writer to employ a device that comports with a preface in
this sense by using a first person insertion, a statement ofpurpose, and a mention of sources. We
do get glimpses of similar first person insertions in John's Gospel (20:30-31; 21:24-25), but
these are clearly not a part of the opening materials.
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The Prologue
The second type of opening formula that Smith discusses is the prologue.
^^"^ Two types are
attested. On one hand, the dramatic prologue funcdoned in ways similar to a preface in that the
author would address the reader through first person discourse, defend himself against the attacks
of his opponents, or cultivate favor among the readership. More important for our study, though,
is the expository prologue in which the author situates the narrative action within a contextual
framework or against a contextual background.
With our corpus in view, it is readily apparent that Greek, Roman, and Jewish authors
made use of the expository prologue. Since biographies have as their primary focus the life of an
individual, details related to the individual's ancestry, birth, childhood, youth, and education all
fiind the contextual background. In some cases, that background points to the source or origin of
the individual's virtuous character {Evagoras md Agesilaus, for instance); in other cases, the
background serves to explain the significance or timelessness of an individual's contribution
(e.g., Agricola). In yet other cases, signs and portents accompanying the birth of the individual
hint at the destiny of the individual (as with Apollonius).
All of the specimens in view include a direct reference to the subject's ancestry.
Likewise, all of the specimens discuss the subject's youth. Nearly all mention details regarding
the birth ofthe subject (the exceptions are the Atticus, Josephus, and Cato Minor), and nearly all
of them mention the subject's parents and their formative role in shaping the character of the
subject. The vast majority of references related to ancestry, birth, childhood, youth, and
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education occur at the beginning of the work in what appears to be an expository prologue. In
most cases, such a prologue can be readily delineated, though at times the boundaries are less
than clear. Here is a listing of those units:
Prologic Unit
Evagoras 191.12-193.21
Agesilaus 1.2-6
Atticus 1.1-3.3
Moses 1.1.5-7
Josephus arguably, "the whole"
Agricola 4.1-3
Cato Minor
Augustus 1-9
Demonax 3-4
Apollonius 4-12
The Incipit
Smith describes the incipit as a short text string that idendfies the work, often occurring as the
first line or sentence of that work.^^^ He suggests that the opening of the Gospel of Thomas is
indicative of this device. Alternatively, the incipit might be understood as the tide of a work.
Over time, scroll tags {sillybos or titulos) were employed to identify the author and the work.
This likely provides the basis for the Gospel according to... superscripdons associated with the
An incipit can serve multiple purposes; e.g., it can function internally as a title of a whole work or as a
section heading, and externally as a cataloguing device.
Smith, "Narrative Beginnings," 4-6.
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canonical Gospels.^^^ W. D. Davies and D. C. Allison have argued that Matt 1 : 1 is just such an
incipit.
The "Virtual Preface"
Smith reports a fourth type of opening for an ancient work that Lucian dubbed the virtual
preface (or irpooLpLOv Swaiiat).^^^ The virtual preface is an implied device that lies embedded in
a narrative that begins in media res. The author assumes that the flow of the narrative will
perform the necessary indoctrination for the reader, hi reality, the virtualpreface cannot be
formally identified but nevertheless serves a fimction, leading Smith to describe Lucian's
concept as "lame but ingenious."^^^ It might be argued that Plutarch and Suetonius are the only
members of our corpus who might have employed this device.
* * *
In sum, our sampling ofworks indeed exhibits a very wide range of features. The features
that are absolutely consistent among the works are the primary focus on the main character as the
subject and the mention of the subject's ancestry and youth. Features that are mostly consistent
are the appearance of either a prologue that conveys contextual information supporting the
narrative, or a preface that addresses matters related to the author. In some cases, both are
387 On this, see Hengel, Studies in Mark, 64-84.
W. D. Davies and D. C. Allison, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel According to
SaintMatthew, vol. 1, 3 vols., ICC (London: T&T Clark, 2004), 149-60.
389 Smith, "Narradve Beginnings," 6-7.
Ibid., 7.
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present. Also generally consistent among the works are a preference for third person narradon
over direct discourse, and some mention of the subject's parents and birth. Beyond these, the
works are incredibly diverse with respect to size, purpose, style, and commitment to chronology.
The Corpus and Mark
In light of the preceding analysis, how does Mark compare? I would like to say from the start
that scholars are not at all united in their views ofMark's relationship to ancient Greco-Roman
Plol. D. Dormeyer finds Mark's prologue, for example, completely at home within a Hellenisdc
biographical classification: "Mk 1,1-15 lal3t sich in die hellenistische Biographieliteratur
einordnen. Der archaische Prologbegiim wird narrativ mit den Topoi der hellenistischen
Philosophen- und Griinderbiographie aufgefiilh."^^^ Conversely, S. Guijarro says, "Mark's
Gospel does not follow the rules ofHellenistic 'lives,' which usually began by praising the
ancestry and education of the main character."^^^ J. B. Gabler and C. B. Wheeler contend that,
"The gospels were not written as biographies of Jesus, nor can a biography be extracted from
them,"^^^ while L. T. Johnson counters that, "The form of the Gospels most closely resembles
Domieyer, "Idealbiographischen," 202.
Sandago Guijarro, "Why Does the Gospel ofMark Begin as It Does?," Biblical Theology Bulletin 33,
no. 1 (2003): 28; it should be noted, however, that despite Mark's lack of formal correspondence to Hellenisdc
biography, Santiago claims that Mark does manage to accomplish the same purpose of those biographies. "Mark did
not begin his gospel talking about Jesus' origin and education because the available data were not suited to reveal his
ascribed honor. Mark, nonetheless, did not abandon this goal, so important in Hellenisdc lives; he tried to reach it
through another route," 36-37.
J. B. Gabel and C. B. Wheeler, The Bible as Literature : An Introduction (New York; Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1986), 185.
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that ofHellenistic biographies."^^"* What, then, can be said about Mark in light of its Greco-
Roman counterparts?
It might be the case that divided opinions are based on the fact that Mark is both like and
unlike ancient biographies of the Greco-Roman world. Where Mark resembles such biographies,
it resembles them strongly; but where it differs, it differs just as strongly. In terms of size, Mark
is a little over 1 1,000 words, making it very representative of the mid-sized works in Burridge's
corpus. The following table illustrates the span:
3000-4999
words
5000-9999
words
10000-19999
words
20000-79999
words
80000 or more
words
Demonax
Atticus
Evagoras
Agesilaus
Agricola
Mark
Cato Minor
Augustus
Josephus
Moses Apollonius
Beyond Mark's normal size, it clearly features a single individual as the main focus ofthe
whole, in keeping with the corpus.
Jesus himself is the subject of about a quarter of the verbs (24.4%) and a fiirther fifth
occur on his lips, in his teaching or parables (20.2%). These results are very close to
Satyrus' where Euripedes was the subject of 25.8%), with 17.5%) occurring in quotations
fi-om his plays. We have the same concentration on the subject: no other individual scores
above 1%.^^^
Alongside a handfiil ofworks, Mark can be seen to be "normal" once again:
^^"^ Luke Timothy Johnson, The Writings of the New Testament: An Interpretation (Philadelphia: Fortress,
1986), 145; for this and the preceding quote by Gabel and Wheeler I am indebted to Burridge, What Are the
Gospels, 185.
Burridge, What Are the Gospels, 134-35, 164-65, 194.
Ibid., 190.
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Agesilaus 18%
Agricola 18%
Mark 24%,
Euripedes 26%
Demonax 34%
Thus, judging by the standards set by other biographies, Mark's placement of Jesus as the
grammatical and narrative subject clearly identifies his Gospel with Greco-Roman Plol. We can
further note that Mark, like the ancient pLOL, follows a broadly chronological fi-amework, but is
not opposed to interrupting his narrative in order to explain cultural customs (compare Mark 7 on
the Pharisees with Agricola 10-17 on the Britons) or insert speech material (compare Jesus'
apocalyptic discourse in Mark 13 to Agricola's inspiring battle speech in 33-34).
Here, however, the strong similarities cease. Whereas each of the Greek and Latin works
covers the lifespan of the subject, Mark's treatment is likely only one to three years, including
the ministry of John the Baptizer. Whereas the Greek and Latin Plol feature first-person
insertions in dedicated prefatory material (and elsewhere, as well), Mark features no such
insertions. Whereas all the Greek and Ladn Plol speak in some measure of the subject's lineage,
birth, and youth, Mark offers nothing in regard to Jesus' life prior to his appearance as an adult in
Mark 1:9. Whereas the Greek and Latin pCoL mostly tend to avoid the use of direct discourse,
such is a staple for Mark.
In light of these strong differences, what can we surmise regarding the fimcdon ofMark's
opening material? It may be the case that this comparative analysis raises more questions than it
This depends, of course, upon whether one assumes Synoptic or Johannine chronology.
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answers, and those may in fact be the questions that we need to be asking. For example, we have
seen works in which the primary thrust of the narrative is biographical, but the authorial purpose
is expressly stated in forensic terms. We see this quite clearly in the Apollonius where
Philostratus seeks to defend Apollonius from accusations ofwizardry. To capture a glimpse of
this rhetorical aim, I offer the following extended excerpt from Philostratus' opening remarks:
[S]ome, because he had interviews with the wizards ofBabylon and with the Brahmans
of hidia, and with the nude ascetics ofEgypt, put him down as a wizard, and spread the
calumny that he was a sage of an illegitimate kind, judging ofhim ill. For Empedocles
and Pythagoras himself and Democritus consorted with wizards and uttered many
supernatural truths, yet never stooped to the black art; and Plato went to Egypt and
mingled with his own discourses much of what he heard from the prophets and priests
there; and though, like a painter, he laid his own colours on to their rough sketches, yet he
never passed for a wizard, although envied above all mankind for his wisdom. For the
circumstance that Apollonius foresaw and foreknew so many things does not in the least
justify us in imputing to him this kind ofwisdom [. . .J. (Philostratus, Apollonius 1.2,
Conybeare)
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What this demonstrates is this: while a work may be quantitatively biographical in
form, the very same work may be qualitatively rhetorical in function. Biographies are forms�
they have no intrinsic function apart from simply chronicling a life. Those ftmctions are assigned
to them. Said differendy, biographies do not exist apart from a purpose. They exist to praise, to
blame, to enjoy, to imitate, or to commemorate. That only some lives are chronicled (while the
vast majority are not) indicates the purpose underlying the biography. More often than not, the
purpose is rhetorical in the sense of attempting to persuade: to persuade the readers that the
By quantitatively I simply mean the amount of space allocated to the life ofthe main character.
As 1 argued in the previous chapter, all historical works reflect some degree of Tendenz. I refer once
again to Keener, Historical Jesus, 1 17-23.
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subject was a noble character worth emulating; to persuade the reader that the subject was
misunderstood or innocent ofunjust charges; or to persuade the reader that the subject made a
contribution to society and is worth commemorating.
hi the same way that a discourse can be sandwiched between epistolary devices (as with
so many NT letters), so too can a biography be sandwiched between rhetorical devices. Put
differently, a biographical work can�and typically does�reflect rhetorical features and
purposes throughout. A quick review of the works under consideration reveals a variety of forms
in which the opening�and in some cases, the closing�materials reveal such fiinctions. For
Philo, his biography of the life ofMoses was epideictic, aimed at honoring and praising the
ancient law-giver. Josephus, like Philostratus, was interested in vindication (of himself, in this
case), and thus his autobiography served a similarly forensic function as Philostratus'. Nepos, in
chronicling the life of Atticus, was most interested in advancing Atticus as an exemplar, thus
establishing a deliberative rhetorical aim with regard to the future conduct of those to follow.
As we have already observed, Mark offers no explicit mention of his purpose; but as I
have just shown, biographies do not exist without purpose. IfMark is a biography (as Burridge
has attempted to demonstrate), logic requires us therefore to ask: what was Mark's purpose? hi
light ofthe preceding analysis of ancient Greco-Roman pCoL, I suggest that the answer will lie in
Mark's opening remarks. Our comparative analysis in this chapter (along with our literary and
rhetorical analyses in the preceding chapters) has helped frame the task. The challenge before us,
then, is to infer from his opening remarks what that purpose is. This is indeed a challenge for at
least two reasons. First, Mark has given us no expressed statement of purpose or intent through
explicit, first person remarks�the Gospel ofMark has no preface. Second, the opening material
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that Mark does provide (if it can be considered a prologue, which Burridge disputes"*^^) deviates
in significant ways from the prologues ofGreco-Roman Plol. One ofthe most significant
differences between Mark's Gospel and the Greco-Roman biographies surveyed above is this:
Mark provides us with no idendficadon of Jesus' ancestry, birth, parents, youth, training, or
education. If such matters were of central concem in establishing the virtues and capacities of
Greek and Roman individuals worth remembering, what explains the absence of such matters in
Mark's opening materials? As will be shown below, Mark appeals to conventions more suited in
some measure for a Jewish than a Hellenistic audience.As will be more fully established toward
the conclusion of this study, Mark seeks to legitimate Jesus as the duly authorized representative
ofGod on earth. Mark presents Jesus as the Son of God. Given the prologic nature ofMark's
opening, it stands to reason that one part ofMark's purpose would be to establish Jesus'
credentials or to legitimate him with a miraculous sign at birth, yet Mark does not provide us
with a birth narrative as do Matthew and Luke. William Abbott proposes that.
In many ways, Matthew and Luke use their infancy narratives to provide the credentials
of Jesus. Each give him a theological identity card that introduces us to who it is that
proclaims the good news that is the gospel ofGod. Mark, for his part, does not utilize the
infancy narrative approach. [. . .Yet] while Mark omits any infancy account, that does not
mean he fails to accomplish in his own way what Matthew and Luke do with their much
longer and more elaborate introductions to Jesus."*^^
Abbott strikes upon something important here, namely that Mark may be establishing Jesus'
credentials through an altemate means. Guijarro maintains that Mark begins the way he does
Burridge, What Are the Gospels, 188.
Abbott, "Mark's 'Infancy' Story," 203-04.
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because Mark is interested in presenting the introduction of Jesus as a status transformation
ritual.^^^ hi the absence of a genealogy to properly ascribe nobility or honor to Jesus, the only
way for Jesus to obtain honor would be to acquire it through his actions.
"^^^ This presents a
quandary, though, since Jesus is portrayed almost entirely as a passive character in the prologue.
I propose that Mark does in fact provide this seemingly missing element in his expository
prologue, but does so in ways that would appeal more to a sectarian audience than one under the
dominant influence of Hellenism. Keener has highlighted the role of the Spirit in the Gospels,
specifically noting a concentration of activity by the Spirit in Mark's opening unit. Although
Keener acknowledges the relative paucity of the Spirit's appearance in Mark (mainly in 3:29;
12:36; 13: 1 1), it is perhaps instructive that the Spirit is explicitiy identified three times within the
span of five verses in Mark's prologue (1 :8, 10, 12). Keener takes this to mean that, "Mark gives
his primary lesson on pneumatology up front, in the introduction, one ofthe most critical
sections ofhis Gospel.""*^"*
He suggests that a proper understanding ofMarkan pneumatology should come from the
literary context ofMark itself, that Mark is in fact "our earliest extant narrative interpreter of
Jesus as the Spirit-bringer, and provides a natural exegetical starting point for the discussion.""*^^
402
Guijarro, "Why Does the Gospel," 34-35.
Ibid., 32-34; for studies related to honor and shame, also see Malina, The New Testament World;
and
DeSilva, Honor, Patronage, Kinship & Purity.
"^^"^
Keener, The Spirit in the Gospels and Acts, 50.
Ibid.
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Using the other instances in which the Spirit plays an explicit role in Mark, Keener surmises that
in contrast to the Q material (which relates Spirit and fire baptism, ostensibly to emphasize
purificadon), Mark's presentation of the Spirit in connecdon to Jesus' bapdsm emphasizes
prophetic empowerment. That Spirit empowered David to envision One whose enemies would
become his footstool�One who would in fact sit at the right hand of God (Mark 12:36,
referencing Ps 1 10: 1). That Spirit also stands by to empower followers of Jesus with a ready
defense when those followers are delivered up to trial (Mark 13:11).
Mark's means of establishing Jesus' credentials does not come through human means
(i.e., by means of ancestry and upbringing); rather, Jesus' legitimation happens
pneumatologically. It is the Spirit that authorizes and empowers Jesus for his divinely appointed
mission."*^^ That Jesus is divinely legitimized is clearly and repeatedly indicated in the prologue;
one need only note the transcendent conversation of 1:2-3, John's roles as "the messenger" in
heralding the advent of Jesus, the descent of the Spirit onto Jesus in 1:10, the affirmation by the
voice in 1 : 1 1 , the guiding role of the Spirit in 1 : 12, and the sustaining role of the angels in 1 : 1 3.
In fact, Jesus' legitimation through divine agents is the prime concem ofMark's prologue.
h is not my intent here to enter a theological debate over Trinitarian matters. By "Spirit" I simply mean
divine agency.
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Summary
We have seen in the preceding analysis that two primary means were used by Greco-Roman
biographers to introduce their works, hi some cases, writers would provide first-person insertions
indicating their aims or the exigence of their writing. I will refer to these as prefaces. In other
cases, writers would provide the necessary contextual background for understanding or
appreciating the significance of the biographical subject. A common denominator among those
works surveyed reflects a strong consistency with regard to the inclusion of background
information related to the subject's ancestry, family, and/or birth. I will refer to these as
prologues. Of course, writers could and certainly did blend these devices in any number of
creative ways, at times also adding to their work a short, introductory text-string that identified
that work (an incipit).
What we see with Mark, though, is both strong comportment with and deviation from
common introductory practices. While Mark's opening exhibits many features that are common
to the expository prologues ofGreco-Roman Plol, it nevertheless lacks the standard inclusion of
a statement of the subject's ancestry, birth, or youth. I submit that, despite the lack of such an
element, Mark pneumatologically ascribes to Jesus the honor necessary to warrant Jesus'
proclamation of a new era of salvation history.^
CHAPTER 5: THE FUNCTION OF MARK 1:1-15
This chapter makes the transition from matters of form to matters of fimction. The preceding
chapters have been nudging us in this direction, for the bridge from form to fimction is buih on
the apparatus of context. The question before us is this: ifMark 1 : 1-15 is a formal unit, what
purpose does it serve?
Our previous chapters have been an attempt to establish a context for a first-century
reading ofMark. I have made that attempt by appealing to four methodologies: comparison with
literature roughly contemporary to Mark {Chapter 4); contextualization ofMark within a
rhetorically-saturated milieu {Chapter 5); formal analysis of the visible, literary features ofMark
{Chapter 2); and conversation with recent interpreters ofMark, each ofwhom helps give shape
in some way to a theoretical framework for interpreting Mark {Chapter 1). In this present
chapter, I will analyze the various intemal elements ofMark's prologue, specifically noting the
functional aspects of smaller units and their relationships to one another.
Because the opening materials of any written work are cmcial in establishing the
parameters for the reading experience, and because the more significant scholarly issues
pertaining to Mark are concentrated in the first three or four verses, it is here that I will spill the
most ink. Ifwe are to arrive at a destination proximate to that which Mark intended, it is
imperative that we embark on an accurate initial course heading.
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Mark 1:1
In addressing the function ofMark's opening verse, two primary issues confront us. First, is uloi)
0eoO original to Mark's Gospel? Second, what is the extent ofthe beginning" ofthe Gospel?
Neither of these is a new issue, and each deserves another look in light of our preceding work.
The first question is a horizontal question: how far does 1 : 1 extend as we read from left-
to-right? Specifically, should it extend so far as to include dIoO Geou? Before answering, it will
be helpful to re-visit the earlier suggestion that Mark's opening is the result of editorial
emendation. Clayton Croy has advanced the claim that Mark has experienced frontal damage.
"^^^
I have already mentioned his position by indicating that his is a minority view built almost
entirely on conjecture.'*^^ Perhaps one thing is worth considering, however. He claims that the
range of attested variants for 1 : 1 suggests emendation. I am inclined to think, however, that the
evidence he offers actually tends to confirm the opposite�the originality of 1:1, perhaps even
inclusive of ulou Qeob. Croy offers the following list of variants:"*^^
1. 'Apxq TOU euayy^^LOu (Irenaeus, Epiphanius)
2. 'ApxTi TOU euayyeilLOu 'IqooiJ (Codex 28)
3. 'Apxq TOU euayyeA-LOu 'Iqoou XpLOTOu (Codices and�, some Copdc, Armenian, and
Georgian MSS, Origen, Jerome, and others)
407 N. Clayton Croy, The Mutilation ofMark's Gospel (Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon Press, 2003), 1 13-136.
Rodney Decker goes so far as to say that "in the absence of any extemal evidence whatsoever, such a
conclusion remains very speculative and unproven," in Mark 1-8,1.
Croy, Mutilation ofMark's Gospel, 115.
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4. 'ApxTi TOU euaYYelLOu 'Ir|oou XpiOTOu ulou Geou (a corrector of Codex , Codices B, D,
L, W, and 2427)
5. 'ApxTi TOU euayyeXLOu 'Ir|oou XpLOTou ulou tou Geou (Codex A and a very large number
of other Greek MSS, some Ethiopic, Georgian, and Slavic MSS)
6. ApXT] TOU euayyeA-LOu 'Ir|oou XpLOTOu ulou tou Kupiou (1241)
hi addition to these he offers the following:
7. Initium evagnelii domini nostril lesu Christifilii del (three Vulgate MSS)
8. EuayyeA^LOv toO KupLou 'Irjoou XpLOToiJ (Palestinian Syriac version)
9. ApxTi TOU euayyeALOu 'Ir|oou tou ulou tou Geou toi) CcovTog (a single Arabic MSS)
Tommy Wasserman has offered a decisive critique ofCroy's proposal on the basis of textual
evidence/*^ What becomes evident, contra Croy's proposal, is the remarkable consistency of the
variants, especially when one eliminates�per Wasserman 's suggestion�those readings that are
"unattested in Greek MSS and represent typical adaptions by Fathers and versions.""**^ Unlike
the wide variations of readings for the Markan ending,^^^ the variants for the Markan beginning
are remarkably consistent. IfMark 1 : 1 functions as a heading in some sense (see below), then it
may very well be the case that subsequent scribes and archivists took the liberty to move the
opening verse to the outside of the scroll where it would be subject to alteration, especially
Wassemian, "Son ofGod," 22-23.
'"Ibid., 22.
^'^
Sapaugh, "The Longer Endings ofMark."
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shortening (by accident or intendon). George Houston provides a fascinating look into the
process of "tagging" scrolls, here quoted at length:
In the case of both end ddes and initial titles, the author's name and the title ofthe work
would be hidden once the papyrus was rolled up. In a few known cases, the title and
author were written also on the verso, that is, on the outside ofthe roll, so that the volume
could be idendfied without being umolled. More commonly, it seems, manuscripts were
provided with a title tag, or sillybon. This was a strip ofpapyrus or parchment, roughly 3
by 8 cm, on which were written the author and title. It was glued to the edge of the roll
but extended out from the edge so that, when the papyrus was rolled up, the sillybon
protruded from one end of it, thus enabling the reader to identify the contents of the roll.
It is not known how common sillyba were. In the absence of an extemal title or sillybon,
and if the previous reader had rerolled the volume after use (or had a slave roll it back
up), the reader would need to umoll the first twenty or thirty centimeters of the papyms
and identify the text from the initial title or the opening lines.
"^^^
The remarkable consistency of the variants thus suggests scribal trimming rather than scribal
fabrication. Thus, the balance ofprobability suggests, on the basis of textual evidence, that ulou
0eou is original. The Son ofGod language in 1 : 1 (as we will see) is in fact programmatic for the
entire Gospel.
The second question related to Mark 1:1 is a logical continuation of the first and moves
through the vertical axis: how far down the page does "the beginning" extend? To put it another
way, what is the xkXoQ ofdpxq?
The word dpxq is govemed by temporal/logical concems: if there is a beginning, it
logically follows that a point will be reached in which the beginning ceases and the main part of
the narrative ensues. If so, what marks the terminus ofdpxq? Does 1:8 serve that end, or 1:13, or
1 ; 15, or does dpxri govem the entire Gospel? hi this study, I have proposed that the terminus of
^
Houston, Inside Roman Libraries, 9-10; see also Hengel, Studies in Mark, 64-84, here 77-78.
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the opening unit is 1 : 1 5, but to answer the question with regard to the precise end ofthe
beginning requires the proper identification of a terminal clue. Once we have identified that clue,
I suspect that we will have found the end; and with the end idendfied, we will be in a position to
make an educated guess about the antecedent of dpxri.'*^'*
It is safe to dismiss suggestions that Mark's beginning is meant to apply exclusively to
the whole ofthe Gospel."**^ Gerhard Arnold has undertaken the task of examining relevant
ancient works, specifically noting opening materials that feature dpxq and its cognates.
Surveying prophetic, didactic, and apocalyptic writings of the OT, as well as an array of extra-
biblical writings (including Philo, Josephus, Isocrates, and Tacitus, among others), Arnold has
determined that�when dpxri occurs in the opening materials of a work�the term identifies an
opening section of the work rather than the entire work itself."**^
Further, we have already noted that much of the material in the closing bracket ofMark's
inclusio (1 : 14-15) is paralleled in the opening verse, creating a concrete connection between the
two. This suggests that the extent of the beginning is the prologue proper. In addition, Mark's
insertion of peioc 6e to TTapa6o0f|yaL xov 'Icodyyqv in 1:14 provides the transitional clue that
marks the end ofthe beginning. The reference to John's arrest is not essential to the flow of the
^^"^ I say "antecedent" here because the opening verse is a verbless clause, h makes no explicit grammatical
assertion; however, there is certainly an implied assertion that "[This is] the beginning ofthe good news...." Thus,
we are, in reality, seeking the antecedent of "this." What (or who), then, is "this"? Although it is unusual for a NT
writer to begin with an undefined pronoun (here, by implication), it is not unattested. Most notably, we see this in
the opening of 1 John.
For this view, see Boring, Mark, 29; Donahue and Harrington, Mark, 59-60.
""^ Gerhard Arnold, "Mk 1:1 und Eroffhungswendungen in griechischen und lateinischen Schriften,"
Zeitschriftfiir die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft und die Kunde der alteren Kirche 68, no. 1-2 (1977): 123-27.
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logic per se, but serves as a parenthetical insertion, the effect of which is to identify the terminus
of John's ministry. The insertion is essendal to the flow of the narrative nevertheless, for it
provides the necessary moment of closure to John's ministry that allows Jesus to take center
stage. Given that the prologue "begins" and "ends" with the ministry of John, we can surmise
that the antecedent of dpxri is in fact John's season ofministry, a season which comes to an end
in 1:14. Therefore, the extent ofdpxri is the extent of the prologue, which terminates at 1:15.
We have thus addressed the two key questions related to Mark 1:1. The Son ofGod
variant is likely original, and the terminus ofMark's beginning is 1:15. The remaining quesdon
is this: how does 1 : 1 then function? hi my previous chapter dealing with ancient prologues, we
considered Dermis Smith's short taxonomy of "narrative beginnings."'^ A re-examination of
those types immediately rules out three of his four. Because 1:1 exhibits none of the features
typically characteristic of apreface (first-person insertion, statement ofpurpose, mention of
sources, etc.), that is an unlikely option. Likewise, with only a handfiil ofwords 1 : 1 provides
little if any of the contextual background we customarily see with aprologue. Third, and because
we have an explicit statement, any suggestion that it may be a virtual preface is untenable. This
leaves us with the incipit, which�as Smith has characterized it�performs a fimcdon for which
1 : 1 seems ideally suited. In this case, 1 : 1 is to be understood as the heading (or kephalaion) of
Mark's prologue, and as such, it sets the essential agenda for the prologue.
Two main things can be said about the function of 1 : 1. First, it would appear as though
Mark has affixed a short, descriptive heading to his prologue, probably to indicate that the
"^'^
Smith, "Narrative Beginnings."
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prologue is meant to be read discretely from the Gospel proper. To demonstrate how this was
probably meant to work, I will call upon a contemporary illustration. Anyone familiar with the
Star Wars movies knows that each episode begins with an introductory prologue that scrolls
across the screen. I will use the original Star Wars movie (1977) as a case in point. The frinction
of that prologue is to situate this particular episode within the broader context of the saga.
It is a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, have won their
first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. During the battle. Rebel spies managed to
steal secret plans to the Empire's ultimate weapon, the DEATH STAR, an armored space
station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. Pursued by the Empire's sinister
agents. Princess Leia races home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy. ...^^^
This prologue inmiediately follows a short heading: "Episode IV: A New Hope." The narradve
of the prologue certainly alludes to "a new hope," but its primary fimction is to provide
necessary background information as to how this particular "hope" is "new."
This heading is distinct from the title of the whole movie, which is, of course, ''Star
Wars."" Formally, however, the "Episode IV" heading belongs to the prologue specifically
insofar as it is text that "crawls" across the screen with the prologue: it is part of the unit clearly
defined as the prologue. I make no attempt here to offer this illustradon as a perfect analogy with
what we see in Mark. I do, however, bring this to light to indicate that such a tactic makes sense
when an "episode" (such as Mark's narradon of the life and ministry of Jesus) fits within an epic
narradve whose past runs deep. Just as the idendfication of a "new" hope requires an explanation
ofwhat lies before, so too does the "beginning" of the gospel warrant a short explanation of the
events leading up to the gospel moment.
George Lucas, Star Wars, Episode IV: A New Hope (20th Century Fox, 1977).
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The second observation about the function of 1 : 1 follows fi-om Houston's depicdon of
cataloguing techniques in ancient libraries. Hengel specifies the kinds of circumstances that
would require a work such as Mark's to have some sort of dtle. Whether for reading Scripture as
part ofworship, or simply for identifying works in cormnunity libraries and book-chests, works
like Mark's�when brought into circulation within a public domain�required some sort of
idendfying label."^^^ For the Second Gospel, that label is 1:1. Only later was the superscripdon
KA TA MAFKONadded as a title of the whole work, most certainly to distinguish it from the
other Gospel accoimts.
Mark 1:2-8
The seven verses following the incipit feature John as the primary subject focus. The Isaian
citation in vv. 2-3 provides the prophetic expectation for John's role as messenger, the vivid
description of John's ministry in w. 4-6 conveys both the scope of his impact and the nature of
his office, and the discourse in vv. 7-8 conveys his relationship to the One to come. In this
passage, we are primarily interested in one critical matter: what explains Mark's attribution of
1:2 to Isaiah? Before undertaking this quesfion, though, we must first account for the formulaic
expression of KaGcjq y^YP^^f^'^^^''.
My efforts in Chapter 3 brought to view the rhetorically-saturated milieu in which Mark
likely lived and wrote. Central to the rhetorical practices of that day was the employment of
Hengel, Studies in Mark, 74-8 1 .
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intemal, artificial (or "artistic') proofs to substantiate claims. These proofs often (if not typically)
took the form of enthymemes which served to provide cause-and-effect relationships. By use of
enthymatic statements linked in logical succession, rhetors could "invent" or develop sustained
treatises for purposes of argumentation. The devices that connect these enthymatic statements are
typically the causal conjunctions ydp and otl."^^^
Mark's employment ofthe KaGcog y^Ypo'^^o'i' phrase is a significant indication that he is
deviating in some way fi"om standard practices of Greek rhetorical composidon. hi fact, nowhere
in Mark's prologue does either term, ydp or oil, appear; the first appearance of a causal
conjuncdon of any kind is not until 1 -.16^^^ His use of the just as it has been written formula
indicates that Mark is operating under a somewhat different set of rhetorical standards. His
appeal to a sacred text is an appeal to an extemal or inartificial proof, one that stands self-
evident, outside of and beyond the machinations of the rhetor. Emesto Grassi characterizes this
type of rhetoric (or, the rhetoric of "sacred language") as demonstrating a handftil of features: 1)
it is purely revelatory rather than demonstrative, pointing to tmth authoritatively rather than
inferentially; 2) it has an immediacy that lacks supporting rationale; 3) it ascribes to sensory
experiences new meaning through metaphorical interpretation and re-imagining; 4) what it
See G. K. Beale, Daniel Joseph Brendsel, and William A. Ross, An Interpretive Lexicon ofNew
Testament Greek: Analysis ofPrepositions, Adverbs, Particles, Relative Pronouns, and Conjunctions (Grand
Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan, 2014), 33, 75.
Although OTL does appear in 1 : 15, it is cleariy being used as a marker of discourse rather than in a causal
sense.
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asserts has an absolute claim to authority; and 5) its claims are atemporal. George Kennedy
refers to such a claim or doctrine that "is purely proclaimed and not couched in enthymemes" as
''radical Christian rhetoric [. . .] which is characteristic not only of some individual pericopes,
but of entire books as the Gospel ofMark.""^^^ Kennedy goes on to identify at least three ways in
which NT authors employ extemal, inartificial proofs to support their claims: citations of
Scripture, the evidence ofmiracles, and the naming of witnesses.
"^^"^
Mark's appeal to an Isaian citation explicidy points to a use of Scripture as an inartificial
proof for a claim. The claim here is that John's appearance in the wildemess is to be understood
in view of the Isaian prophecy. Although Mark is operating here within a radical Christian
rhetoric paradigm, such does not negate the possibility that he has more common Greco-Roman
rhetorical practices and/or tactics in mind, as well. What I mean to suggest here is that Mark
need not be understood as operating exclusively within one and only one paradigm; rather, we
must fully appreciate the eclectic dimension of his work and the way in which multiple rhetorical
influences are shaping that work.
This segues into our examination ofMark's attribution of 1:2 to Isaiah. Bearing in mind
that Grassi's third point above suggests that rhetoricians of sacred language have the freedom to
re-imagine sensory experiences, we must be careful to avoid projecting Westem (past and
Emesto Grassi, Rhetoric as Philosophy: The Humanist Tradition (University Park, Penn.: Pennsylvania
State University Press, 1980), 103-104; see also Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation,
6.
423 Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 1.
Ibid., 14.
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present) categories of expectation onto Mark's appropriation of Isaiah; or, to put it differently, to
expect Mark to appropriate an OT text verbatim may be an umealistic expectation.
This question ofMark's attribution of 1 :2 to Isaiah is a thorny one and deserves
significant attention. An error at this point will in all likelihood result in a major impact on our
destination. In the following sections, I will offer a survey of various proposed solutions along
with my own proposal. As my readers will see, my proposed solution will not only address the
issue ofMark's citation, but will also provide the basis for the larger question of this chapter:
how does Mark's prologue function?
Mark 1:2-3
Mark 1:2: A Survey ofProposals
O Apostle Peter, your son Mark, son in the Spirit not in the flesh, expert in spiritual
matters, has made a mistake here.^^^
In so many ways, this comment by Jerome conceming the seeming incongmence ofMark's
allusion to Isaiah and the composite nature of the citation captures the spirit and angst of its
interpretation throughout history. On the one hand are those who sheepishly apologize for the
"mistake," seeking altemative explanations for the phenomenon. The rationale is that Scripture,
as an inspired text, is inviolate to such quibbling. On the other are those who point to this
seeming "error" as yet another example of the human fallibility in Scripture writing. The task of
the interpreter, so goes the argument, is to distill from the written account either the larger
Kealy, A History of the Interpretation ofMark (through 19th Cent), 1:24.
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theological "truth" or the historical reality underlying the written text: a text undeniably smudged
by human fingerprints.
What is not particularly remarkable is the latter portion of the citation (Mark 1 :3), given
that each ofthe other three Gospel writers employs it as a means of identifying the nature and
role of John the Baptizer. What is noteworthy is the fact that Mark, while ascribing it to Isaiah,
appears to be drawing upon a passage foreign to Isaiah in Mark 1 :2. This issue has befliddled
scholars for millennia.
There is no lack ofproposed explanations for the issue, and the range of such
explanations is broad. I will briefly address six of these proposals, highlighting representative
voices to typify each. These consist of the following: 1) Mark made a mistake; 2) the first three
verses are not original to Mark's Gospel; 3) consistent with Jewish practices, the lead author
(here, Isaiah) was cited; 4) the text is a conflation ofmultiple texts; 5) the text represents typical
Jewish midrash; and, 6) the text reflects an underlying source of testimonia.
The first proposal assumes that the Gospel writer has made a mistake in his citation. As
far back as the dawn of the Middle Ages, we note Jerome's angst with regard to Mark's "error."
Jerome here represents one interpretive stance that sees this as a mistake on Mark's part, and one
which must somehow be explained or corrected. In the same vein, we noted in Chapter 2 a
textual tradition that seems to have attempted an emendation of the text itself to iron out the
wrinkle. Although this idea that Mark may have made a mistake is a plausible one perhaps, the
evidence nevertheless suggests that the essence (if not the exact words) ofMark 1 :2 can in fact
be found in Isaiah. This point will be made later.
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A second approach (and a clear minority view among scholarship) is the postulation that
Mark's opening verses as we have them today are not original to Mark, but are in fact
redacdonal/^^ J. K. Elliott argues that the original material ofMark 1 has been lost, and he
proposes an imaginative scheme whereby subsequent redactors have supplied, in various stages,
Mark's present opening/^^ This proposal, though certainly innovative, can be surmnarily
dismissed for the simple reason that it lacks evidence entirely. In fact, Elliott himself offers
evidence contrary to his own proposal by noting that, "[e]ven though our earliest Greek
manuscript witnesses ofMark are fourth century, versional and patristic evidence that vv. 1-3
428
were an integral part of copies ofMark's Gospel is firmly established for the preceding era."
He goes on to note that all "surviving texts ofMark's Gospel (excluding, of course, fragmentary
manuscripts) begin with 1:1; none begins at v. 4.""^^^ The grounds for his position are thinly
based on stylistic features of the Gospel, and the evidence he offers is of a type I would at best
describe as conjecture.
A third approach identifies a lead author of a composite citation, consistent with extant
Jewish practices. Robert Gundry proposes that Mark, although incorporating Mai 3: 1, is actually
ascribing it to Isaiah. He bases his position on a common rabbinical practice whereby one could
and would "quote various persons under one name if a similarity existed between the characters
^'^^ We have already covered the position ofCroy in this regard.
Elliott, "Mark 1:1-3."
Ibid., 586.
429 Ibid.
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or actions ofthe persons.""^^^ He then supports this on the basis of Z. H. Chajes' work, which
argues that the Rabbis adopted as standard practice the identifying of different persons by the
same name where and when similarities (good or ill) were noted in either their character or their
actions/^ ^ He further explains that the basis of rabbinic exegetical exposition was the praising of
the virtuous and the denigration of the wicked.
Gimdry attempts to establish Mark's tactic here as one consistent with rabbinic practices,
but such a move falters on at least four grounds. First, we have no evidence that Mark adopted
such rabbinic practices. Second, and an extension of the previous, such rabbinic practices likely
post-date the Markan composition. Third, there is no seeming praise/blame identification
between the text ofMark 1:2 and 1:3; rather, Isaiah and (perhaps) Malachi seem simply to serve
as instruments in the divine drama, rather than exemplars of character or virtue in their own
right. Fourth, it is not at all clear that Malachi is even in focus here. I will expound on this for a
moment.
New Testament scholars seem rather evenly divided as to whether Mark 1:2 is a direct
citation ofMai 3:1 or Exod 23:20. At this point, a textual exploration is in order. A first step is to
assess the plausibility of arguments that situate Mark 1 :2 alongside a Mai 3: l'^^^ or Exod 23:20"^^^
"^^^ Robert H. Gundry, Use of the Old Testament in St. Matthew's Gospel, NovT (Leiden: Brill, 1967), 125;
also see his Mark, 35.
Zevi Hirsch Chajes, The Student's Guide through the Talmud, trans. Jacob Shachter (London: East and
West Library, 1952), 172.
''^^
France, The Gospel ofMark, 63. It should be noted here that France and Marcus (see below) are listed as
merely illustrative of their respective positions.
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source. From a purely textual standpoint, one must ask what standard exists, if any, to identify a
given OT passage as the basis of a NT citadon. Said more practically, to what degree must a NT
citation comport with an OT text in order to establish the latter as the basis of the former? Must
the text be a verbatim appropriation? If not, what tolerance for divergence exists? Further, must a
text consist of a certain number ofwords or letters to warrant the allusion? Although such a
question may seem pedantic, it is in fact central to the definition of a "piece of scripture" capable
of "defiling the hands," at least according to John Barton.'^^'^ He maintains that a collateral text
string consisting of a number of letters less than a prescribed standard could be a coincidental
matter. According to Jewish interpretive tradition, in order to attain reliable correspondence
between passages, or to exist as a sepher, a text string must contain at least eighty-five letters.
With such, "there can scarcely be any doubt: the likelihood of that many words merely
coinciding accidentally with a passage of scripture is minimal.
""^^^ Interestingly, the text string
ofMark 1 :2 contains just sixty-four letters, only three-fourths of the quantity required to be
reliable as a definable text string under this rubric. Thus, it may simply be coincidental that these
two passages have such high comportment. Further, the correspondence ofMark 1:2 to Mai 3:1
is not one-to-one. Several differences exist between the Markan citation and the LXX text ofMai
3:1. The table below will illustrate the differences:
'^^^ Joel Marcus, Mark 1-8: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, AB 27 (New York:
Doubleday, 2000), 142.
'^^'^ John Barton, "What Is a Book?: Modem Exegesis and the Literary Conventions ofAncient Israel," in
Intertextuality in Ugarit and Israel (Leiden: Brill, 1998), 2.
435 Ibid.
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Mai 3:1 Mar 1:2
l6oi) l6oi)
(1)
6^aTT0OT6A.A,a) d-FT00T6XA.a) (2)
toy ayyekov |iou toy ayyeXov pou
TTpO tTpOOoSlTOU OOU (3)
Kal efTLpieilfeiaL bbbv ot; KaiaoKeuaoeL Tr\v bbov oou (4)
TTpO TTpOOCOTTOD pOU
Four features are noteworthy ifMark has appropriated Malachi. At (1), Mark has omitted
the explicit first-person personal pronoun. At (2), he has opted for a non-prefixed form of the
verb. At (3), he has repositioned the phrase. At (4), he has made a very generous emendation to
the text, although remaining within the essential contours of it. Thus, on the basis of the
relatively short text-string and the differences in the texts, one wonders ifMark is in fact
pointing to Mai 3:1 at all."^^^ Such doubts are especially well-placed when one likewise considers
the altemate view that Mark is not appropriating Malachi, but Exodus. Here again, however, we
encounter similar difficulties:
Exod 23:20 Mar 1 :2
Kal l6ou l6ou (1)
eycj:) (2)
dTTOOieA.A.G) aTTOOTeA-Ao)
xbv OLyy^Xbv pou xbv ayyekov pou
TTpO TTpOOCOTTOU |iOU fipO TTpOOCOITOU oou
OQ KaiaoKeudoeL xr\v bbov oou (3)
"^^^ Of course, it is entirely possible that Mark was so saturated with the OT that its text formed the warp-
and-woofofMark's narrative thought world. In such a case, it would be very difficult at times to differendate a
direct scriptural citation from a mere appropriation of or allusion to an older text.
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In this instance, the comportment is perhaps even greater than with Mai 3:1. Specifically,
I observe the following (and assuming a Markan appropriation of Exodus): at (1), Mark omits the
conjunction, but this may not bear high significance; at (2), Mark once again omits the explicit
first-person personal pronoun, but he does retain the same verb form as found in Exodus; at (3),
Mark has supplied a text-string that is alien to Exodus. On the basis of this analysis, then, it
seems premature to adopt a position like Gundry' s.
This brings us to a fourth option, and one closely related to the previous one: namely, that
Mark has conflated the text. In his commentary on Mark, Eugene Boring argues that the de facto
merging of both Malachi and Exodus is not an iimovation on Mark's part, but rather a
longstanding practice consistent with Jewish exegesis."*^^ In effect, Mark locates a series of texts
that, when stitched together, highlight a trajectory of divine intent and action. Beginning with
Exodus, we observe God's redemptive posture alongside his chosen people, effectively sending
Moses as God's agent to prepare a path in the wildemess for the Exodus. Malachi continues to
narrate God's posture through Malachi's oracle of 3: 1. A typological messengerwill indeed�
and again�prepare the way for God's people to experience liberation from captivity. The shape
of that messenger finds actualization in Elijah redivivus as John the Baptizer in Mark 1. Thus,
Mark is simply highlighting an ongoing thread of God's work on behalfof his people at various
mileposts along the way.
This proposal actually has much to commend it, specifically in that it avoids the trap of
necessitadng one OT text over another, and it remains faithfiil to the interpretive trajectory of
Boring, Mark, 35; for related concems, also see his "Mark 1:1-15."
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Mark's discourse. (I would especially note here the resonance such a theory would maintain with
Mark's deployment and placement ofthe parable of the wicked tenants in Mark 12.)
A fifth proposal is that Mark is operating in typical midrashic fashion. Although he does
not comment specifically on our passage under investigation, Michael Fishbane establishes a
basis for Jewish thought around two poles: biblical language and biblical speech.^^^ With regard
to language, he explains that the closed canon of Jewish Scripture essentially provides the
material background for the contextualization of God's word and will. In this way. Scripture
possesses the intrinsic potency (or, as Fishbane employs Saussure's terminology, langue) to
accommodate and adapt to any concrete historical situation through its kinetic properties (or
parole). In this way, generations of Jewish interpreters are able to enliven and re-animate the
word ofGod for any given context and occasion.
Whether or not such a premise is sustainable in Mark's case is debatable. We once again
have to assess the degree to which Mark was influenced by and operating under traditional
rabbinic or pre-rabbinic practices. This in itselfwill be a most difficult task. A distinctive feature
ofmidrashic exegesis in this sense is its artistry, and by that I mean something other than the
objectivity and empirical certainty ofmodem, Westem methods and epistemologies."^^^
Michael A. Fishbane, The Exegetical Imagination: On Jewish Thought and Theology (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1998), 9-21; see also Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1985), 18.
Maurice Casey is instructive here; see his Aramaic Sources ofMark's Gospel, SNTSMS 102
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998).
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This brings us to our sixth and final proposal. John Donahue and Daniel Harrington have
suggested that Mark is employing a parcel of a testimonia collection. '^'^^ Witherington/"^^
drawing on the work of C. H. Dodd/"^^ has made a similar suggestion. This hypothesis has its
origin in the pioneering work of Rendel Harris/"^^ who argued that evidence abounds in the NT in
support ofan uidmown collection of summary statements that circulated in the earliest Christian
periods. In effect, Harris argues, a common tradition among pre-Chrisdan Jewish interpreters
was to extract and re-formulate dense portions of Scripture that could then be deployed
apologetically in defense of Judaism. These nuggets flmctioned as a primer for Jewish thought
and practice and operated in a vein similar to creedal formulations. During the earliest part of the
Christian era (and preceding the writing of the NT manuscripts), the Church continued the
practice, only in this case in defense ofChristianity against Judaism. Harris argues that these
pieces were eventually collected and disseminated, thus providing the basis for much ofwhat is
common among various NT documents. He suggests that Mark 1:2 is evidence of such.
This view also has much to commend it. However, it seems that Harris in his particular
approach may be creating a scenario not on the basis of the actual evidence, but perhaps rather
Donahue and Harrington, Mark, 35, 61; see also Martin C. Albl, And Scripture Cannot Be Broken: The
Form and Function ofthe Early Christian Testimonia Collections, Supplements to Novum Testamentum (Leiden:
Brill, 1999).
Witherington III, The Gospel ofMark, 71.
^'^^ C. H. Dodd, According to the Scriptures: The Sub-Structure ofNew Testament Theology (London:
Nisbet, 1952), 28-60.
Harris and Burch, Testimonies, 1-20.
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on his desire to defend his high view of the received text tradition. He suggests that the error
inherent with Mark's 1:2 citation lies with a corrupt, pre-Markan testimonium. With regard to
this discrepancy between the Westem text type and the earliest codices (discussed in my second
chapter), he simply asserts that the "revised text is therefore wrong in fact but right in
tradidon.'"^'^'*
Language of ^^Dispatch " in Isaiah
We thus have before us at least six proposals to account for the phenomenon we see in Mark 1 :2,
and two or three of these proposals legitimately demonstrate explanatory power. At this point, it
would be easy to become derailed from our immediate task, which is to assess the function of the
unit defined by Mark 1 :2-8. While the matter of 1 :2 remains yet unsolved, I wonder if this is
really such a difficulty. In my view, the larger question is not how Mark came to equate the text-
string of 1 :2 to Isaiah, but whether or not the text-string of 1 :2 can be found in Isaiah. Perhaps an
appeal to a modem phenomenon might be of use.
If asked about the legal basis for America's separation of church and state, most of its
citizens would (I hope!) rightly point to the First Amendment to the Constitution. The problem is
this: nowhere in the First Amendment do the words church, state, or separation occur. The
relevant portion of the amendment reads as follows: "Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof" So how, then, can a
separation ofchurch and state be attributed to the First Amendment of the Constitution? We
Ibid., 22.
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seem to have two poles: that of the historical Bill ofRights, and that of today's understanding of
those Rights. Between the two poles lies a precipitating event, namely the judicial decision
rendered in regard to Everson v. Board ofEducation (1947) in which Supreme Court justices
interpreted the First Amendment so as to effect a "wall of separation" between government and
religion. This explains the matter and fdls the gap. Absent such an explanation, however, one
unfamiliar with the American process could be truly confounded by the phenomenon.
I think in the same way we are confounded by Mark's move in 1 :2. We have the textual
reality of Isaiah at one pole, and we have Mark's rendering of it at the other. We seem to be
missing the middle. What explains the process by which Isaiah's that became Mark's thisl
Unfortunately, we simply cannot answer that at present. What we can answer, though, is a
question regarding the conceptual relationship between Mark 1:2 and Isaiah. Can the substance
of 1:2 be found there? I think it indeed can. Unlike the example of the First Amendment (in
which none of the words separation, church, or state can be found in connection to religion and
government), the actual words ofMark 1:2 will be our heuristic guide.
The first word of note in the Mark 1 :2 citation is d-irooielA-CL), and this word arguably sets
the agenda for the citation. In Isaiah, the word and its cognate e^airooTeA.A.co are well attested,
occurring thirty times. As with Mark 1:2, a number of these instances feature the Lord as the
sending agent.
"^"^^ In every single instance where the Lord also appears as the first-person subject
ofthe verb, the verb occurs in the future tense,"^"^^ foretelling judgment on the wicked or
'"�^ Isa 6:6, 8 (Z)w); 9:8; 10:6, 16; 16:1; 19:20; 43:14; 48:16; 61:1. On ?/je LorJ as the sending agent ofMark
1:2, see below.
Isa 6:8; 10:6; 16:1; 43:14.
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vindication to the oppressed. A number of the passages resonate strongly with Mark 1:2. For
example, Isa 19:20 conveys the idea that the Lord will send someone to save his people through
an act of divine justice. Isaiah 48: 16 likewise conveys the nodon that the Lord has sent Isaiah (in
the Spirit ofthe Lord) to proclaim good news to the afflicted. This not only provides a direct
point of contact with the good news ofMark 1:1, but also underscores the pneumatological
kinship between holders of the prophetic office. Perhaps nowhere else, however, do we find a
stronger parallel between Mark 1 :2 and Isaiah than in Isa 6:8.
xiva dfTOOTeLlo) Kal tlc; TTopeuoeiai
TTpog toy A,a6v toOtov Kal elira l6ou
elpi eyw aTTOoieLA-oy pe (Isa 6:8)
l6ou diTOOTeA,A,co xov a.yy^X6v pou irpo
TTpOOCOTTOU OOU, og KaiaaKeuficoeL ir\v
bbov oou- (Mar 1:2)
Several things are worth mentioning about this text. First, Isa 6:8 can arguably be read as
part of a programmatic passage for Isaiah. It not only represents the account of Isaiah's
commissioning, but also represents the first time God speaks in Isaiah.
"^"^^ It is depicted as a call
narrative, and positioned at the end of Isaiah's initial oracle in chs. 1-5 (which, for John Oswalt,
fimction as an introduction).
"^"^^
Second, the co-text shows strong affinities with Mark's Gospel as
a whole and the Markan prologue in particular. Isaiah 6:7 tells of the purificadon of Isaiah's lips
so as to prepare him for service as an agent ofGod. The act has the effect of pardoning Isaiah's
lawlessness and cleansing his sins. This is strongly suggestive of the baptizing ministry of John,
447 Oswalt, Isaiah 1-39, 185.
Ibid., 54. It is interesdng not only that Mark's opening verse ("The beginning of the good news of Jesus
Christ, son ofGod") closely parallels that of Isaiah ("The vision of Isaiah, son ofAmoz"), but also that Isaiah
features a first-person call narrative following his prologue, as does Mark (assuming that the call narrative in Mark
comes from a first-person Petrine source).
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which specifically involved John proclaiming a bapdsm of repentance leading to the pardoning
of sins. Isaiah 6:9-10 describes the inability of the people to see and hear, to perceive and
understand�a significant theme in Mark (e.g., 4:1 1-12; 8:17-18).
In sum, then, the following aspects can be found in both Mark 1:2 and Isa 6:8: 1) the
Lord as a first person, sending agent; 2) the enlistment of a human subject as the bearer of the
message; 3) the necessity of remission of sin as preparation either for service to or reception of
the Lord; and 4) the subsequent refusal of (some of) the people to receive the Lord. If one
follows to its logical conclusion each narrative event, then the passion narrative ofMark 14-15
falls into alignment with the Suffering Servant motif of Isa 52-53. Although there is far fi-om a
one-to-one correspondence between the two passages, the conceptual framework is nevertheless
evident.
While it may seem singularly unsatisfying to some to leave the issue umesolved, it
remains the case that Mark has, for whatever reason, attributed both parts ofthe citation to
Isaiah. The first part of the citation resembles Mai 3: 1, but it is not a perfect match; if it is
Malachi, it has been modified by Mark (or a tradition standing between Malachi and Mark). In
the same way, Mark 1 :2 resembles Exod 23:20, but here again, it appears to be re-touched.
I have just attempted to demonstrate that the substance ofMark 1:2 can in fact be found
in Isaiah, in spirit ifnot in letter. However, one more stone deserves to be turned. As indicated,
Isaiah contains a large number of instances in which the Lord dispatches a representative either
to rebuke the wicked or to vindicate the oppressed. These occurrences dot the Isaian landscape,
begiiming with Isaiah's call in ch. 6,
Then flew one of the seraphim to me, having in his hand a burning coal which he had
taken with tongs from the altar. And he touched my mouth, and said: "Behold, this has
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touched your lips; your guilt is taken away, and your sin forgiven." And I heard the voice
ofthe Lord saying, "Whom shall I send, and who will go for us?" Then I said, "Here am
I! Send me." And he said, "Go, and say to this people: 'Hear and hear, but do not
understand; see and see, but do not perceive.' Make the heart of this people fat, and their
ears heavy, and shut their eyes; lest they see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and
understand with their hearts, and tum and be healed." (Isa 6:6-10)
and culminating in ch. 61,
The Spirit ofthe Lord GOD is upon me, because the LORD has anointed me to bring good
tidings to the afflicted; he has sent me to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to
the captives, and the opening of the prison to those who are bound; to proclaim the year
ofthe lord's favor, and the day of vengeance of our God; to comfort all who moum; to
grant to those who moum in Zion�to give them a garland instead of ashes, the oil of
gladness instead ofmouming, the mantle ofpraise instead of a faint spirit; that they may
be called oaks of righteousness, the planting of the LORD, that he may be glorified. (Isa
61:1-3)
With the exception of chs. 36-39 in which a number of instances of dispatch are indicated with
respect to diplomatic correspondence between kings, military commanders, and Isaiah himself,
language of divine dispatch punctuates the Isaian corpus with regularity; indeed, sending
language is depicted prominently in each of the three Isaian movements of chs. 1-39, 40-55, and
56-66.
That dispatch language can be found throughout Isaiah, and in prominent positions, is a
clue with regard to Mark's modus operandi. Another clue can be found at the end of the Markan
prologue. Just as the last page of a mystery novel often holds the interpretive key to the entire
plot, I suggest that the last verse of the prologue holds the key to understanding Mark's work in
1:2.
Ipsissima Vox or Verba ofJesus?
As I have previously argued, 1: 14-15 appears to be the climax ofMark's opening unit, both in
terms ofthe way it is stmctured and the content of Jesus' proclamation. The end of the beginning
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is the arrest of John and the inidal summary proclamation of Jesus in 1:14-15. An important
question emerges at this point, however: are the words of Jesus in v. 15 the actual words of
Jesusl Said differently, does Mark 1:15 quote Jesus ipsissima verba ("in the very words") of
Jesus, or does the quote come ipsissima vox ("in the very voice") of Jesus? Clearly, Jesus had
more to say during his Galilean ministry than merely what is reported in 1: 15. Mark appears to
have distilled the words of Jesus. However, to even suggest this possibility invites a possible
firestorm of controversy, as has been seen in recent years among members of the Evangelical
Theological Society (ETS)."^"^^ Maintaining a high commitment to scriptural inerrancy, some ETS
members hold a very narrow view of ipsissima vox,^^^ arguing that the "red letters" of the Bible
are in fact the very words of Jesus, and only under certain circumstances (non-red letters) do the
words come to us via paraphrase.
"^^^ Other ETS members embrace a broader view, suggesting
that at various points we have the gist or essence of Jesus' words, but not necessarily the exact
words he used."^^^ Much more could be said on this matter, but it will suffice to characterize the
For a brief overview of the "firestorm," see Grant R. Osbome, "Historical Criticism: A BriefResponse
to Robert Thomas's 'Other View,'" JETS, no. 43 (2000): 1 13-17.
^^'^ The view is so narrow as to really be an ipsissima verba view.
Donald E. Green, "Evangelicals and Ipsissima Vox," Master's Seminary Journal 12, no. 1 (2001): 49-
68; Robert N. Wilkin, "Toward a Narrow View of Ipsissima Vox," Journal of the Grace Evangelical Society, N.p.,
n.d., http://www.faithalone.org/joumal/2001i/wilkin.html; Robert L. Thomas, "Historical Criticism and the
Evangelical: Another View," JETS 43, no. 1 (2000): 97-1 1 1 .
Grant R. Osbome, "Historical Criticism and the Evangelical," JETS 42, no. 2 (1999): 193-210; see also
Daniel B. Wallace, "An Apologia for a Broad View of Ipsissima Vox" (presented at the Evangelical Theological
Society, Danvers, Mass., 1999), to whom I owe a debt of gratitude for sharing his manuscript with me.
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issue using Darrell Bock's rhetoric of "live, jive or Memorex?"'^^^ Writing for a popular
audience, Bock lays the issue out this way. Some view the words of Jesus in the NT as
"Memorex" "^^"^ in that they reproduce, in transcript fashion, the exact words uttered by the mouth
of Jesus. Thus, the words as we have them in the NT go back direcdy to Jesus himself. On the
other hand, others presume that much of the NT discourse conceming Jesus' speech is
reproduced through and conditioned by oral tradition. Thus, what we observe in the NT in many
cases are approximations or theologized recensions of Jesus' words. The Jesus Seminar is noted
for embracing such a view. Bock dubs this the "jive" view.
Altematively, he makes a case for a "live" view, maintaining that there is in fact some
degree of latitude in the NT between what Jesus actually said and what can be reasonably and
reliably conferred through the NT authors' paraphrases. Bock characterizes the perspective in this
way:
Each Evangelist retells the living and powerfiil words of Jesus in a fresh way for his
readers, while faithfrilly and accurately presenting the "gist" ofwhat Jesus said. I call this
approach one that recognizes the Jesus tradition as "live" in its dynamic and quality. We
clearly hear Jesus, but we must be aware that there is summary and emphasis in the
complementary portraits that each Evangelist gives to the founder of the faith.
"^^^
For Bock, maintaining a broader view of ipsissma vox allows the reader to not only navigate
what would otherwise seem to be contradictions in the various reports of Jesus' words, but also
Darrell L. Bock, "The Words of Jesus in the Gospels: Live, Jive, or Memorex?" in Jesus Under Fire:
Modern Scholarship Reinvents the Historical Jesus (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan, 1995), 73-99.
^^'^ Memorex is a trade name for a company noted in the latter part of the twentieth century for producing
audio and video recording media (such as cassettes and data/audio discs). One of the chiefmarketing slogans was,
"Is it live, or is it Memorex?"
Bock, "Live, Jive or Memorex," 77.
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invites the reader into the theological thought world of the writers and the messages they
proclaim.
Moving beyond the mere words, however, results in a more broad-banded approach that
"considers the way an author acknowledged dependence on an earlier author or text in a kind of
literary imitation, in order to redeploy and recontextualize the older work.""^^^ The output of this
approach is to be distinguished from iimer-biblical exegesis. In my treatment of Fishbane's
methodology earlier in this work, I referenced his inner-biblical exegesis approach, noting it as
serving the needs of typical Jewish midrash. What should be noted here is that such an approach
relies ultimately upon lemmatic specifics (particular words re-deployed by subsequent authors of
Scripture).
Mimesis (or imitatio), by contrast, is a prograimnatic undertaking that has as its raw
material not a variety of lemmatic specifics, but rather an individual worthy of emulation. Bill
Arnold suggests that the net gain of such a mimetic approach (over against a purely iimer-
biblical exegesis approach) lies in its great valuation of the "prized tradition of the older text,"
while simultaneously passing on the tradition to new interpretive communities and contexts. He
summarizes this via media in this way:
Deuteronomy is certainly not a fraud�^pious or irreligious�^but rather the result of
ancient Israel's method for an evolving traditio while respecting the traditum of the great
lawgiver. And in this way too, the reader avoids the impasse between fideism and
skepticism, because one's reading embraces both the figure ofMoses and the result of
� � 457
critical investigation.
Bill T. Arnold, "Deuteronomy as the Ipsissima Vox ofMoses," Journal ofTheological Interpretation 4,
no. 1 (2010): 71.
Ibid., 74.
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The challenge in applying this theory to Mark 1:2 is this: given the large periods of time for such
a process to unfold, it is unlikely that Isaiah would have come to the Markan shape within the
available space of time.
A more recent exploration of the issue comes to us from Richard Hays in a practice he calls,
"reading backwards.""^^^ Perhaps Mark is not the careless secretary that Jerome originally
supposed. Perhaps instead he is operating fully within the range of accepted interpredve practices
of his day. Hays' perspective on "reading backwards" presupposes that,
all four canonical Gospels are deeply embedded in a symbolic world shaped by the Old
Testament�or, to put the point in a modem critical idiom, that their "encyclopedia of
production" is constituted in large measure by Israel's Scripture. (This does not mean that
the symbolic world ofGreco-Roman pagan antiquity is insignificant for the Gospels, but
that it is secondary; the Evangelists' constmctive Christological affirmations are derived
chiefly fi-om hermeneutical appropriation and transformation of Israel's sacred texts and
traditions.)"^^^
In effect, the OT storied world becomes the framework by which Mark's world is both
understood and re-shaped.
"^^^
Figural reading seeks to identify meaningfiil points of contact
between the present and the past, to make sense of the now by appropriating the then, and to re-
signify history in light of contemporary realides. Hays draws fi-om and builds upon the work of
Erich Auerbach on figural reading, who offers this definition:
Richard B. Hays, Reading Backwards: Figural Christology and the Fourfold Gospel Witness (Waco,
Tex.: Baylor University Press, 2014).
459 Ibid., xii.
On figural reading as a community forming enterprise, see John David Dawson, Christian Figural
Reading and the Fashioning ofIdentity (Berkeley, Calif: University of Califomia Press, 2002).
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Figural interpretation establishes a connection between two events or persons in such a
way that the first signifies not only itself but also the second, while the second involves
or fulfills the first. The two poles of a figure are separated in time, but both, being real
events or persons, are within temporality. They are both contained in the flowing stream
which is historical life, and only the comprehension, the intellectus spiritualis, of their
interdependence is a spiritual act."^^^
Mark 1:2-3 as Sammelbericht
Having returned to Mark 1:15 and applied these understandings to the climactic proclamation of
Jesus in the Markan prologue, it is clear that Mark has put forward the proclamation ipsissima
vox of Jesus rather than ipsissima verba, for as I indicated previously Jesus certainly had more to
say than what is indicated in 1:15. Mark has condensed the actual words of Jesus into an
essential, summarizing statement that serves to programmatize Jesus' ministry and message. At
least three indications confirm this. First, when Jesus speaks in 1 : 15, we note that there is no
audience or object ofhis address. All we can know is that he made the statement while
transitioning into Galilee. The absence of an addressee lends the statement much more of a
generalizing than a particularizing quality.
"^^^
Second, the quotation is a content clause for the
participle A-eycov. The present tense form of the participle broadens the bandwidth of the verbal
aspect to lend the word a more generalizing quality. The present tense participle Kqpuoocov also
appears and is compounded with Xeycov, further underscoring the intemal, "open-ended"
'^^^ Erich Auerbach, Mimesis: The Representation ofReality in Western Literature, Princeton Paperbacks
124 (Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1968), 73.
It is not at all apparent to me how Mary Ann Tolbert concludes that "Jesus speaks to other characters" in
1 : 14-1 5, for no such characters are indicated. The first instance of direct address does not come until 1:17 where a
dadve pronoun is employed. See her Sowing the Gospel, 116.
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dimension ofthe participles. Third, this precise language occurs nowhere else in the Gospels,
except for a possible point of contact with Matt 3: 1 and 4: 17.
Mark 1:15 "The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom ofGod is at hand; repent, and believe in the
gospel."
Matt 3:1 "Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand." (words of John the Baptist)
Matt 4: 17 "Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand." (words of Jesus)
The notion of summarizing material has been raised with regard to Mark, most notably by C. H.
Dodd, who argues that Mark's work consists of "short generalizing summaries {Sammelberichte)
that punctuate the narrative, help the transition from one pericope to another, and remind the
reader that the particular incidents narrated in detail are episodes in a widely extended
ministry. ""^^^ These Sammelberichte are recognizable on the basis of their differences with
traditional pericopae. The Sammelberichte are less concrete and particular. They are not
grounded in an exclusive time-and-space moment. They tend to have a higher fi-equency of verbs
in the imperfect tense. They also serve a linking function between pericopae (Dodd specifically
identifies Mark 1:14-15 as a Sammelbericht). John Donahue notes that these literary devices,
characterized by their ability to "recapitulate the preceding section and anticipate what is to
come," constitute "major devices both in the theology and structure of the Gospel [ofMark]. ""^^^
Dodd, "Framework," 396; the speech summaries in the second and fourth chapters ofActs are
prominent examples.
Ibid., 398.
'^^^ John R. Donahue, "Jesus as the Parable ofGod in the Gospel ofMark," Interpretation 32, no. 4 (1978):
384.
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Vincent Taylor even goes so far as to say that 1 : 14-15 is one of the most significant summaries
in Mark.^^^
Applying these criteria to 1:14-15, we note that all are satisfied: no concrete location is
given (compare the particularity of "passing along the Sea of Galilee" in 1:16); no concrete time
is given (we are simply told that Jesus goes into Galilee sometime "after the arrest of John"); the
verb r\XQev in 1 : 14 is qualified by two present tense participles ("proclaiming" and "saying"); and
the passage serves a transitional ftmction.
"^^^
Although the imperfect tense does not appear in
these two verses, what is more important is the presence of the intemal verbal aspect commonly
associated with the imperfect tense. As mentioned above, the intemal aspect is central to the
present tense participles. Dodd's third criterion would thus be better stated by including the
present tense along with the imperfect tense, or better yet, by simply referring to verbs that
convey intemal aspect (including periphrastic participial constmctions; see Mark 1:6, 13).
We thus see that Mark 1: 14-15 not only satisfies Dodd's criteria for a Sammelbericht, but
also includes within it a statement ipsissima vox of Jesus."^^^ However, the final verses ofthe
prologue are not the only instance in which a Sammelbericht with an ipsissima vox statement
appears. In light ofDodd's criteria and the seeming stmctural simdarides between 1:14-15 and
Taylor, The Gospel According to St Mark, 85.
On the transitional nature of 1 : 14-1 5, see R. H Lightfoot, The GospelMessage ofSt Mark (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1950), 20; Hedrick, "Summary Statements," 3; Kingsbury, The Christology ofMark, 72; Marcus,
Mark, 174; and Lambrecht, "John and Jesus in Mark," 361.
''^^ That Jesus most likely spoke in Aramaic only strengthens the case for an ipsissima vox understanding of
1:15, and in fact, for most of his speech in the Gospels.
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1 :7-8, could the suggesdon that Mark 1 :7-8 is a Sammelbericht alongside 1:1-15 withstand
scrutiny? Here again, we lack an explicitly identified audience, the content clause is introduced
exactly as Jesus' words are (by means of the participle A^eycoy), and the text string is unique to
Mark (cf. Matt 4:11 and Luke 3 : 1 6 in their variance). At each point, the form and content of 1 :7-
8 distill John's message to its essence, convey a general rather than a particular quality, and
transition material from what precedes to what follows.
This suggestion may hold the key to understanding the nature not just of the ipsissima
vox of John in 1:7-8 and Jesus in 1:15, but perhaps Isaiah, as well, in 1:2-3. Ifwe assume that
Mark has in fact created a summarization of Jesus' words (effectively fiinctioning as a climax to
the prologue and serving as a strategic passage for anticipating the material that follows), then
we can begin to see how an ipsissima vox rendering serves the rhetorical needs of a writer by
distilling a message to its essence for purposes of fulfillment and anticipation. Further, it would
not be at all beyond reason to assume that Mark has made the same rhetorical move with regard
to the words of John at 1:7-8, also for purposes of frilfillment and anticipation.
Having just suggested that the words of John at Mark 1 :7-8 are delivered ipsissima vox of
John, and that the words of Jesus at Mark 1:15 are delivered ipsissima vox of Jesus,"^^^ we can
actually look at the beginning of the prologue with its culmination (1 : 15) in view. As we saw in
the literary stmcture of 1 : 1-15, an inclusio brackets the text. Verses 2-3 are the opening stanza,
"�^^ Mark 1:7 essentially reads, "and [John] was proclaiming, saying that...," while 1:14-15 reads "Jesus
went into Galilee proclaiming and saying that...."
^'^^ Santiago Guijarro identifies this parallelism between John and Jesus as a literary diptych. This device
then becomes for him a constituitive device in forming the prologue as a status transformation ritual. See "Why
Does the Gospel," 28, 34; see also Klauck, Vorspiel im Himmel?, 33.
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vv. 14-15 are the closing stanza, and vv. 7-8 (specifically realized by k^aTizloQr] in 1:9) likely
serve as a transitional, or crucial, stanza. If this is the case (as I have attempted to demonstrate),
then it follows that Mark 1:2-3 may likely be given ipsissima vox of Isaiah. Such an assumption
would explain the minor textual differences between the GNT and the LXX at 1 :3:
Mar 1:3 (1)0)vf]
pocjytog
ev IT] epriiico eiOLptxoaie
Ti]v bbbv KupLOu
euGeCag TroLeXie
XOLQ TpLpOUg
auTOu
Isa 40:3 (1)0)vf]
pocovTog
ev IT] epripcp etOLpocoaie
TT)y 666y KupLOu
euGeiag TroLeXie
XOLQ iptpoug
TOU 9eo0
f|p(Sv
This may provide the necessary clue in understanding what Mark is doing in 1:2. It also helps to
explain what may be happening in 1:3 with respect to the change from Isa 40:3 (which reads in
part, "make straight the highways ofour God") to Mark's "make straight his highways. "'^^^ Mark
has already demonstrated his tendency to summarize larger swaths of narrative material and to
distill them into generalizing statements ipsissima vox of a character within his narrative. I
suggest that he is doing the exact same thing in Mark 1 :2-3. He has encapsulated the whole of
the Isaian message and re-contextualized it for the purpose of introducing John as the forerunner
of Jesus. Mark 1:2-3 can thus be read as a Sammelbericht ipsissima vox of Isaiah.
What is most striking (and even perplexing to many) is the way 1:2 evokes either Exod
23:20, Mai 3: 1, or both. Is there a strategic purpose behind this? This issue relates to one of our
implicadons for further study in my final chapter. For now, however, we can simply surmise that
Mark has committed no error in 1 :2. Instead, he has appropriated the message of Isaiah and
disdlled it into a summary statement conveyed in the voice of Isaiah. How he did it will remain
^''^ Tolbert's suggestion that Mark's change was to create a rhyme with the genitive endings of 1 : 1 seems
unlikely. See Sowing the Gospel, 111, 245.
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open to debate, but as I have demonstrated, there are a number of plausible explanations. The
real issue is that he did it, and did so in ways that are consistent with the essential message of
Isaiah. The rhetorical effect of this carefully crafted citation is to provide an inartificial proof by
means of an appeal to Scripture. The circumstance for which the Isaian citation is proof
constitutes the next topic.
Mark 1:4-8
As stated earlier, Mark 1:1 is an incipit standing over the prologue, the ftmction ofwhich is to set
the agenda for the prologue. We have in the incipit an imbedded, partial clue with regard to the
closure of the prologue, and that clue is the twice-mentioned gooJ news in 1:14-15. Two
characters are introduced in the incipit: 0e6g (which I am taking as original to the text ofMark's
opening), and his Anointed Son, Jesus.'*^^ The "transcendent, offstage""^^^ conversation in 1 :2-3
is thus between these two characters, and the topic of the conversation is the messenger. This
messenger, as we immediately learn, is John."^^"^
"^^^ There is arguably a third character introduced in the incipit: that of John as the messenger. BDAG lists
as a possible lexical sense for dpxri, "one with whom a process begins," 1153.2. See Gen 49:3; Col 1:18; Rev 3:14;
21:6; 22:13.
^'^^
Boring, Mark, 33.
Tolbert attempts to identify Jesus as the messenger rather than John, but to do so she must make a very
questionable methodological commitment to discount the Synoptic evidence, and to entirely ignore the Johannine
evidence in which the Baptizer explicitly idendfies himself as the voice crying in the wildemess (John 1 :23). See
Sowing the Gospel, 239^3; Brian Incigneri attempts to defend Tolbert's position by claiming that her opponents
have not adequately responded to her objections to the traditional reading. His citing of "opponents," however, is
limited to two; see his The Gospel to the Romans, 256; this seems hardly representative of what Tolbert herself
refers to as the consensus of scholars who "have almost universally understood the Isaiah quotation in Mark 1 :2-3 to
refer to John the Baptist alone," Sowing the Gospel, 240.
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The points of contact between 1 :4 and 1 :2-3 are sohd. As a messenger sent by God and a
voice crying in the wildemess, John appears in the wildemess proclaiming a message of
preparation in the form of baptism. His ministry of baptism is in preparation for the personal
appearing ofthe Lord, and such preparation requires confession and baptism for the remission of
sins. The Coming One before whose presence John appears is mightier than John, particularly
evidenced by his baptism with Holy Spirit, in contrast to John's baptism ofwater.
In addition to the KaGcog yeypan-nmi formula in 1:2, the inclusive scope of the crowds in
1:5 who tum out for John's baptism constitutes a second rhetorical proof: the naming of
witnesses. What is of interest about this circumstance is the scope of the witnesses: all the
Judean countryside and all the Jemsalemites�too many, in fact, to be named. Thus, John's
baptizing ministry took place in full view of the public, a public who would have implicitly
accepted the authority of John presumably on the basis of a common understanding that John
was fiilfilling the role of the voice in Isa 40:3. The vivid description of John's attire and diet
fiirther locates him within the prophetic tradition, especially in terms of 2 Kings 1:8, but perhaps
also of Zech 13:4. The use of kyevexo to introduce John gives the impression that John appears
almost as if from thin air. Unlike Jesus, who is said to have come from Galilee, John simply
"happens." Although it is a speculative point, it may be the case�especially in view of the
strong cormection with Elijah�that Mark may bring John onto the stage in this mysterious way
to provide continuity with Elijah's being caught up into heaven in 2 Kings 2:11; whereas the
Elijah narrative ends with a divine (iw-appearance, the John narrative begins with a divine re
appearance, perhaps as Elijah redivivus.
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The episode ofthe Baptizer concludes with his proclamation and anticipation of the
Commg One. Here, we note that, like the opening and closing verses of the prologue in 1 :2-3 and
1:14-15, John's message and ministry are summarized by means of a Sammelbericht conveyed
ipsissima vox of John. The statement lacks concrete particularity, it exhibits a high concentration
of verbs with intemal aspect (especially if one includes 1:5-6 as part ofMark's summarizadon of
John's ministry), and it transitions in explicit ways; whereas John has up to this point baptized
with water, Jesus will�moving forward�baptize with Holy Spirit. John's direct discourse, as
with 1:2-3 and 1:14-15, serves to programmatize his ministry in condensed form.
The text ofMark 1:2-8 thus exhibits a thread of continuity from the prophetic office of
Isaiah (and arguably Elijah, Zechariah, and others) to and inclusive of John. Further, Jesus is
implicated in that lineage insofar as he is brought to bear by synkrisis with John. The result for
Mark's listening audience is a presentation that is grounded in two important matters: 1) the
authority of the written and spoken word as conveyed through Scripture and the prophetic office
(now at work in their recent past); and 2) the potentially corroborating testimonies of a throng of
witnesses.
Mark 1:9-15
Mark 1:2-8 reflects a transition in focus from Isaiah to John. However, we must note that the
shift is not a linear shift in a scene-yb/Zowmg-a-scene maimer; rather, the John episode is better
understood to exist as a scene-wzY/im-a-scene, for it occurs in logical continuity with and
fiilfillment ofthe prophecy of Isaiah. The next unit reflects a shift in focus from John to Jesus.
However, we must note again that the shift is not a linear shift in a scene-/o//owmg-a-scene
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manner; rather, the Jesus episode is also better understood to exist as a scene-wzY/zm-a-scene. The
identification ofthe episode as taking place in those days (1:9) locates the episode within a
narrower bandwidth of narradon, but still within the broader context of John's bapdzing
ministry. The Jesus scene is a sub-scene of the larger John scene. Note that John is still on hand
and an active participant; John is in fact the explicit agent of Jesus' bapdsm in 1:9-1 1. Jesus'
wildemess experience parallels that of John in many ways, and the Jesus sub-scene concludes
simultaneously with the larger John scene�when John's arrest is effected. The relationship
between the three nodes of Isaiah, John, and Jesus can be depicted in this way:
The Nested Nature of the Scenes in Mark's Prologue
The baptismal scene features a fourth (third in sequence) unit of direct discourse for
consideration (1:11). This discourse provides the content of the supematural manifestation of a
voice speaking from the separated heavens as Jesus�coming up out of the water�meets the
Spirit�coming down from the sky. The voice declares its pleasure in Jesus in 1:11.
Witherington (among others) has suggested that the scene is consistent with visionary
experiences, and that "the voice from heaven speaks only to Jesus. This is a private experience
and revelation (compare Matt. 3:16-17). It is only Jesus who is said to see the Spirit coming
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down." Witherington rightly notes the difference between Mark's account (featuring a second-
person address to Jesus) and that ofMatthew (featuring a third-person address about Jesus). He
fiirther notes parallels between the theophany ofMark 1 : 10-1 1 and the visionary experience of
John on the island of Patmos in Rev 1, specifically with regard to the embodying presence of the
Spirit, a sound of a great voice, and a vision offered in graphic detail. In sum, he maintains, this
scene has the makings of an apocalyptic moment. "^^^
As we know, the baptismal scene ends abruptly with Jesus being compelled into the
wildemess by the Spirit. Like the wildemess scene in 1:5-6, 1:12-13 is rich with ekphrasis: the
Spirit compels {kvi^cLXXei, intemal aspect) Jesus into the wildemess; Jesus was (fjy, intemal
aspect) in the wildemess forty days; he was being tempted (freLpaCopeyoc;, intemal aspect) by the
Adversary; he was (fjv, intemal aspect) with the wild animals; and the angels were ministering
(SiriKovouv, intemal aspect) to him. The presence of the Adversary suggests a third stream of
thought with regard to the legitimation of Jesus: while the Baptizer authorizes Jesus within an
earthly tradition, and while the divine voice legitmates Jesus from a heavenly perspective, the
presence of the Adversary as an agent of tempting or testing serves to underscore that even the
imderworld must acknowledge that this is no ordinary agent ofGod.
"^^^ Witherington III, The Gospel ofMark, 74.
"^^^ Taylor observes that, "The rending of the heavens is a common feature of apocalyptic thought, the
underlying idea being that of a fixed separation of heaven from earth only to be broken in special circumstances.
(Cf Apoc. Bar. xxii. 1, Test. Levi ii. 6, v. 1, xviii. 6, Test. Jud. xxiv. 2, and in the NT Jn. i. 51, Ac. vii. 56, Apoc. iv.
1, xi. 19, xix. 11.) That the idea is old is shown by Isa. Ixiv. 1" Taylor, The Gospel According to St. Mark, 160.
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The vivid descripdon of 1:5-6 and 1:10-13 deserves further attendon. As mendoned in
Chapter 3, such descriptions are catalogued as ekphrasis in the progymnasmata. Bruehler
suggests about Luke's depiction ofthe baptism of Jesus that Mark
sets the scene by stating that many others were being baptized. Jesus was then baptized
and while praying "the heavens opened" and the Holy Spirit descended on him "in bodily
form like a dove." Then a clear voice (another aural element) speaks from heaven
affirming Jesus as God's son. The vivid visual (and aural) details of this scene help to
persuade the audience that God approves of and is actively involved in the ministry of
Jesus."^^^
Although there are subtle differences in the accounts ofMark and Luke, the inclusion of such
graphic detail as the heavens being opened, the descent of the Spirit, and the voice coming from
the heavens are in common. What is ofparticular interest, as Bruehler notes, is that no such
instances of ekprhastic material appear in Q; all occurrences are from either the Markan tradition
or Luke's special source.
What we observe with regard to ekphrasis in Mark 1 is foimd in part in copular
statements and periphrastic constructions. In 1:5-6 and 1:10:13, we observe the following:
Verse Subject Copula Predication
1:6 John was wearing
1:6 (John) (was) eating
1:13 (Jesus) was in the wildemess
1:13 (Jesus) (was) being tempted
1:13 (Jesus) was with the wild animals
Bruehler, "Ekphrasis," 14.
Ibid., 9, n. 21.
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We also observe, as already noted, a number of intemal aspect verbs that give the narrative a
dramatic or descriptive hue:"^^^
Verse Subject Progressive/Descriptive Verb Verbal Identification
1 5 crowds were going out Imperfect Tense
1 5 (crowds) were being baptized Imperfect Tense
1 5 (crowds) (while) confessing Present Participle
1 -^480 (John) was proclaiming Imperfect Tense
1 10 (Jesus) (while) coming up Present Participle
1 10 heavens (while) being opened Present Participle
1 10 Spirit (while) coming down Present Participle
1 13 angels were serving Imperfect Tense
We can fiirther note a number of graphic visual and aural elements, elements without which the
narrative would still move forward (although with irmneasurably less impact):
Verse Subject
1:5 all, in the Jordan River
1:6 garment of camel's hair, leather belt, locusts,
undomesticated honey
1:10 coming up from the water, the heavens being
separated, the spirit descending as a dove
1:11 a voice, the heavens
1:12 into the wildemess
1:13 in the wildemess, forty days, the Adversary, wild
beasts, angels
I think it is significant that these two concentrations of ekphrastic depiction (1:5-6 and
1:10-13) are at the same time similar to and different from one another. Baptism as a context, the
Jordan River, and dme in the wildemess each combine to create a clear link between the
"^^^ Wallace, Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics, 518-19, 543^4.
"^^^ Although cKTipuooev occurs in 1 :7, it is grammadcally tied to the subject ofthe preceding material.
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episodes of John and Jesus. However, differences nevertheless exist. In the episode of John, his
diet and apparel suggest that his needs are somehow being met through non-human sources. The
wild animals seem to have been used to his advantage: camels, hide-producing animals, bugs,
and bees. He seems rather the master of his domain. In addition, his station changes from one of
remoteness to one ofproximity. By this I mean that he begins his ministry heralding in the
wildemess where�^presumably�he is alone. In short order, however, throngs ofpeople gather
around him to such a degree that the same physical location can no longer be understood as quite
so desolate a place.
The Jesus episode works a bit differently. First we note, unlike John, that Jesus is a silent
figure who is largely acted upon. His time in the wildemess is a time ofbeing tempted or tested.
The trials last an insufferable amount of time for one who is depicted as being subject not only to
spiritual forces, but physical forces as well�he was with the wild animals yet no mention is
made of his provisioning. Further, Jesus' station changes as well as John's, but in reverse: Jesus
moves from a throng ofproximity to a place of remoteness. Only at the end of this episode are
we told that angels care for him. Of course, in the very next verse, we see an immediate reversal
of fortune (so to speak), for John is arrested at the cusp of Jesus' proclamation of the arrival of
the kingdom and the fulfillment of the anticipated time.
The contrast in these ekphrasdc depictions supports the clear comparison and contrast of
1:7-8, in which John identifies Jesus as coming after John, as being mighder than John, and as
baptizing with Holy Spirit rather than merely with water. The two instances of ekphrasis on
either side of 1 :7-8 thus support the central and cmcial synkrisis of John and Jesus, captured
explicitly in John's proclamation of 1:8. While the vivid detail of John's episode lends credibility
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to John s role in the divine drama here, the empowerment of Jesus by the Spirit intensifies in a
posidve way the divine activity being depicted, and thus differendates Jesus from John in a
substantial way.
The Jesus sub-scene closes in climax as Jesus utters his first words in the Markan
accotmt. As already noted, those words come to us by means of a final Sammelbericht, this time
ipsissima vox of Jesus. The primary issue for Mark in his opening unit is the legitimation and
authorization of Jesus' message and ministry, specifically insofar as Jesus bears the imprimatur
of divine sonship. On trial is the legitimacy of Jesus' proclamation in 1 : 15. The Anlauf'^^ho this
moment has been Mark's marshaling of evidence to support his claim that Jesus is duly
authorized as the Anointed Son ofGod to usher in the Kingdom ofGod on Earth.
We now are in a position to see how the literaryform ofMark 1:1-15 {Chapter 2) is
placed as a prologue {Chapter 3) and serves to convey a rhetorical function {Chapter 4). The
inversion of character focus reaches its climactic conclusion with the exit of John and the initial
utterance of Jesus. The rhetorical shape of the prologue thus can be schematized as follows:
' Klauck, Vorspiel im Himmel, 13-15.
I have identified in bold the relevant words and phrases that represent each rhetorical device. Note how
the diegema is established by the boldface of those elements indicated as such, while the boldface elements of
ekphrasis could in theory be omitted without harming the flow of the narrative. This underscores the way in which
the ekphrastic elements serve a rhetorical funcdon.
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Verse lext Rhetorical Device/Proof
1:1 ApXT| TOU 6i)aYYeA.L0u 'Itioou XpLOTOu ulou Geou. Incipit of Prologue
1:2-3 KaOwg Y^YPafTtaL ev tcp Hoaiq. -npoi^tr^zxn' l6ou
aTTOOTeA,A,co tov dYY^A-ov [lou irpo -TTpoocoiTou oou, og
KaTaoKeuaoei Tf|y 666v oou- (j)(jL)vf] Pocjvtoc; kv Tfj
epri^o)- eTotpdoaTe tt^v oSov Kupiou, euGetag TTOLeiTe
Tocg TpCpoug auTou,
Citation of Scripture
1:4 eyeveTO laxxvvrig paTTTiCwv ev Tfj epripo) Kal
KTipixJocov pdiTTLopa peTocvoLag eig a^eoiv dpccpTLcoy.
diegesis
1:5-6 Kal e^eiTopeueTO -rrpog auTov iraoa f] 'louSaia x^9^ Kal
ol lepoooXupLTai -navzeq, Kal ePaiTTLCovTo utt' auTou
ev lopdav^ TT0Tap(p e^opoAoYOupevoi lag apapiiag
auTcSv. Kal flv 6 Icoavviig ev6e6up�Vog ipixag Kapi^^ou
Kal CwvT|v 6eppaTLVTiv irepl t^iv 6a<t)i)V auxou Kal
eoGicav dKpL&xg Kal peA,L aypLOv.
Testimony ofWitnesses;
ekphrasis
1:7-8 Kal eKripuooev leycov- epxetai 6 loxupoxepog pou
6-11100) pou, ou ouK elpl LKavbq Kuij/ag A-uoai tov
IpdvTa TCOV u-iTo6r|pdTO)y auTou. eyw epairxioa upag
u6aTL, aiixbQ 6e paTrcLoeL upag ev irveupaTL ayit^.
Testimony ofWitness;
synkrisis (John and the
Coming One)
1:9 Kal eYevexo ev eKeCvatg Tatg fipepatg i^A,0ev lr|ooug
duo NaCapeT Tf|g raA-Llaiag Kal epaiTTLoGri elg tov
'Iop6dyr|v utto 'Io)dyvou.
diegesis
1:10 Kal euGug dvapaivcov eK tou u6atog elbev oxiCopevoug
Toug oupavoug Kal to TTveupa (og irepLOTepav
KaTaPalvov eig auiov-
Evidence ofMiracle;
ekphrasis
1:11 Kal (|)a)vf) eyeveTO eK tcjv oupavcov ou el 6 ulog pou
6 dyaTTriTog, ev ool eu66Kr|oa.
diegesis;
Evidence ofMiracle;
Testimony ofWitness
1:12 Kal euGug xb iTveupa auTbv eKpdXA,eL elg tt^v epripov. diegesis
1:13 Kttl fjy ev epiipc^ TeooepaKOvra f|pepag
TTetpaCopevog utto tou oaTava, Kal i^v peta tc5v
0r|pLO)V, Kal ol dyyeAoL Sltikovouv auTcp.
ekphrasis
1:14-
15
Meid 6e to TTapa6o0f|vaL xbv 'Io)dvvriv i^A,0ev 6
IriOGug elg tt^v raXiXaLay KTipuoocov to euayyeA-LOV
TOU Geoij Kal Xeywv otl TTeTTA,r|po)TaL 6 Katpog Kal
fjyyLKey r\ paoiA-eia tou Geou- peTavoelTe Kal
TTLOTeueTe ev tco euayyelLO).
diegesis
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Promise and Fulfillment
P. J. Sankey has prepared an instructive and compelling case that Mark 1:1-15 should be
understood within the context ofpromise and fiilfdlment.^^^ He maintains that the prologue
intendonally establishes a cycle of credible witnesses based on the fiilfdlment of earlier
promises. Although the promises are sometimes fiilfdled in unexpected ways, the cycle is
nevertheless accomplished. Sankey provides a judicious treatment ofMark from the perspective
of reader-response cridcism; of special significance is his presupposition that Mark would have
been presented aurally by a reader who would have had a fair degree of familiarity with the text,
and who would have been able to present the text in such a way as to remind the listening
audience of earlier promises. He draws on Elizabeth Struthers Malbon' s idea of "echoes and
foreshadowings""^^"^ to demonstrate how readers "constantly make cormections between parts of a
text, looking back and remembering what has been read (retrospection) whilst speculating as to
what will happen (anticipation). The past forms background for the present; the present generates
expectations in the light ofwhich the fiiture will be understood.""^^^
A literary perspective on the structure fiirther confirms this anticipation/fulfillment
scheme. Bauer and Traina specifically point to Mark's opening as indicative ofpreparation and
realization.
Sankey, "Promise and Fulfillment."
Elizabeth Struthers Malbon, "Echoes and Foreshadowings in Mark 4-8: Reading and Rereading," JBL,
1993.
"�^^ Sankey, "Promise and Fulfillment," 4.
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Mark begins his Gospel with the account ofthe ministry of John the Baptist (1:2-1 1"*^^).
Yet Mark is not finally interested in the ministry of John as such but includes this account
only insofar as John's ministry provides background for the real concem of the Gospel of
Mark: the ministry of Jesus. The reader of this Gospel, then, is to interpret Mark's
narrative of Jesus' ministry according to the background or setting ofMark's account of
John's ministry.
Arguing that the OT relates to the NT according to this pattem ofpreparation and realizadon
(when the Bible as a whole is in view),"^^^ they go on to say that,
The primary development within the Bible is the progression between the Old Testament
and the New Testament. The New Testament concept offulfillment requires that students
take seriously the progression from preparation to fulfillment, keeping in mind the
combination of continuity and discontinuity that is implicit within the notion of
fiilfillment. Indeed, this relationship between the Testaments is the central issue in
biblical theology (emphasis original).
"^^^
The relationship betweenprediction andfulfillment thus serves as a specific type of
preparation/realization.'^^^ In Mark's opening, the OT context of Isaiah's prophetic message as
preparation/prediction finds realization/fulfillment in the ministry and message of the Baptizer,
which in tum provides the preparation for and prediction of the realization/fiilfillment of the
ministry and message of Jesus. This stmcture enables Mark to establish a trajectory along which
'^^^ As indicated throughout, I would broaden the view of John's ministry to include 1:14-15, where the
closure to his ministry is identified.
'^^^ Bauer and Traina, Inductive Bible Study, 1 14.
Ibid., 298.
Ibid., 345.
Ibid., 114.
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the crucial moments of Isaiah's prophetic message, John's preparatory ministry, and the advent
of Jesus as the Anointed Son are highlighted.
Summary
The Markan prologue is subsumed under the incipit of 1 : 1 and organized in two movements:
from the time of Isaiah to John, and from the dme of John to Jesus. As indicated above, these
movements are not to be understood merely as temporal sequence, but rather as logical
fiilfillment.
The incipit of 1 : 1 introduces and establishes the parameters and agenda for Mark's
opening unit. The beginning (alternately, the basis or source) of the good news from and about
Jesus is the prophetic tradition (specifically focalized in John) preceding and anticipating Jesus.
That tradition reached its penultimate climax with John's ministry, a ministry which provides the
primary context for the prologue. Jesus is not only anointed in his capacity as the fulfillment of
messianic expectations, but is also identified as the Son ofGod. The transcendent conversation in
1 :2-3 between the Father and the Son is immanently actualized at the baptism of Jesus in 1 : 1 1 .
The summary statements placed in the voices of Isaiah, John, and Jesus establish the basic
programmatic framework for each era of the prophetic tradition, beginning with Isaiah's message
of anficipafion, transitioning through John's ministry ofpreparation, and culminating in Jesus'
proclamation of the arrival ofGod's kingdom and the necessity of human response.
Mark's purpose in his prologue is to prove that Jesus' ministry and message were in
fiilfillment ofOT prophecies about him as a bearer of good news. The ministry and message of
John the Baptizer likewise confirm Jesus as the Expected One. Mark's aim is to persuade his
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audience that Jesus is indeed the Anointed Son ofGod through Jesus' role in continuity with and
differentiation from the prophetic office. To accomplish his task of persuasion, he provides a mix
of rhetorical devices suited for a mixed audience: for Jews, Mark relies upon the inartificial
proofs of Scripture, witnesses, and signs; for Gentiles, Mark relies upon conventional, Greco-
Roman devices that would be understood by readers/hearers familiar with at least the most
elementary devices. What follows the prologue beginning with the call of the first disciples and
their reckless abandonment of their lives can only be understood in light of Jesus' identity:
"Truly, this man was the Son of God."
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Summary of Conclusions
We began this study with my statement that an error with regard to Mark's directional heading in
his opening material would likely compound itself the further we journeyed into Mark. The
results of a compounded error would therefore likely result in our arriving at a destination Mark
never intended. I need to say at this point that I have no bright-eyed expectations that we can
discem Mark's full intent with complete accuracy. On the other hand, I am not so grounded in an
epistemology of skepticism regarding the possibility of approximating his intent that I am willing
to concede that multiple interpretations would be consistent with Mark's original purposes. I
firmly believe that Mark wrote for a reason, and that reason was to communicate more broadly a
series of extraordinary, history-altering events that had taken place within his lifetime. My goal
as his reader is to read in ways that demonstrate fidelity to both his content and his cues.
In Chapter 1, 1 conducted a survey of relatively recent scholarship conceming the Gospel
ofMark in general, and his opening materials in particular. I indicated how, beginning with the
advent of redaction criticism, interpreters have sought to identify the role ofMark as a creative
theologian. This new interest in Mark prompted numerous studies that began to focus on the text
itself, especially its narrative characteristics, literary qualities, and rhetorical function. Within
these methodologies, I gave special attention to those works dealing with matters related to
literary prologues and�because of the significance ofmy identification of 1 : 14-15 as the
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terminus to Mark's opening�summary statements. I am grateful to benefit fi-om the work of the
scholarly guild in this regard.
In Chapter 2, 1 presented my inductive analysis of 1 : 1-15 as a literary unit. Here, I made
a case for some text-critical issues as a preliminary task, demonstrating (for example) that the
variant ulou Oeou in 1:1 is likely original on the basis ofboth extemal and intemal evidence. I
also presented a syntactic analysis of the passage, specifically giving attention to the way that
1:2-3 should be read in light of the material surrounding it. I determined, based on both standard
grammatical pattems and the evidence of similar constmctions within and outside of the biblical
corpus, that Mark 1 : 1 should be read apart from 1 :2-3, and that 1 :4 should be read as the main
clause for which 1:2-3 provides subordinate support.
In the bulk and remainder of the chapter, I highlighted several features about 1:1-15 that
give it literary coherence as a unit of thought. My primary methodology was inductive analysis,
drawing largely on the work ofBauer and Traina."^^^ The recurrence of key words and motifs in
high concentration within the passage, the role of exxiyykXvov as forming an inclusio between 1:1
and 1:14-15, the parallelism and contrast of John and Jesus, the temporal markers leading to
climax, the relatively clear break between 1:15 and 1:16, and the overall schematic inversion of
character focus all contribute to and confirm the unity of the passage. Further, the stmctural
relationships ofpreparation and realization provide an interpretive scheme for understanding the
relationship between smaller units within the opening.
�^^^ Bauer and Traina, Inductive Bible Study.
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In Chapter 3, 1 surveyed the rhetorical milieu that likely shaped Mark's writing. Here, I
briefly characterized the aural nature of that environment and examined how Greco-Roman
rhetoric functioned at macro- and micro-levels. I then presented a sketch of first-century
education, particularly noting the role of rhetoric as a basic ingredient of that experience.
Kennedy's foundational work on NT rhetoric"^^^ and Witherington 's application of that theory to
the NT writings"^^^ provided the basis for this study. Central to rhetorical training was the
acquisition and development of skills in using the various rhetorical devices, and Aelius Theon's
progymnasmata provided the basic curriculum for that training. I then examined Mark's Gospel
in light of its rhetorical milieu, concluding that Mark clearly reflects at least basic facility with
regard to the more elementary principles of rhetoric (which he would certainly have attained
alongside his acquisition of Greek language and grammar). I determined that, although Mark
employs basic Greco-Roman rhetorical devices, his work is nevertheless eclectic in its
simultaneous use ofnon-enthymatic, inartificial proofs (which is more characteristic of Jewish
rhetoric than Greco-Roman).
In Chapter 4, 1 undertook the task of conducting a survey of samplings from ancient
Greco-Roman Plol in hopes of establishing a basis for understanding ancient prologues. The
corpus that served the survey was that used by Richard Burridge in his defense of the Gospels as
examples of ancient biography.
"^^"^
Building on Burridge's brief observations about the opening
Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation; and Progymnasmata.
Witherington III, New Testament Rhetoric.
Burridge, What Are the Gospels.
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matenals of each piog, I attempted to establish some more detailed pattems with respect to the
form and function of ancient "beginnings." I determined that opening materials typically feature
one or more ofthe following: first-person authorial insertions that address the purpose or
occasion ofthe work (apreface); background information necessary in establishing the
biographical figure within his social or political context (an expositoryprologue); and short,
introductory text-strings that primarily serve to simply identify or introduce the work (an incipit).
I determined that Mark's opening unit fits the pattem of an expository prologue insofar as
it provides the necessary information to properly situate its central character (Jesus) in context.
However, at least one major difference exists between Mark's prologue and that of ancient
Greco-Roman prologues: whereas the latter almost always includes some information about the
central character's lineage or family origins, Mark does not. He provides an altemate means of
situating his main character in context. By evoking Isaiah and John directly (and Elijah
inferentially), Mark locates Jesus within a tradition of the ongoing presence of the Spirit that
empowers and equips human agents for divine service. Here again, we see Mark following
typical Greco-Roman practices, but doing so in ways that cast a distinctively Jewish hue upon his
work.
In Chapter 5, 1 drew upon my findings in my earlier chapters to establish a funcdon for
the form of 1 ; 1-15. 1 began by identifying the opening verse as an incipit which serves to identify
Mark's opening unit. The opening unit is rhetorically organized around three summary
statements ipsissima vox of the unit's major figures: Isaiah, John, and Jesus. Collectively, they
form the opening, pivot, and climax of the unit. The space between is filled with briefnarrative
moments {diegesis) that fund the essential flow of the narrative, vivid description {ekphrasis) that
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intensities positively the divine activity, and comparison (synkrisis) that highlights the
similarities and contrast between John and Jesus. These devices demonstrate Mark's facility with
elementary Greco-Roman rhetoric. On the other hand, the use of scriptural citations, the
testimony ofwitnesses, and the evidence ofmiracles provide inartificial proofs that demonstrate
rather conclusively that Mark is equally comfortable working within a Jewish framework of
rhetorical discourse. The net effect ofthe unit is to legitimate Jesus as the Anointed Son ofGod,
and that emphasis can be seen throughout Mark's Gospel as a whole. The initial identification of
Jesus as Christ and Son ofGod is corroborated and punctuated at multiple points throughout
Mark's Gospel, especially at such strategic moments as Peter's declaration in 8:29, the divine
confirmation in 9:7, and the pronouncement by the centurion in 15:39.
So the final question is this: how does the Markan prologue prepare readers of the Gospel
for the material that follows the prologue? First, it offers a basis for understanding why initially
four commercial fishermen (1 : 16-20), then others (2: 13-14; 3: 14-19), would simply walk away
from their families, their homes, and their livelihoods to follow an itinerant Jewish preacher
around the Galilean countryside. The prologue provides the warrant for the extraordinary status
of Jesus as the Anointed Son ofGod; as a result, Mark's readers are not only asked to accept
Mark's claims that the first disciples responded to Jesus' call with such vigor, but are implicitly
encouraged to do likewise. Second, it declares that the Coming One is indeed mightier: he
teaches with unprecedented authority (1 :21-22); he exercises dominion over the realm of unclean
spirits and liberates those oppressed by them (1 :23-28); he heals the sick (1 :29-24; 1 :40-45;
passim) and spreads good news of healing and wholeness (1:38-39). The good news regarding
wholeness means one can receive forgiveness of sins as proclaimed in the wildemess by John (cf
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1.4-5 to 2:1-12). The prologue establishes the authority of Jesus within an earthly tradition of
prophetic ministry and by means of a supematural affirmation of Jesus' special status. That
Jesus prevails over a dme of temptation in the wildemess at the hands ofthe Adversary fiirther
establishes the potency of his special status. Jesus' mighty works are shown from the beginning
to have their basis in divine authority.
Such a proclamation of good news could not escape notice, though. If the establishment
would detain (1 : 14) and execute (6:27-28) John, they would certainly deal likewise with the
greater threat of Jesus (3:6). Because Jesus' mission lay in the broader mission of those sent
before him, Jesus would expect to receive treatment no different from his forebears. Those who
reject Jesus' authority are those who may "indeed see but not perceive, and may indeed hear but
not understand" (4: 10). Jesus knows what is written ofhim, and he is prepared to pursue that
path. His followers, however, stmggle to "see" this path. The progressive predictions regarding
Jesus' passion (8:31; 9:31; 10:32-34) seem to fall on deaf ears. However, Peter realizes that Jesus
is more than John, or Elijah, or the prophets of old (like Isaiah). Although he sees through the
glass but dimly, he recognizes that Jesus is fundamentally different�^he is, in fact, the Anointed
One introduced in Mark 1:1, authorized in 1 : 1 1 , and confirmed to Peter personally in 9:7 at the
transfiguration.
The passion narrative that follows seems on the surface to be a storyline that has mn
tragically afoul. Like John (and so many of the prophets before), Jesus is yet another casualty in
the divine dispatch ofmessengers. The titulus above the cross bears witness to the biting irony:
THE KING OF THE JEWS (15:26). Nevertheless, the divine drama is unfolding exacdy as
scripted in the parable ofthe wicked tenants, and Jesus' passion predictions come to pass. No
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one expected the fulfillment of time and the approach of the kingdom (1 : 15) to involve the death
ofthe Son; yet this was part of the plan since dme immemorial. As a resuh, Mark's readers are
guided into a new understanding of the concept of anointed (1:1) insofar as Jesus' anointing is
not for the purpose of elevated status, but for the purpose of suffering at the hands of human
agents.
The penultimate act of this divine drama closes with a glimmer of hope, though. From the
most unlikely of comers, a new voice cries out in fulfdlment of the promise that the owner would
wrest control ofthe vineyard away from the wicked tenants and give it to others: "Tmly this man
was the Son ofGod!" (15:39). The Mightier One has come�and gone; but he has not gone for
long, for "he has risen" (16:6). The fiillness of time and the approach of the kingdom have been
prepared for those who will repent and believe in the good news.
Assuming that Mark wrote to a primarily aural audience, we can surmise that Mark's
reader would have had access to a manuscript in advance of the presentation, and would in all
likelihood have had the opportunity to rehearse his or her presentation so as to maintain fidelity
to the syntactic, literary, and rhetorical cues embedded in the work. That presentation would
have made it clear from the onset that Jesus ofNazareth was indeed the anticipated Christ, the
Son ofGod, Just as it has been written.
Implications for Further Study
This study raises any number of small concems. For instance, the text-critical issue of the
variant article 6, in 1 :4 remains umesolved, yet will likely not prove to be a significant issue with
regard to either the Markan prologue or Mark's overall program. However, I am stmck by three
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pnmary matters that emerge from this study. One of these issues has a more historical bent,
while the other two relate to matters of theology. These issues include Mark's potential role as
Peter's hermeneut, the function of Isaiah in Mark (and particularly in the prologue), and the
nature of John's bapdsm as a preparatory rite.
Mark as Peter's Hermeneut
The Papias ttadition suggests that Mark was the eppriveuiric ofPeter (Eusebius, Hist. Eccl.
3.39.14). Taking this evidence at face value, how might the form and fimction ofMark 1:1-15
challenge or confirm the likelihood that Mark compiled the recollections of Peter's teaching ou
pevTOL id^ei? Conversely, how does the Papias tradition contribute to our understanding of the
form and function ofMark 1:1-15? Addressing the matter from a different perspective, Richard
Bauckham has suggested that
Mark's Gospel not only [. . .] claims Peter as its main eyewitness source; it also tells the
story predominately (though by no means exclusively) from Peter's perspective. This
Petrine perspective is deliberately, carefiilly, and subtly constructed. Mark's Gospel is no
mere transcript ofPeter's teaching, nor is the Petrine perspective merely an undersigned
survival of the way Peter told his stories. While it does correspond to features ofPeter's
oral narration, Mark has deliberately designed the Gospel in such a way that it
incorporates and conveys this Petrine perspective. Several literary features combine to
give readers/hearers Peter's "point of view" [...]. It is this literary construction of the
Petrine perspective that has so far gone almost uimoticed in Markan scholarship.
"^^^
The approach taken in this present study has been in part a decidedly literary one. In view of the
conclusions reached here, how might the need to legitimate Jesus as the Anointed Son of God be
'^^^ Richard Bauckham, Jesus and the Eyewitnesses: The Gospels as Eyewitness Testimony (Grand Rapids,
Mich.: Eerdmans, 2006), 179.
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found within Peter's teaching? Might there have been a specific occasion or circumstance to
which Peter's teaching might be directed?
One possible avenue of future research lies in the reladonship between Acts 5:31-33 and
Mark 1:1-15. hi the Acts passage, Peter and the aposdes�following their arrest by Jewish
authorities, miraculous release by an angel of the Lord, and second arraignment�^provide a
defense for their teaching. That defense is grounded in several points, not the least ofwhich is
the elevadon of Jesus as apxriyov {cf. dpxri ofMark 1:1) and the giving of petdvoLav and oi^eoiv
dpapTLCjy to Israel {cf Mark 1:4,15). These possible points of contact raise a number of
questions. In what ways does Jesus' identification as dpxqyo^ comport with or deviate from our
understanding of the period of John's baptizing ministry as the dpxri of the gospel? How might
such a claim by Peter and the apostles about Jesus' status elicit the response by the Jewish
leadership in Acts 5:33, namely that "they were emaged and wanted to kill them"? How does the
term xpLotog in Mark 1 : 1 relate to the immediate persecution of the early Christians following
Jesus' death insofar as Mark presents Jesus as one "anointed to suffer" (9:3 1; 10:33-34; but
especially Jesus' corrective understanding of xpLoiog in 8:29-31)? How might this occasion in
some way be suggestive of the impetus (ifnot the dating) ofMark's Gospel? These questions
and others may help to give shape to subsequent studies aimed at understanding Mark's
relationship to the Petrine tradition.
John's Baptism in Historical and Theological Context
My second interest lies in the nature and role of baptism as a preparatory event. The Isaian
citation in Mark 1 :2-3 points to the role of the messenger as one who prepares the way of/for the
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Lord. John's appearance in 1:4 (as I have already shown) is the fiilfdlment of that prophecy, and
his appearance is described as serving the purposes ofbapdzing and proclaiming: "John
appeared [for the purposes of] baptizing in the wildemess and proclaiming a baptism of
repentance for forgiveness of sins." Given the very significant role of bapdsm in the prologue,
how does baptism prepare the way of/for the Lord? Further, how does bapdsm function in Mark
more generally (and here I am thinking specifically ofMark 10:38-39)?
Everett Ferguson has produced a landmark work on baptism in the early centuries of the
church. "^^^ His study would provide the basis for an exploration that seeks to connect a number of
dots related to the issue. For example:
� How does the word paniLCco and its cognates fimction in the OT and in extra-
canonical works of the first-century era? (Both Philo and Josephus provide a number
of fascinating insights into common understandings of the concept, understandings
which bear almost no correspondence with modem notions of the word as an
initiatory rite.)
� How does the bapdsm ofMark's prologue relate to the bapdsm of suffering that Jesus
foretells in Mark 10?
� How does baptism ofwater differ from baptism ofHoly Spirit?
"^^^ Everett Ferguson, Baptism in the Early Church: History, Theology, and Liturgy in the First Five
Centuries (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 2009).
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� Assuming that participants were fiilly immersed (a point that would need to be
substantiated), how would that experience have flmctioned as a means ofpreparation
for the Lord?
� Why could John' s baptism not have been self-administered?
� What connection do forgiveness and confession (Mark 1 :4-5) have to baptism within
the theology of the Markan prologue (and Mark's Gospel as a whole)?
My key question is this: when Mark invoked the language ofbaptism in his prologue,
what would that have meant to his readers? My chief concem is that, too often, John's baptism is
viewed anachronistically through the lens of later baptismal theology, rather than being read on
its own terms within the context of its historical and theological particularity. Two immediate
differences that fail to receive sufficient attention with regard to John's practice are: 1) that the
act ofpublic confession happens contemporaneous with or�more likely�subsequent to the
ritual act;"^^^ and 2) that the rite performs a preparatory "^^^ rather than an initiating funcdon (for
no specific or identifiable community is prescribed yet, unless one wants to argue abstractly for
an eschatological community). As a preparatory rite, John's baptism likely served as a means of
readying persons for the Coming One who would establish an eschatological community, but
John's baptism did not constitute such membership.
The present tense form of the participle 6^o|j,oA.oYoiJ|J.evoL is suggestive of this likelihood.
''^^ Note the language of KaxaoK^vdo^i and eTOL[i(xoaT� in 1:2-3.
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Mark's Use of Isaiah
Third, I maintain a continued interest in the way Isaiah provides the context for Mark, especially
in Mark's prologue. I suspect that Mark is drawing on Isaiah because Isaiah, as a whole,
represents the three distinct movements ofjudgment (Isa 1-39), repentance (40-55), and
forgiveness and restoration (56-66). Thus, Isaiah is uniquely poised to convey the essence of this
cycle. However, this cycle is hardly represented in Isaiah alone, for it in fact is illustrative of the
entire biblical history ofGod's dealing with his people.
This Isaian theme is central to understanding not only the Markan prologue, but I suspect
the whole ofMark, as well. In some cases, interpretations "wide of our Mark" result when
insufficient attention is given to Mark's reliance upon an Isaian context.
"^^^ In other cases,
conclusions "narrowly miss our Mark" in their appropriation of Isaiah. Rikki Watts is a case in
point. Although he gives a thoroughgoing treatment ofMark's use of Isaiah, he makes a subtle
error in his initial course heading when he suggests apriori that the Exodus is the defining
moment in Israel's community identity formation. His study is a critical piece in understanding
the overall framework ofMark, and especially of the way the prologue is situated to establish the
parameters for understanding the Gospel as a whole. However, I think he stops short of
ascertaining the full extent ofMark's OT appropriation.
Rather than reading Isaiah as a new iteration of the Exodus (the event in which�he
argues Israel finds its true identity), I suggest that Mark would understand Isaiah as going even
fiirther back into Israel's history. Evidence for such is found in the citation of Isaiah in Mark 1 :2,
'^^^ See Tolbert, Sowing the Gospel, whose entire study makes mention of Isaiah only eight times, and half
of those are in footnotes.
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specifically with regard to the present tense form of d7T0OT6A.A.w^^^ and the dispatch of an dyYe^oc;
for the purposes of preparation in furtherance ofGod's program. This construct�inclusive of the
elements: a) God as a sending agent; b) sending as a future act; c) a divine messenger dispatched
for purposes ofpreparing a way; and d) preparation specifically in furtherance ofGod's
program^^^�literally dots the landscape ofthe entire OT corpus (and not just the Exodus
narrative), and is constituent of a pattem that finds its culmination in the message and ministry of
Jesus. Watts' identification of the Exodus as the formative event in Israel's community identity
formation thus fails not because it lies in the wrong direction, but because it does not pursue that
direction far enough.
Final Summary
This study has been an endeavor that has roots in a question I initially engaged fifteen years
earlier: where does Mark terminate his opening scene? I have undertaken to propose an answer
to that question: namely, that Mark's opening comes to closure at 1 : 15. 1 have also attempted to
address the issue of the opening unit's function, arguing that it is a prologue crafted by Mark,
appended to Peter's memoirs, and serving to highlight the identity of Jesus as the Anointed Son
ofGod. Any study ofMark as a whole will likely attempt to prove a "unified theory" ofMark
that addresses each of the major, critical issues commonly associated with the study of this
The present tense form of the verb here would likely have caught the attention of first-century
readers/hearers insofar as it immediately follows the ascription to Isaiah, for whom sending as a first person act is
always done by God in ftiture time (Isa 6:8; 10:6; 16:1; 43:14; 66:19; see also 10:16; 19:20; 27:8).
Note especially Gen 24:7, 40; 32:2-4; Exod 23:20; 33:2; Mai 3:1.
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Gospel. Nowhere else are such critical issues concentrated than in Mark's opening unit. As I
consider possible next steps formy own engagement ofMark, I once again paraphrase the great
Sherlock Holmes, "We have some explanations of afew of the facts; I am interested in the only
explanation ofall the facts." Whether or not such a goal is within reach will remain an ongoing
question, hi the meantime, I intend to continue my journey with that destination in mind.
APPENDIX
Translation of Mark 1:1-15
^ The beginning of the good news of Jesus, the Anointed Son of God.
Just as It has been written in Isaiah the prophet.
Behold! I am sending my messenger before your personal presence, who will prepare
your way.
^ A voice crying in the wildemess: "Prepare the way of the Lord! Make
straight his paths!"
John appeared baptizing in the wildemess and proclaiming a baptism of repentance for
forgiveness of sins.
^ And all of the Judean countryside and all of the Jemsalemites were going
out to him, and they were being baptized by him in the Jordan River, confessing their sins.
^ And
John was wearing hairs of a camel and a belt of leather around his waist, and eating insects and
wild honey. And he was proclaiming, saying.
The One stronger than me is coming after me, the thong ofwhose sandals I am not
worthy to stoop and untie.
^ I baptized you with water; he, however, will baptize you with
Holy Spirit.
^ And it happened in those days that Jesus came from Galilee and was baptized into the Jordan
by John. And as soon as he came up out of the water, he saw the heavens separated and the
Spirit coming down onto him as a dove. And a voice appeared from the heavens:
You are my Son, my Beloved, in whom I delight.
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And then the Spirit compels him into the wildemess. And he was in the wildemess forty
days, being tempted by the Adversary, and he was with the wild animals, and the messengers
were ministering to him.
Now after the arrest of John, Jesus went into Galilee proclaiming the good news ofGod, ^^and
saying that.
The dme has been fulfdled and the kingdom of God has approached; repent and believe
in the good news.
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